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1.3

Abbreviations

3GPP

3rd Generation Partnership Project

AAeM

Automatic Answer for eMLPP Service

ACK

Acknowledgment Center

AIS

Air Interface Simulator

ASCI

Advance Speech Call Items

BSC

Base Station Controller

BSS

Base Station Sub-system

BTS

Base Transceiver Station

CHPC

Confirmation of high priority calls

CLIP

Calling Line Identification Presentation

CLIR

Calling Line Identification Restriction

CoO

Cell of Origin

CT

Call Type or Controller Terminal

DCE

Data Circuit Terminating Equipment

DCH

Dedicated Channel

Dest

Destination Controller

eMLPP

enhanced Multi-Level Precedence and Pre-emption

ERA

European Railway Agency

ERTMS

European Rail Traffic Management System

ETSI

European Telecommunication Standardization Institute

FA

Functional Addressing

FN

Functional Number

FTS

Fixed Terminal System

GC

Group Call

GCA

Group Call Area

GCCH

Group Call Cannel

GCR

Group Call Register

GCRef

Group Call Reference

GID

Group Identity

GSM-R

Global System for Mobile communication – Railways

HLR

Home Location Register

IF

Interface

IMEI

International Mobile Equipment Identity

IMSI

International Mobile Subscriber Identity

IOT

Interoperability Test

ISDN

Integrated Services Digital Network

ISUP

ISDN User Part
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LDA

Location Dependent Addressing

LE

Late Entry

MAP

Mobile Application Part

MOC

Mobile Originated Call (Call from Mobile to Fixed Network)

MS

Mobile Station

MSC

Mobile Switching Centre

MTC

Mobile Terminated Call (Call from Fixed Network to Mobile)

MTM

Mobile To Mobile Call (Call from Mobile to Mobile)

NSS

Network Sub-system

Orig

Originator

PCM

Pulse Code Modulation (Link)

PLMN

Public Land Mobile Network

PRI

ISDN Primary Rate Interface

QoS

Quality of Service

REC

Railway Emergency Call

SCP

Service Control Point

SS

Service Subscriber

TCU

Transcoding Unit

Term

Terminator

TRX

Transceiver (transmitter and receiver)

TSI

Technical Specification for Interoperability

UE

User Equipment

VLR

Visitor Location Register

VBS

Voice Broadcast Service

VGCS

Voice Group Call Service
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2

Introduction

So far, no common harmonized Test Catalogue has been available, allowing the Assessment
of the EIRENE Networks for European Conformity, which can be used by any Railway or
GSM-R System Supplier. Such a GSM-R Network Assessment Test Catalogue is an urgent
need for the GSM-R European Operators.
This Test Plan is established on the basis of the EIRENE Functional Requirements
Specification version 7.3.0 [4] and System Requirements Specification version 15.3.0 [5],
released to address the requirements that are relevant to interoperability of the rail system
within the European Community, in particular according to the Directive 2008/57/EC.

The EIRENE Functional and System Requirements Specification [4] & [5] requirements which
are relevant for interoperability in Europe are marked in this version with the category (MI),
and these shall be verified for certification purposes and authorisation for placing into service
in Europe.
DB Systel issued a Set of Test Cases [1] with a wider scope, which was decided by ERA to
be used as a basis for this Test Plan. These tests cases are globally linked to the former
mandatory requirements mentioned in the previous EIRENE 7/15, and were checked by
practical testing in DB Systel multi-vendor test environment.
The present GSM-R Network Assessment Test Plan, established on the basis of the aboved
mentioned DB Systel set of test cases is therefore made available, to be used by the
European Infrastructure Managers and especially by the NoBos to establish the Conformity of
Networks to the Essential Requirements according to the Control Command and Signalling
Technical Specification for Interoperability.
The present document aims at selecting a set of test cases, considered to be relevant for the
GSM-R network Assessment, from the in DB Systel tests catalogue.
In addition, this document presents in the following chapter 3 the various steps necessary for
the GSM-R Network Assessment on the basis of the available specifications and testing
procedure:





ETSI specifications compliance tests
IOT functional and system testing in a multi-vendor and multi-system environment
Tests performed on a live network
Functional tests of the complete network overall environment
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3

Scope of work

3.1

Overall GSM-R Network Testing

Each national GSM-R Network needs a succession of tests campaigns before getting the final
agreement to be put in operation. The following Figure 1 gives a view for the main steps.
The GSM-R Network Assessment for European Conformity part is drawn in green; all other
steps are described and their relevance for the Assessment is explained in this chapter.
Note: Mobiles and other terminal equipment are at out of scope of this document.

Tests performed only once

Tests performed
on live network

ETSI compliancy tests
Lab




IOT functional &
system
Lab
Multi vendor
subsystem tests
(NSS- BSS)
Multi vendor network
tests




Vendor’s tests
Lab
EIRENE FRS & SRS
latest release
EIRENE detailed
specifications latest
release







Acceptance tests
Coverage
QoS
Performances
National functions (if any)
Interconnection with
relevant private
subnetworks (if any)

Assessement (Functional Only)
Intra-GSM-R network tests
Functional
GSM-R / Controller equipment
part of the fixed terminal system
tests

Inter connection of GSM-R networks tests
International roaming on a
pilot line

Figure 1
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Three test categories can be noticed in above Figure 1:
-

Tests performed only once: these tests are to be performed during the
development and procurement stages, and they are not to be repeated during the
Assesment Campaign by the NoBos, yet these tests results are to be presented to
the NoBos, as prerequisite of the Assesment campaign.

-

Test Performed in Live Network: these tests are to be performed during the
implementation stage, and they are not to be repeated during the Assesment
Campaign by the NoBos, yet these tests results are to be presented to the NoBos, as
prerequisite of the Assesment campaign

-

Assesment (Fuctional only): these tests are to be performed during the Network
Assesment for European Conformity under NoBos responsibility.

Table 1 gives an overview of the process and the responsible actors for each step:
Table 1
ETSI
specifications
conformity
tests
Compliance to
ETSI
specifications

IOT
(functional
and system)

Vendor’s
tests

Multi-vendors
interoperability
based on ETSI
and EIRENE
specifications

EIRENE
FRS and
SRS last
in force
version

Responsibil
ity

Vendor

Vendors plus
Independent
Organism

Vendor

Lab/Live

Lab

Lab

Lab

Object of
the Tests
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Acceptance
tests including
Project’s
specific tests
Contract’s
requirements
for
implementation
with specific
configurations

Coverage,
QoS &
Network
Performances
EIRENE [4],
[5] Mandatory
and mandatory
for
Interoperability
requirements

Operator with
vendor presence
or vendor with
network
operator’s
presence
Live

Actor in
charge of
deployment
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Live

Assessment

- Documentation
review of all the
previous steps
- Tests
proposed in the
present
document
NoBos

Live

3.2

ETSI specification conformity tests

ETSI compliancy tests
Lab

Vendor’s tests cover GSM & GSM-R generic tests in lab, in a standard configuration.
They aim to ensure that vendor’s components and systems are in conformity with ETSI
specifications [2] and [3] ( taking into account the version in force of these specifications at
the moment of the tests).
.
These tests do no cover specific operator’s configuration and features.
Scope




ETSI specifications conformance tests
Test the components and system
Performed by vendors in their labs before installation




Manufacturer’s responsibility
ETSI Conformance testing for interoperability

Results

Relevance for Network Assessment
 Tests results are a prerequisite for the GSM-R Network’s Assessment

3.3

IOT (functional & system)




IOT functional & system
Lab
Multi vendor subsystem tests
Multi vendor network tests

IOT tests cover GSM (including GSM-R specific requirements) generic tests, in a multi
vendor’s platform standard configuration. They aim to ensure multi vendor subsystems and
networks compatibility.
IOT tests are usually performed in one or several labs, and can also be performed on live
networks, if lab configuration does not allow performing some tests.
These tests do no cover specific operator’s configuration and features.
Scope



To prove interoperability in a multi-vendor and multi-network environment
Tests results are a prerequisite for the Network’s Assessment.
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3.4

Vendor’s Tests (Commissioning)




Vendor’s tests
Lab (FAT)
EIRENE FRS & SRS
latest release
EIRENE detailed
specifications latest
release

Vendor’s tests are performed on customer’s lab (if any) and/or vendor’s lab (Factory
Acceptance Tests), with the GSM-R operator configuration, which means that if the case,
Project specific tests shall be also performed at this stage (including options or national
features).
Such tests are included in vendor-customer’s contract.
Tests are usually performed by the vendor itself, in presence of the operator.
Scope




Technical tests (measurements, logs…) to prove the system fulfilment of in
force Specifications and Operator needs.
Performed in Lab

Relevance for network assessment
 Tests results are a prerequisite for the Network’s Assessment

3.5

Acceptance Tests (live network)







Acceptance tests
Coverage
QoS
Performances
National functions (if any)
Interconnection with
relevant private
subnetworks (if any)

Acceptance tests are Project specific; they are performed on live customer’s network, with the
GSM-R operator configuration.
Such tests are included in vendor-customer’s contract.
Tests may be performed by the network operator alone, by the vendor in presence of the
operator, or by the actor in charge of network deployment and operation.
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Scope



Technical tests to prove the system fulfilment of in force Specifications and
Operator needs.
Performed in Live Network

Relevance for network assessment
 Tests results are a prerequisite for the Network’s Assessment

3.6

Coverage, QoS and Performance

Verification of the Radio Coverage, Quality of Service and Network Performance are under
deployment actor’s responsibility; these tests are performed during dedicated dynamic
performance tests, and the results shall be part of the Network acceptance procedure.
These tests are out of scope of DB Systel test catalogue [1].
Tests must prove the GSM-R network conformity at minimum vs. the following requirements:
Coverage requirements
EIRENE SRS 15.3.0 Chapter 3.2 [5] - Extract:
3.2.1

For network planning, the coverage level is defined as the field strength at the
antenna on the roof of a train (nominally a height of 4m above the track). An
isotropic antenna with a gain of 0dBi is assumed. This criterion will be met with a
certain probability in the coverage area. (The target coverage power level is
dependent on the statistical fluctuations caused by the actual propagation
conditions.)

3.2.2
3.2.2-1

The following minimum values shall apply:

3.2.2-2

3.2.3
3.2.3-1
3.2.3-2

3.2.4

(I)
(MI)

- coverage probability of 95% based on a coverage level of 38.5 dBμV/m
(-98 dBm) for voice and non-safety critical data;
- coverage probability of 95% based on a coverage level of 41.5 dBμV/m
(-95 dBm) on lines with ETCS levels 2/3 for speeds lower than
or equal to 220km/h.
The following minimum values shall apply::
*( refer to ANNEX )
- coverage probability of 95% based on a coverage level of 44.5 dBμV/m
( -92 dBm) on lines with ETCS levels 2/3 for speeds above 280km/h;
- coverage probability of 95% based on a coverage level between 41.5
dBμV/m
and 44.5 dBμV/m (-95 dBm and -92 dBm) on lines with ETCS levels 2/3 for
speeds above 220km/h and lower than or equal to 280km/h.
The EIRENE mobile installation shall be designed to operate in a network
meeting the criteria in 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

(MI)*

(MI)

QoS and performance requirements
EIRENE FRS 7.3.0 [4] - Extract:
3.2.4

3.4.2i

The land-based part of the system shall provide communications for mobiles
when stationary and when travelling at speeds up to the maximum allowable line
speed or 500 km/h, whichever is the lower.
The requirements for end-to-end call set-up performance are indicated in table
3-1.

(MI)

(I)
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Call type

|Call set-up time|

Railway emergency calls

|

3.4.4

|

<5s

|

* This call set-up time refers to the beginning of the audible indication as part of
"Stage 1: Warning", specified in 13.2.2.
The required call set-up times shall be achieved in 95% of cases.
Call set-up times for 99% of cases shall not be more than 1.5 times the required
call set-up time.
Set-up times shall include the time required for any translation of functional
numbers internal to the EIRENE network.

Note: The equivalent requirements for ETCS Quality of Service are not currently mandatory
for interoperability and as such are not covered in this document. The basis for such
assessment would be based on a set of dedicated MI requirements, when finalized, with the
corresponding O-2475 test conditions specification.
Relevance for Network Assessment
 Tests results are a prerequisite for the GSM-R Network’s Assessment

3.7

Environment and physical requirements

Environmental and physical requirement are considered to be out of scope of the Eirene since
there are such requirements specified on the TSI level.
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(I)

(MI)
(MI)
Table 3-1: Call set-up time requirements (I)

Group calls between drivers in the same area|

3.4.2
3.4.3

<2s*
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(I)
(MI)
(MI)
(MI)

3.8

GSM-R Network Assessment Tests Cases

Assessement (Functional Only)
Intra-GSM-R network tests
Functional
GSM-R / Controller equipment
part of the fixed terminal system
tests

Inter connection of GSM-R networks tests

The GSM-R Network Assessment for European Conformity is a prerequisite for putting in
operation for the GSM-R network.
Assessment tests will be performed together with Notified Bodies on live network in nominal
mode with final operational settings, including the FTS and at least one roaming agreement in
place.
As system aspects are fully tested during previous steps, assessment test cases will cover
only functional aspects. It is to be reminded that all the other test results (see previous
chapters) are precondition for Network Assessments.
These assessment tests cases shall be applicable for all the EIRENE compliant GSM-R
networks in Europe focusing on the relevant requirements for interoperability according to the
in force CCS TSI.
Optional requirements are out of scope of the assessment test cases.
Interworking with public fixed and mobile and internal private subnetworks – except controller
equipment, part of the fixed terminal system - is out of scope of this specification.

Scope:


Functional according to EIRENE FRS and SRS relevant requirements for
interoperability including the FTS when needed
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Test Conditions:
 International roaming on a pilot line : SIM cards and mobiles belonging to
another GSM-R network (see chapter 4.4);
 Will be performed on the Live Network with the final setting parameter

Relevance for Network Assessment
 Tests Cases completion are performed by NoBos that will provide a
recommendation on network assessment following the tests results.
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4

Network Assessment for European Conformity Test Campaign
prerequisites

4.1

EIRENE compliant GSM-R network

The network shall be fully compliant to the current valid EIRENE specifications [4] and [5] at
the moment of the tests, designed, build and configured with final settings.
All network resources shall be available and working correctly.
Hardware and software of the tested equipment shall not be changed or modified during
testing.
The EIRENE compliant GSM-R network shall include a complete operating NSS subsystem.
A BSS with at least 1 BSC and minimum 2 adjacent cells needed for testing.

4.2

Management system

Access and authorizations to the management systems of the EIRENE compliant GSM-R
network will be needed to provide specific network configurations and checks defined in the
Test Cases.

4.3

Previous tests steps

As seen in chapter 3, following tests results are mandatory as prerequisites:
 ETSI specification conformity tests
 IOT functional & system
 Vendors tests
 Acceptance tests
 Coverage, QoS and performance
These documents shall be checked and agreed as prerequisite for the GSM-R Network
Assessment. It is under networks operator’s responsibility to provide these documents to the
NoBos.

4.4

Inter connection of GSM-R networks (International roaming on a pilot
line)

Roaming tests purpose is double:
 To ensure foreign mobile subscribers can roam in the national network, with
correct access to the expected allowed services,
 To ensure that national mobile subscribers can roam abroad, and for that to
ensure that HLR configuration and subscriber’s profile provisioning in the
HLR are fully compliant with other EIRENE compliant GSM-R network.
One EIRENE compliant GSM-R pilot network for international roaming, shall be selected,
roaming agreement signed; network interconnection (E-interface) shall be build and
configured; SIM cards and mobiles shall be exchanged (at least one SIM card and one mobile
in each country); and both networks shall be configured for bilateral roaming.
Some tests will be performed in coordination with international pilot line operator. If
simultaneous tests are not possible, a minimal set of tests can be performed independently in
each network, for example successful Location update after MS Power On (roaming case).
Other roaming tests must be simplified (see chapter xx).
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4.5

Controller equipment, part of the fixed terminal system

Controller equipment, part of the fixed terminal system, shall be EIRENE compliant,
operational, configured and connected to the MSC.
However, in case FTS is not ready or not available, it may be replaced by EIRENE compliant
simulators.

4.6

Mobiles

6 GSM-R mobiles are mandatory in the home network for the tests.
At least 1 mobile terminal is also mandatory in and from the neighbour country, designed for
inter connection of GSM-R networks (international roaming on a pilot line) - see chapter 4.4.

4.7

SIM cards

Tests shall be performed with 6 standard home GSM-R SIM cards, with subscribers
provisioned in the HLR. One of the home GSM-R SIM cards has to be sent to the neighbour
GSM-R network, and at least one SIM card with subscriber provisioned in the neighbour
GSM-R network has to be used for roaming tests.
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5

Network Assessment for European Conformity Tests Cases

5.1

Tools

5.1.1

Traces recorder tools

Protocol analyzer is not mandatory but recommended. Selected functional tests do not
require trace analysis but, in case of test failure, trace recording will be useful for
investigation.

5.1.2

Data Call tools

Modem and data application on fixed side are recommended in order to perform mobile to
fixed circuit switch data calls. If this fixed side equipment is not available, it may be replaced
by a second data mobile GSM-R terminal.

5.2

Tests scenarios

Public and private phone networks are out of scope.
Interconnections between 2 systems are in red in the following pictures.
Scenario I:
The following picture shows the basic scenario including one GSM-R system and one
controller equipment, part of the fixed terminal system.

Scenario I :

NSS NW A

Controller

BSS NW A

Scenario II:
The following picture shows inter-GSM-R connection. This scenario shall be used for roaming
and international calls tests.
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Scenario II :

NSS NW A

NSS NW B

BSS NW A

BSS NW B

5.3

DB Systel tests presentation

5.3.1

Summary

As explained in this document Foreword, this Network Assessment Tests Plan are based on
DB Systel test catalogue [1]. The following table summarizes the selection:
DB Systel tests cases

354

5.3.2

Selected tests cases
Total

To be
modified

117

36

Non selected tests
cases

237

Example of TC

Tests are presented as following example:
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Configuration will be linked to a
scenario, in this example scenario II.

This
column
shall
be
simplified in order to be only
functional “oriented”.
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This test can be performed
independently
in
each
network.

5.4

DB Systel tests adaptation

Reference to column
This Test Case Reference shall be based the DB Syestel Catalogue , and linked with Eirene
7/15 [4] [5].
Test Cases category (green)
The Test Cases category (green line) shall be based on the DB Systel catalogue.
Expected result(s) column
In DB Systel Test catalogue this column is mainly system “oriented”; in the Network
Assesment Test Plan it shall be only functional “oriented”.
Test configuration
This chapter will be based on new tests scenario definition (see chapter 5.2).
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5.5

List of Network Assessment for European Conformity Tests Cases

The following table presents the Network Assesment for European Conformity Test Plan
Only tests linked to MI (Mandatory for Interoperability) requirements in Eirene SRS 15.3.0 and
FRS 7.3.0 are selected
Tests are selected from the DB Systel catalogue tests. As these tests are written in order to
be performed in laboratory, some of them need to be simplified for testing in a live network
environement:
1. As seen in chapter 5.7 (SIM cards), only one roamer is needed in each network (for
interoperability tests between 2 networks),
2. Border Crossing Tests are not required at this stage
3. It is not necessary to tests all priority levels for pre-emption tests,
4. It is not necessary to perform group calls with more than 2 GID (299 for REC and 200
for VGCS standard group call).
Note:
The column”Comments” give the details about the suggested tests modifications.
The referenced DB Systel test cases are listed in Annex 1 of this document
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Network Assessment Test Plan
Tests Cases (catalogue)
TC
Index
GSM Tests

Test title

Type of
Scenario Eirene Reference
SRS
FRS
15.3.0
7.3.0
I
II

5.1.1

Successful Location Update after MS
Power On (non-roaming case)

X

5.1.10

Supplementary Service Call Hold (nonroaming case)

X

2.4.1

2.4.1
2.4.13
2.4.14

5.1.11

Supplementary Service Call Waiting (nonroaming case)

X

2.4.1

2.4.1

Supplementary Service CLIP – MTM with
Call Forwarding Unconditional (nonroaming case)
Supplementary Service COLP (nonroaming case)

X

X

2.4.1

2.4.1

Supplementary Service MPTY (incl.
Multivendor MPTY) (non-roaming case)

X

2.2.1
2.4.1
2.5.1

2.2.1

5.1.12

5.1.13
5.1.14

Comments

2.4.15
2.4.1

2.4.1
2.4.2

Test scenario to be performed
with only one BSC (i.e. 1 vendor)

2.2.17
2.2.18
2.4.1
2.5.1

5.1.15

Notification of Call Forwarding (nonroaming case)

X

2.4.1

2.4.1

5.1.17

Establishment of several PTP calls with
different priorities (non-roaming case)

X

2.4.1
10.2.1

2.4.1
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.2

5.1.18
5.1.19

Call to busy Mobile – CFBusy to other
mobile subscriber (non-roaming case)
MOC when terminator rejects call (nonroaming case)

X

2.4.1

2.4.1

2.4.1

2.4.1

X

5.1.23

Successful Location Update after MS
Power On (roaming case)

X

5.1.32

Supplementary Service Call Hold (roaming
case)

X

2.4.13
2.4.14

5.1.33

5.1.34

Supplementary Service Call Waiting
(roaming case)

X

Supplementary Service CLIP – MTM with
Call Forwarding Unconditional (roaming
case)

X
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2.4.1
2.4.15

2.4.1

2.4.1
2.4.2
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Only 1 roamer in each network.
MS_A1, MS_B2, MS_B3 in
network B
MS_B1, MS_A2, MS_A3 in
network A
Only 1 roamer in each network.
MS_A1, MS_B2, MS_B3 in
network B
MS_B1, MS_A2, MS_A3 in
network A

Network Assesement Test Plan
Tests Cases (catalogue)
TC
Index
GSM Tests

Test title

Type of
Scenario Eirene Reference
SRS
FRS
I
II
15.3.0
7.3.0

5.1.35

Supplementary Service COLP(roaming
case)

X

2.41

2.4.1

5.1.36

Supplementary Service MPTY (incl.
Multivendor MPTY) (roaming case)

X

2.2.1

2.2.1

Comments

Only 1 roamer in each network.
MS_A1, MS_B2 in network B
MS_B1, MS_A2 in network A

2.2.17
2.2.18

5.1.37

Notification of Call Forwarding (roaming
case)

X

2.4.1

2.4.1 M

2.4.2
2.4.12
5.1.40

Call to busy Mobile – CFBusy to other
mobile subscriber (roaming case)

X

2.4.1

2.4.1 M

Only 1 roamer in each network.
MS_A1, MS_B2, MS_A4 in
network A
MS_B1, MS_A2, MS_B4 in
network B
MS_A3 and MS_B3 not used.
Steps 2 and step 5 to be deleted.

2.4.12 M
5.1.41
5.1.47

MOC when terminator rejects call (roaming
case)
Call barring (roaming case)

X
X

2.4.1

2.4.1
2.4.17
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Only 2 networks : network 1 and
network B
Only 1 roamer in each network.
MS_B1 and MS_A2 in network A
MS_A1 and MS_B2 in network B
Step 1 :
Step 1 to be applied to MS_A1
and MS_A2.
Steps 11 to 13 to be deleted.
Steps 14 to 17 to be performed
using MS_A2 calling MS_B2
Step 2 :
Steps 4 and 5 to be deleted

Network Assesement Test Plan
Tests Cases (catalogue)
TC
Index
eMLPP
5.1.38

Test title

Type of
Scenario Eirene Reference
SRS
FRS
I
II
15.3.0
7.3.0

Establishment of several data calls with
different eMLPP priotities (roaming case)

X

2.3.13
2.4.1
2.4.5
10.2.1
10.2.2

5.1.39

Establishment of several PTP calls with
different priorities (roaming case)

X

2.4.1

2.4.1
2.4.5

Comments

Only MS to fixed : steps 1 to 7 to
be deleted.
eMLLP has to be performed only
with the priorities used on the
network.
Choose of Digital interworking
and analogue interworking is
depending of fixed transmission
network.

eMLLP has to be performed only
with the priorities used on the
network.

10.2.1
10.2.2
5.5.2

ptp call pre-emption at the E-IF between
two networks by an other ptp call

X

2.4.6

Only one roamer
Replace MS_A4 by MS_B1

2.4.7
10.2.3
5.7.19

MS in PtP call, pre-emption on Um IF by
higher prio data call (4.8 kbit/s, transparent)

X

2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.2

Only 1 BSC (scenario 1)
Data call : only mobile to fixed
network
Replace MS_A4 by a fixed
terminal
steps 5 to 7 to be deleted.

10.2.3

5.7.27

MS in data call, pre-emption on A IF by
lower prio PtP call does not take place.

X

2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3

5.7.36

MS in data call, pre-emption on Um IF by
lower prio data call does not take place

X

2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3

5.7.44

eMLPP priority is preserved during CFU
(Call Forwarding Unconditionally)

X

2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3
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Only 1 BSC (scenario 1)
Data call : only mobile to fixed
network
Step 1 to be modified :
MS_A2 originates a data call
((transparent, 2.4, 4.8 or 9.6
kbit/s) with Prio 1 to a fixed
terminal
Only 1 BSC (scenario 1)
Data call : only mobile to fixed
network with used rates
MS_A2 is replaced by a fixed
mobile

Network Assesement Test Plan
Tests Cases (catalogue)
TC
Index
eMLPP
5.7.45

Test title

Type of
Scenario Eirene Reference
SRS
FRS
I
II
15.3.0
7.3.0

eMLPP priority is preserved during CFB
(Call Forwarding Busy)

X

2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3

5.7.46

Multi-Party: M6PORT: with different Prio

X

2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3

5.7.47

Preemption on A-IF when pre-empted party
has no subscription to eMLPP (assignment
of default eMLPP priority)

X

2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3

5.7.48

Preemption on Um-IF when pre-empted
party has no subscription to eMLPP
(assignment of default eMLPP priority)

X

2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3

5.7.50

Check of maximum authorized eMLPP
level (non-roaming case)

X

2.4.1

2.4.1

5.7.51

Check of maximum authorized eMLPP
level (roaming case)

X

2.4.1

2.4.1
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Comments

Network Assesement Test Plan
Tests Cases (catalogue)

Type of
Scenario

TC
Index
Test title
Functional Addressing

I

5.2.1

X

Registration of a FN (non-roaming case)

5.2.2

Register 3 function numbers to one user
(non-roaming case)

5.2.3

Register 3 function numbers to one user
(roaming case)

II

X
X

Eirene Reference
SRS 15.3.0
FRS
7.3.0
2.4.1

2.5.1

2.5.1

11.2.1.1

11.3.2

11.3.2.1

11.3.5

11.3.2.3

11.3.9 11.3.9i

2.4.1

11.3.2

11.2.1.4

11.3.2

11.2.1.4

11.3.5

5.2.4

Registration of a unknown FN fails (nonroaming case)

X

11.3.2 11.3.9
11.3.9i

11.3.2.4

5.2.5

Deregistration of a FN (non-roaming case)

X

2.5.1

2.5.1

11.3.2

11.3.3.1

11.3.10

11.3.3.3

11.3.12

11.3.3.5

11.3.2

2.4.1 2.5.1

5.2.6

Deregistration of a FN fails (non-roaming
case)

X

11.3.10 11.3.12

11.3.3.1

5.2.7

Forced Deregistration of a FN (nonroaming case)

X

11.3.2

2.4.1 2.5.1

5.2.8

Forced Deregistration of a FN fails (nonroaming case)

X

11.3.2

5.2.10

Registration of a FN (roaming case)

11.3.3.4
2.4.1 2.5.1
11.3.3.4
X

11.3.2

11.2.1.1

11.3.5

11.2.1.7

11.3.9

11.2.1.8

11.3.9i

11.3.2.1
11.3.2.3
11.3.4

5.2.11

5.2.17

Registration of a unknown FN fails
(roaming case)

X

Registration failures --> outcome code 61
[remote party already registered] (roaming
case)

X

11.3.2

11.3.2.4

11.3.9 11.3.9i
11.3.2

9.2.2.2

11.3.9

9.2.3.2

11.3.9i

11.2.1.5
11.2.2.1
11.3.2.5
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Comments

Network Assesement Test Plan
Tests Cases (catalogue)
TC
Index
Test title
Functional addressing
5.2.18

5.2.19

Type of
Scenario Eirene Reference
SRS
FRS
I
II
15.3.0
7.3.0

Deregistration of a FN (roaming case)

X

Deregistration of a FN fails (roaming case)

X

11.3.2

11.2.1.7

11.3.9

11.2.1.8

11.3.9i

11.3.3.1

11.3.10

11.3.3.3

11.3.12

11.3.3.5

11.3.2

11.2.1.7

11.3.9

11.2.1.8

11.3.9i

11.3.3.1

11.3.10
11.3.12
5.2.20

Forced Deregistration of a FN (roaming
case)

X

5.2.23

FFN-Recovery

X

5.2.24

FA Call - Successful Call (national call)

X

11.3.2

11.3.3.4

11.3.2

11.3.2.6
9.2.1.1
9.2.4.1
9.2.4.2
9.2.4.3
9.2.4.4
2.4.3
11.2.1.10
11.2.2.2
11.2.3.1
11.2.3.1

5.2.26

FA Call - Successful Call (international call)

X

9.2.1.1
2.4.3
11.2.1.10
11.2.3.1
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Comments

6

Network Assesement Test Plan
Tests Cases (catalogue)
TC
Index
Access Matrix
5.3.1

Test title

Type of
Scenario Eirene Reference
SRS
FRS
I
II
15.3.0
7.3.0

National call: AM allows call

X

11.3.6

Comments

10.6.1
10.6.2

5.3.2

National call: AM denies call

X

11.3.6

10.6.1
10.6.2

5.3.3

International call: AM allows call

X

11.3.6

10.6.2

5.3.4

International call: AM denies call

X

11.3.6

10.6.2
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Only one roamer
Remove MS_B2 and MS_A1.
Functional number registration:
Step 1 : MS_A2 = IC_B, FN_8
Step 2 : MS_A2 = IC_B, FN_8
Step 3 : MS_A2 = IC_B, FN_8
Step 4 : MS_B1 = IC_A, FN_1
Step 5 : MS_B1 = IC_A, FN_1
Step 6 : MS_B1 = IC_A, FN_1
Only one roamer
Remove MS_B2 and MS_A2.
Functional number registration:
Step 1 : MS_A1 = IC_B, FN_7
Step 2 : MS_A1 = IC_B, FN_6
Step 3 : MS_A1 = IC_B, FN_7
Step 4 : MS_B1 = IC_A, FN_7
Step 5 : MS_B1 = IC_A, FN_6
Step 6 : MS_B1 = IC_A, FN_7

Network Assesement Test Plan
Tests Cases (catalogue)
TC
Index
LDA
5.4.1

Test title

Type of
Scenario Eirene Reference
SRS
FRS
I
II
15.3.0
7.3.0

LDA call (non-roaming case)

X

11.7.1

2.5.1
9.3.2

Comments

Only 1 BSC with 2 cells Cell_A1
and Cell_A2

11.4
5.4.2

LDA call fails (non-roaming case)

X

11.7.1

2.5.1
11.4

5.4.3

LDA call (roaming case)

X

11.7.1

2.5.1
9.3.2

Only 1 BSC with 2 cells Cell_A1
and Cell_A2
Only 1 BSC with 2 cells Cell_A1
and Cell_A2

11.4
5.4.4

LDA call fails (roaming case)

X

11.7.1

2.5.1
11.4
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Only 1 BSC with 2 cells Cell_A1
and Cell_A2

Network Assesement Test Plan
Tests Cases (catalogue)
TC
Index
REC
5.6.1

Test title

Type of
Scenario Eirene Reference
SRS
FRS
I
II
15.3.0
7.3.0

REC call setup by a service subscriber
(non-roaming case)

X

13.2.2

2.5.1

13.3.1

9.3.2

13.3.3

13.1.6

Comments

13.2.2.2
13.2.3.1
13.2.3.3
13.2.4.1
5.6.2

REC call setup by a controller

X

13.2.2

9.3.2

13.3.1
13.3.3

13.2.3.1
13.2.3.3
13.2.4.1

5.6.3

REC notification and joining (non-roaming
case)

X

13.2.2

13.2.2

13.1.6
9.3.2
13.2.2.2
13.2.3.1
13.2.3.3
13.4.5

13.3.1

13.4.6

13.3.1
13.3.3
5.6.4

REC acknowledgement (non-roaming
case)

X

13.3.3
5.6.5

REC call setup by a service subscriber
(roaming case)

X

13.2.2

9.3.2

13.3.1

13.1.6

13.3.3

13.2.2.2
13.2.3.1
13.2.3.3
13.2.4.1

5.6.6

REC notification and joining (roaming case)

X

13.2.2

9.3.2

13.3.1

13.1.6

13.3.3

13.2.2.2 1
13.2.3.1
13.2.3.3

5.6.7

REC acknowledgement (roaming case)

X

13.2.2

13.4.5

13.3.1

13.4.6

13.3.3
5.6.8

C-OTDI check

X

2.2.1
13.3.2

5.6.19

VGCS call is taken down due to expiry of
‘No activity’ timer.
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13.2.4.1
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Shunting mobiles have to be
removed : MS-A2, MS_A5,
MS_B2 and MS_B5
Only one roamer : MS_B6 and
MS_A6 to be removed.

Network Assesement Test Plan
Tests Cases (catalogue)
TC
Index
REC
5.6.20

5.6.21

5.6.23

5.6.24

5.6.26

Test title

Type of
Scenario Eirene Reference
SRS
FRS
I
II
15.3.0
7.3.0

REC first talker notification (MS dedicated
mode, incoming ptp call, non-roaming
case)

X

REC first talker notification (MS dedicated
mode, incoming REC call), non-roaming
case)

X

2.2.1
5.2.2.43

REC first talker notification (MS dedicated
mode, incoming ptp call, roaming)

X

REC first talker notification (MS dedicated
mode, incoming REC call, roaming case)

X

REC first talker notification (MS dedicated
mode, incoming second REC), nonroaming case)

Comments

X

13.2.2

2.2.1

13.3.1

5.2.2.47

13.2.2

2.2.1

13.3.1

5.2.2.43

13.2.2

2.2.1

13.3.1

5.2.2.47

13.2.2

2.2.1

13.3.1

5.2.2.47

Step 10 : test to be performed
only with used priority on
operational network

All steps :
- Only one roamer : MS_B4 and
MS_A4 to be replaced by
mobiles in their home PLMN
- Step 14 : to be deleted
All steps :
Only one roamer All steps :
- Only one roamer : MS_B4 and
MS_A4 to be replaced by
mobiles in their home PLMN
- Step 11 : to be deleted

13.3.1
5.6.27

REC first talker notification (MS dedicated
mode, incoming second REC, roaming
case)

X

13.2.2

2.2.1

13.3.1

5.2.2.47
13.3.1
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All steps :
Only one roamer All steps :
- Only one roamer : MS_B4 and
MS_A4 to be replaced by
mobiles in their home PLMN

Network Assesement Test Plan
Tests Cases (catalogue)
TC
Index
VGCS
5.8.1

Test title

Type of
Scenario Eirene Reference
SRS
FRS
I
II
15.3.0
7.3.0

SS originates VGCS call

X

4.3.1

Comments

2.2.1
2.2.12
2.2.16
2.2.16
3.5.2
3.5.3
11.2.3.2

5.8.2

Serv. Subs. Originates a VGCS (p3) call.

X

4.3.1

2.2.1

5.8.3

Controller originates a VGCS (p2) –call and
takes it down with the kill Sequence

X

4.3.1

2.2.1

5.8.4

SS originates VGCS call, leaves, rejoins
and ends it.

X

4.3.1

2.2.16

5.8.6

Controller joins ongoing VGCS call

X

4.3.1

2.2.16

5.8.7

Originator of VGCS call releases DCH

X

4.3.1

2.2.16

5.8.8

Originator of VGCS call takes Uplink

X

4.3.1

2.2.16

5.8.9

Joiner of VGCS call takes Uplink

X

4.3.1

2.2.16

5.8.10

Un-mute and Mute sequence for originating
Controller

X

4.3.1

2.2.16

5.8.11

Un-mute and Mute sequence for joining
Controller

X

4.3.1

2.2.16

5.8.12

X

4.3.1

2.2.16

X

4.3.1

5.8.18

Parallel group calls are possible in the
same cell.
Origination of VGCS call from non
subscribed MS fails
Origination by a controller fails

X

4.3.1

5.8.19

Killing of VGCS call by a controller fails

X

4.3.1

5.8.27

2 Controllers initiate VGCS with the same
GID but different GCAs

X

4.3.1

5.8.28

VGCS call taken down during setup by SS

X

4.3.1

2.2.16

5.8.29

VGCS call taken down during setup by a
controller

X

4.3.1

2.2.16

5.8.30

More than 1 Uplink Request at the same
time (same BSS and different BSS)

X

4.3.1

2.2.16

3.5.2
3.5.3

5.8.17

3.5.2
3.5.3

5.2.2.51
5.2.2.54
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Only 1 BSC

Network Assesement Test Plan
Tests Cases (catalogue)
TC
Index
VGCS
5.8.31

Test title

Type of
Scenario Eirene Reference
SRS
FRS
I
II
15.3.0
7.3.0

Comments

2 SS originate VGCS call at same time
(same BSS and different BSS)
2 controllers originate VGCS call at the
same time

X

4.3.1

Only 1 BSC

X

4.3.1

2 fixed controllers are required

5.8.33

VGCS originator leaves GCA

X

4.3.1

5.8.34

VGCS talker leaves GCA

X

4.3.1

5.8.38

VGCS first talker notification (MS dedicated
mode, incoming ptp call, non-roaming
case)

X

4.3.1

VGCS first talker notification (MS dedicated
mode, incoming VGCS call), non-roaming
case)

X

5.8.32

5.8.39

5.8.41

2.2.1
5.2.2.43

4.3.1

2.2.1

VGCS first talker notification (MS dedicated
mode, incoming ptp call, roaming)

X

VGCS first talker notification (MS dedicated
mode, incoming VGCS call, roaming case)

5.8.44

VGCS first talker notification (MS dedicated
mode, incoming REC), non-roaming case)

5.8.45

VGCS first talker notification (MS dedicated
mode, incoming REC, roaming case)

Step 9 : To be deleted

5.2.2.47

4.3.1

2.2.1
5.2.2.43

5.8.42

Step 8 : To be deleted

X

4.3.1

2.2.1
5.2.2.47

X

4.3.1

X

4.3.1

All steps :
- Only one roamer : MS_B4 and
MS_A4 to be replaced by
mobiles in their home PLMN
- Step 14 : To be deleted
All steps :
- Only one roamer : MS_B4 and
MS_A4 to be replaced by
mobiles in their home PLMN
- Step 10 : To be deleted
Step 10 : To be deleted

2.2.1
5.2.2.47
13.3.1

5.8.46
5.8.47

5.8.48

Multiple VGCS membership (non-roaming
case)
Multiple VGCS membership (roaming case)

X

VGCS call established in CoO when non
CoO is locked

X
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4.3.1

2.2.14

4.3.1

2.2.14

4.3.1
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All steps :
- Only one roamer : MS_B4 and
MS_A4 to be replaced by
mobiles in their home PLMN

Network Assesement Test Plan
Tests Cases (catalogue)
TC
Index
Test title
Interactions between several functions
5.7.2

Type of
Scenario Eirene Reference
SRS
FRS
I
II
15.3.0
7.3.0

MS in VGCS call on DCH, pre-emption on
Um IF by higher prio PtP call

X

4.3.1

2.4.6

2.4.1

2.4.7

Comments

10.2.2
10.2.3
5.7.3

MS in VGCS call having the UL of the
GCH, pre-emption on A IF by higher prio
PtP call

X

4.3.1

2.4.6

2.4.1

2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3

5.7.12

MS in PtP call, pre-emption on A IF by
higher prio PtP call.

X

2.4.1

2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3

5.7.13

MS in PtP call, pre-emption on MS by
higher prio VGCS call (REC)

X

4.3.1

2.4.6

2.4.1

2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3

5.7.16

MS in VGCS call having the UL of the
GCH, pre-emption on MS by higher prio
VGCS call (REC)

X

4.3.1

2.4.6

2.4.1

2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3

5.7.17

MS in VGCS call as listener, pre-emption
on A IF by higher prio VGCS call (REC)

X

4.3.1

2.4.6

2.4.1

2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3

5.7.18

MS in data call, pre-emption on Um IF by
higher prio VGCS call (REC)

X

4.3.1

2.4.6

2.4.1

2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3

5.7.21

MS in VGCS call on DCH, pre-emption on
A IF by higher prio data call (9.6 kbit/s,
transparent)

X

4.3.1

2.4.6

2.4.1

2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3
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Replace MS_A4 and MS_A5 by
fixed data terminals.

Network Assesement Test Plan
Tests Cases (catalogue)
TC
Index
Test title
Interactions between several functions
5.7.22

Type of
Scenario Eirene Reference
SRS
FRS
I
II
15.3.0
7.3.0

MS in VGCS as listener, pre-emption on
Um IF by higher prio data call (4.8 kbit/s,
transparent)

X

4.3.1

2.4.6

2.4.1

2.4.7

Comments

Replace MS_A4 by a fixed data
terminal.

10.2.2
10.2.3
5.7.26

MS in VGCS call as listener, pre-emption
on Um IF by lower prio PtP call does not
take place

X

4.3.1

2.4.6

2.4.1

2.4.7

Replace MS_A3 by a fixed data
terminal.
Step 3 to be deleted

10.2.2
10.2.3
5.7.30

MS in VGCS call on DCH, pre-emption on
A IF by lower prio VGCS call does not take
place.

X

4.3.1

2.4.6

2.4.1

2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3

5.7.31

MS in VGCS call having the UL on the
GCH, pre-emption on Um IF by lower prio
VGCS all does not take place.

X

4.3.1

2.4.6

2.4.1

2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3

5.7.35

MS in VGCS call having the UL of the
GCH, pre-emption on A IF by lower prio
data call does not take place.

X

4.3.1

2.4.6

2.4.1

2.4.7
10.2.2
10.2.3
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Replace MS_A4 by a fixed data
terminal
Step 3 and step 5 to be deleted

6

Annex: Selected tests cases
5.1.1 Successful Location Update after MS Power On (non-roaming
case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

other
EN 301515

a) Purpose
Verify correct location update after MS is switched on.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 is switched off.
Network A

MS_A1

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
Switch on MS_A1 in cell_A1.

Expected result(s)
A normal location update is performed.
Messages seen: ‘Location Updating Request’
and ‘Location Updating Accept’.
‘Authentication Request’ is transmitted from
the MSC to the BSC and from the BSC to the
base station.
‘Authentication Response’ is transmitted from
the base station to the BSC and from the BSC
to the MSC.
‘Cipher Mode Command’ is transmitted from
the MSC to the BSC and from the BSC to the
base station.
‘Cipher Mode Complete’ is transmitted from the
base station to the BSC and from the BSC to
the MSC.
In ‘Cipher Mode Command’ message you can
find the encryption algorithm supported by the
network. In ‘Cipher Mode Complete’ message
you can find the chosen encryption algorithm.
MS_A1 has correct subscriber data in the
VLR_A and is attached to the network.

d) Success criteria
Location update after MS is switched on is successful.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signatures
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5.1.10 Supplementary Service Call Hold (non-roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.13
2.4.14

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

Other

a) Purpose
Verify the Supplementary Service Call Hold.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 have Supplementary Service Call Hold.
Network A

MS_A1
MS_A2
MS_A3

c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

Expected result(s)
MS_A2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1.

2)

MS_A2 takes the call.

PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A2.

3)

MS_A1 puts subscriber MS_A2 on hold.

MS_A2 is on hold, no speech path between
MS_A1 and MS_A2 available.

4)

MS_A1 establishes a second PTP call to
MS_A3.

MS_A3 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1.
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Step
5)

Action
MS_A3 takes the call.

Expected result(s)
PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A3 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A3.

6)

MS_A1 toggles (rejoin) between
subscriber MS_A2 and MS_A3 by putting
one on hold and retrieving the other one.
After that puts MS_A2 on hold.

The subscriber that is on hold has no speech
path to MS_A1. The subscriber that is not on
hold is able to communicate with MS_A1.

7)

MS_A1 closes the call to MS_A3

Call to MS_A3 is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
MS_A1 has again speech path to MS_A2.

8)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call to MS_A2 is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
MS_A1 was able to put subscribers on hold.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.11 Supplementary Service Call Waiting (non-roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.15

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify the Supplementary Service Call Waiting.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 has Supplementary Service Call Waiting.
Network A

MS_A1
MS_A2
MS_A3

c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

Expected result(s)
MS_A2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1.

2)

MS_A2 takes the call.

PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A2.

3)

MS_A3 establishes a PTP call to MS_A1.

MS_A1 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A3. MS_A3 gets ringing tone.
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Step
4)

Action
MS_A1 accepts the call from MS_A3.

Expected result(s)
MS_A1 puts the call to MS_A2 automatically
on hold.
PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A3 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A3.

5)

MS_A1 closes the call to MS_A3.

Call to MS_A3 is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
MS_A1 has again speech path to MS_A2.

6)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call to MS_A2 is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
MS_A1 was successfully notified about the PTP call from MS_A3 during the ongoing
PTP call to MS_A2.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.12 Supplementary Service CLIP – MMC with Call Forwarding
Unconditional (non-roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.12

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify the Supplementary Service Calling Line Identification Presentation (CLIP) with
activated Call Forwarding Unconditional (CFU).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 has Supplementary Service Calling Line Identification Restriction (CLIR) set
to off.
MS_A2 and MS_A3 have Supplementary Service Calling Line Identification
Presentation (CLIP).
MS_A2 has activated Call Forwarding Unconditional (CFU) to MS_A3.
Network A

MS_A1
MS_A2
MS_A3
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c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

Expected result(s)
MS-A2 is forwarded to MS_A3. MS_A3 is
notified of the incoming call from MS_A1. The
MSISDN of MS_A1 is displayed on MS_A3.
MS_A1 is notified of the call forwarding to
MS_A3.

2)

MS_A3 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A3 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A3.

3)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

4)

MS_A2 deactivates the call forwarding to
MS_A3.

Call forwarding to MS_A3 is deactivated.

5)

MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

MS_A2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1. The MSISDN of MS_A1 is displayed
on MS_A2.

6)

MS_A2 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A2.

7)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

d) Success criteria
MS_A3 was successfully notified about the PTP call from MS_A1. The MSISDN of
MS_A1 is displayed on MS_A3.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.13 Supplementary Service CoLP (non-roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify the Supplementary Service Connected Line Identification Presentation (CoLP).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 have Supplementary Service Connected Line Identification Presentation
(CoLP) and Supplementary Service Calling Line Identification Presentation (CLIP)
activated.
MS_A2 have Supplementary Service Connected Line Identification Restriction
(CoLR) deactivated.
Network A

MS_A1
MS_A2
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c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

Expected result(s)
MS_A2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1. The MSISDN of MS_A1 is displayed
on MS_A2.

2)

MS_A2 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established. The MSISDN of
MS_A2 is displayed on MS_A1. MS_A1 has
speech path to MS_A2.

3)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

d) Success criteria
MS_A2 was successfully notified about the PTP call from MS_A1. The MSISDN from
MS_A2 was displayed on MS_A1.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.14 Supplementary Service MPTY (incl. Multivendor MPTY) (nonroaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
2.2.17
2.2.18

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1
2.5.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify the Supplementary Service Multiparty (MPTY).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 have Supplementary Service Verify Multiparty (MPTY) and Call Hold
(HOLD)..
CT_A1 and CT_A2 are connected to Network A.
MSC_A2 and BSC_A2 can be from another vendor as MSC_A1 and BSC_A1.
The 2 cells have different location areas.
Network A

MSC_A1

MSC_A2

MS_A1

MS_A3

MS_A2

MS_A4

CT_A1

CT_A2
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c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

Expected result(s)
MS_A2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1.

2)

MS_A2 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A2.

3)

MS_A1 puts MS_A2 on hold.

MS_A2 is put on hold. CT_A1 is notified of the
incoming call from MS_A1.

MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to CT_A1.
4)

CT_A1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and CT_A1 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to CT_A1.

5)

MS_A1 puts both subscribers together to
a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_A1, MS_A2
and CT_A1 is successfully established. All
subscribers have speech path and can talk to
each other.

6)

MS_A1 puts MS_A2 and CT_A1 on hold.

MS_A2 and CT_A1 are put on hold. MS_A3 is
notified of the incoming call from MS_A1.

MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A3.
7)

MS_A3 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A3 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A3.

8)

MS_A1 puts the three subscribers
together to a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_A1, MS_A2,
MS_A3 and CT_A1 is successfully established.
All subscribers have speech path and can talk
to each other.

9)

MS_A1 puts MS_A2, CT_A1 and MS_A3
on hold.

MS_A2, MS_A3 and CT_A1 are put on hold.
MS_A4 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1.

MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A4.
10)

MS_A4 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A4 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A4.

11)

MS_A1 puts the four subscribers
together to a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_A1, MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4 and CT_A1 is successfully
established. All subscribers have speech path
and can talk to each other.

12)

MS_A1 puts MS_A2, CT_A1, MS_A3
and MS_A4 on hold

MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4 and CT_A1 are put
on hold. CT_A2 is notified of the incoming call
from MS_A1.

MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to CT_A2.
13)

CT_A2 takes the call.
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The PTP call between MS_A1 and CT_A2 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to CT_A2.
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Step
14)

Action
MS_A1 puts the five subscribers together
to a multiparty call.

Expected result(s)
The multiparty call between MS_A1, MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, CT_A1 and CT_A2 is
successfully established. All subscribers have
speech path and can talk to each other.

15)

MS_A1 closes the multiparty call.

Multiparty call is released. All related resources
are de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
MS_A1 was able to initialize a multiparty call with mobile subscribers and fixed line
subscribers.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.14 Notification of Call Forwarding (non-roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.12

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

Other

a) Purpose
Verify notification of a forwarded call.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A2 have Supplementary Service Call Forwarding Unconditional (CFU) and has
forwarded his calls to MS_A3.
Network A

MS_A1
MS_A2
MS_A3

5.1.17 Establishment of several PTP calls with different priorities (nonroaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
10.2.1
10.2.2

EIRENE SRS V15
10.2.1

other

a) Purpose
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Verify that a PTP call is established successfully with the correct priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

MS_A1
MS_A2

c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2
with priority 0 by dialling
*75<Priority>#<MSISDN>.

Expected result(s)
The call is established correctly, there is a
speech path between MS_A1 and MS_A2.
The priority is transmitted correctly through the
network.
The priority is seen on messages: ‘CM Service
request’, ‘Call Proceeding’ and ‘Setup’ sent to
MS_A2.

2)

MS_A1 releases the call.

3)

Repeat step 1 and 2 using priorities 1, 2,
3 and 4.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
The PTP call is established successfully with the correct priority.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
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Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.18 Call to busy Mobile – CFBusy to other mobile subscriber (nonroaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.12

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a PTP call to a busy mobile subscriber is forwarded when this subscriber
has activated Call Forwarding Busy (CFB).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 has Supplementary Service Call Forwarding Busy (CFB).
Network A

MS_A1
MS_A2
MS_A3
MS_A4

c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 activates CFB to MS_A3.

Expected result(s)
If MS_A1 is busy, incoming calls will be
forwarded to MS_A3.

2)

MS_A1 calls MS_A2.

Call is correctly established. There is speech
path between MS_A1 and MS_A2.
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Step
3)

Action
MS_A4 calls MS_A1.

Expected result(s)
The call is forwarded to MS_A3. The MSISDN
number from MS_A4 is displayed on MS_A3.
There is speech path between MS_A4 and
MS_A3.

4)

MS_A4 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

5)

MS_A1 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

6)

MS_A1 deactivates CFB to MS_A3.

CFB is deactivated.

7)

MS_A1 calls MS_A2.

Call is correctly established. There is speech
path between MS_A1 and MS_A2.

8)

MS_A4 calls MS_A1.

The call is not forwarded. MS_A4 gets the
busy ring tone and the call is released. All
related resources are de-allocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
The PTP call to a busy mobile subscriber was correctly forwarded.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.19 MOC call when terminator rejects call (non-roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

other
EN 301515

a) Purpose
Verify that a MOC is released when the terminator rejects it.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1 is connected to network A.
Network A

MS_A1
CT_A1

c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 calls CT_A1.

Expected result(s)
CT_A1 is notified of the incoming call.

2)

CT_A1 rejects the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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d) Success criteria
The mobile originating call is released when terminating subscriber rejects the call.

e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.23 Successful Location update after MS Power On (roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

other
EN 301515

a) Purpose
Verify correct location update after MS is switched on.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 and MS_B1 are switched off.
Network
Network B

A

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_B1

MS_A1
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c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
Switch on MS_B1 in cell_A1.

Expected result(s)
A normal location update is performed.
Messages seen: “Location Updating Request”
and “Location Updating Accept”.
‘Authentication Request’ is transmitted from
the MSC to the BSC and from the BSC to the
base station.
‘Authentication Response’ is transmitted from
the base station to the BSC and from the BSC
to the MSC.
‘Cipher Mode Command’ is transmitted from
the MSC to the BSC and from the BSC to the
base station.
‘Cipher Mode Complete’ is transmitted from the
base station to the BSC and from the BSC to
the MSC.
In ‘Cipher Mode Command’ message you can
find the encryption algorithm supported by the
network. In ‘Cipher Mode Complete’ message
you can find the chosen encryption algorithm.
MS_B1 has correct subscriber data in the
VLR_A1 and is attached to network A.

2)

Switch on MS_A1 in cell_B1.

A normal location update is performed.
Messages seen: “Location Updating Request”
and “Location Updating Accept”.
‘Authentication Request’ is transmitted from
the MSC to the BSC and from the BSC to the
base station.
‘Authentication Response’ is transmitted from
the base station to the BSC and from the BSC
to the MSC.
‘Cipher Mode Command’ is transmitted from
the MSC to the BSC and from the BSC to the
base station.
‘Cipher Mode Complete’ is transmitted from the
base station to the BSC and from the BSC to
the MSC.
In ‘Cipher Mode Command’ message you can
find the encryption algorithm supported by the
network. In ‘Cipher Mode Complete’ message
you can find the chosen encryption algorithm.
MS_A1 has correct subscriber data in the
VLR_B1 and is attached to network B.
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d) Success criteria
Location update after MS is switched on is successful.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.32 Supplementary Service Call Hold (roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.13
2.4.14

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify the Supplementary Service Call Hold.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 have Supplementary Service Call Hold.
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: MS_A1 in network A calls MS_A2 in network B.
Step 2: MS_B1 in network A calls MS_B2 in network B.
Step 3: MS_B2 in network A calls MS_A1 in network A.
Step 4: MS_A2 in network B calls MS_B1 in network B.
Test configuration for step 1 to 4
Network A
Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_A1

MS_B1

MS_B2

MS_A2
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c) Test procedure
Step 1: MS_A1 in network A calls MS_A2 in network B.
Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

Expected result(s)
MS_A2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1.

2)

MS_A2 takes the call.

PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A2.

3)

MS_A1 puts subscriber MS_A2 on hold.

MS_A2 is on hold, no speech path between
MS_A1 and MS_A2 available.

4)

MS_A1 establishes a second PTP call to
MS_B1.

MS_B1 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1.

5)

MS_B1 takes the call.

PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_B1 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_B1.

6)

MS_A1 toggles (rejoin) between
subscriber MS_A2 and MS_B1 by putting
one on hold and retrieving the other one.
After that puts MS_A2 on hold.

The subscriber that is on hold has no speech
path to MS_A1. The subscriber that is not on
hold is able to communicate with MS_A1.

7)

MS_A1 closes the call to MS_B1

Call to MS_B1 is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
MS_A1 has again speech path to MS_A2.

8)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call to MS_A2 is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 2: MS_B1 in network A calls MS_B2 in network B.
Step
1)

Action
MS_B1 establishes a PTP call to MS_B2.

Expected result(s)
MS_B2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_B1.

2)

MS_B2 takes the call.

PTP call between MS_B1 and MS_B2 is
successfully established. MS_B1 has speech
path to MS_B2.

3)

MS_B1 puts subscriber MS_B2 on hold.

MS_B2 is on hold, no speech path between
MS_B1 and MS_B2 available.

4)

MS_B1 establishes a second PTP call to
MS_A1.

MS_A1 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_B1.

5)

MS_A1 takes the call.

PTP call between MS_B1 and MS_A1 is
successfully established. MS_B1 has speech
path to MS_A1.

6)

MS_B1 toggles (rejoin) between
subscriber MS_B2 and MS_A1 by putting
one on hold and retrieving the other one.
After that puts MS_B2 on hold.

The subscriber that is on hold has no speech
path to MS_B1. The subscriber that is not on
hold is able to communicate with MS_B1.
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Step
7)

Action
MS_B1 closes the call to MS_A1.

Expected result(s)
Call to MS_A1 is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
MS_B1 has again speech path to MS_B2.

8)

MS_B1 closes the call.

Call to MS_B2 is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 3: MS_B2 in network A calls MS_A1 in network A.
Step
1)

Action
MS_B2 establishes a PTP call to MS_A1.

Expected result(s)
MS_A1 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_B2.

2)

MS_A1 takes the call.

PTP call between MS_B2 and MS_A1 is
successfully established. MS_B2 has speech
path to MS_A1.

3)

MS_B2 puts subscriber MS_A1 on hold.

MS_A1 is on hold, no speech path between
MS_B2 and MS_A1 available.

4)

MS_B2 establishes a second PTP call to
MS_A2.

MS_A2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_B2.

5)

MS_A2 takes the call.

PTP call between MS_B2 and MS_A2 is
successfully established. MS_B2 has speech
path to MS_A2.

6)

MS_B2 toggles (rejoin) between
subscriber MS_A1 and MS_A2 by putting
one on hold and retrieving the other one.
After that puts MS_A1 on hold.

The subscriber that is on hold has no speech
path to MS_B2. The subscriber that is not on
hold is able to communicate with MS_B2.

7)

MS_B2 closes the call to MS_A2

Call to MS_A2 is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

8)

MS_B2 closes the call.

Call to MS_A1 is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 4: MS_A2 in network B calls MS_B1 in network B.
Step
1)

Action
MS_A2 establishes a PTP call to MS_B1.

Expected result(s)
MS_B1 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A2.

2)

MS_B1 takes the call.

PTP call between MS_A2 and MS_B1 is
successfully established. MS_A2 has speech
path to MS_B1.

3)

MS_A2 puts subscriber MS_B1 on hold.

MS_B1 is on hold, no speech path between
MS_A2 and MS_B1 available.

4)

MS_A2 establishes a second PTP call to
MS_B2.

MS_B2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A2.
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Step
5)

Action
MS_B2 takes the call.

Expected result(s)
PTP call between MS_A2 and MS_B2 is
successfully established. MS_A2 has speech
path to MS_B2.

6)

MS_A2 toggles (rejoin) between
subscriber MS_B1 and MS_B2 by putting
one on hold and retrieving the other one.
After that puts MS_B1 on hold.

The subscriber that is on hold has no speech
path to MS_A2. The subscriber that is not on
hold is able to communicate with MS_A2.

7)

MS_A2 closes the call to MS_B2.

Call to MS_B2 is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

8)

MS_A2 closes the call.

Call to MS_B1 is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able to put subscribers on hold.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.33 Supplementary Service Call Waiting (roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.15

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify the Supplementary Service Call Waiting.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 and MS_B1 have Supplementary Service Call Waiting.
Network A
Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_B1

MS_A1

MS_B2

MS_A2

MS_B3

MS_A3
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c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
MS_B1 establishes a PTP call to MS_B2.

Expected result(s)
MS_B2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_B1.

2)

MS_B2 takes the call.

PTP call between MS_B1 and MS_B2 is
successfully established. MS_B1 has speech
path to MS_B2.

3)

MS_B3 establishes a PTP call to MS_B1.

MS_B1 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_B3. MS_B3 gets ringing tone.

4)

MS_B1 close the call to MS_B2.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

5)

MS_B1 takes the call from MS_B3.

PTP call between MS_B1 and MS_B3 is
successfully established. MS_B1 has speech
path to MS_B3.

6)

MS_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

MS_A2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1.

8)

MS_A2 takes the call.

PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A2.

9)

MS_A3 establishes a PTP call to MS_A1.

MS_A1 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A3. MS_A3 gets ringing tone.

10)

MS_A1 closes the call to MS_A2.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

11)

MS_A1 takes the call from MS_A3.

PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A3 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A3.

12)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

d) Success criteria
MS_B1 was successfully notified about the PTP call from MS_B3 during the ongoing
PTP call to MS_B2.
MS_A1 was successfully notified about the PTP call from MS_A3 during the ongoing
PTP call to MS_A2.
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.34 Supplementary Service CLIP – MTM with Call Forwarding
Unconditional (roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.12

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify the Supplementary Service Calling Line Identification Presentation (CLIP) with
activated Call Forwarding Unconditional (CFU).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 and MS_B1 have Supplementary Service Calling Line Identification
Restriction (CLIR) set to off.
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_B2 and MS_B3 have Supplementary Service Calling Line
Identification Presentation (CLIP).
MS_A2 have activated Call Forwarding Unconditional (CFU) to MS_A3 and MS_B2
have activated Call Forwarding Unconditional (CFU) to MS_B3.
Network A
Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_B1

MS_A1

MS_B2

MS_A2

MS_B3

MS_A3
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c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

MS-A2 is forwarded to MS_A3. MS_A3 is
notified of the incoming call from MS_A1. The
MSISDN of MS_A1 is displayed on MS_A3.
MS_A1 is notified of the call forwarding to
MS_A3.

2)

MS_A3 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A3 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A3.

3)

MS_A1 closes the call.

4)

MS_B1 establishes a PTP call to MS_B2.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.
MS-B2 is forwarded to MS_B3. MS_B3 is
notified of the incoming call from MS_B1. The
MSISDN of MS_B1 is displayed on MS_B3.
MS_B1 is notified of the call forwarding to
MS_B3.

5)

MS_B3 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B1 and MS_B3 is
successfully established. MS_B1 has speech
path to MS_B3.

6)

MS_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

d) Success criteria
MS_A3 was successfully notified about the PTP call from MS_A1. The MSISDN of
MS_A1 is displayed on MS_A3.
MS_B3 was successfully notified about the PTP call from MS_B1. The MSISDN of
MS_B1 is displayed on MS_B3.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.35 Supplementary Service CoLP (roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify the Supplementary Service Connected Line Identification Presentation (CoLP).

b) Test configuration / initial conditions
All MS have Supplementary Service Calling Line Identification Presentation (CLIP)
activated.
All MS have Supplementary Service Connected Line Identification Presentation
(CoLP) activated.
All MS have Supplementary Service Connected Line Identification Restriction (CoLR) deactivated.

Network A
Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_B1

MS_A1

MS_B2

MS_A2
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c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

Expected result(s)
MS_A2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1. The MSISDN of MS_A1 is displayed
on MS_A2.

2)

MS_A2 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established. The MSISDN of
MS_A2 is displayed on MS_A1. MS_A1 has
speech path to MS_A2.

3)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

4)

MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_B1.

MS_B1 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1. The MSISDN of MS_A1 is displayed
on MS_B1.

5)

MS_B1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_B1 is
successfully established. The MSISDN of
MS_B1 is displayed on MS_A1. MS_A1 has
speech path to MS_B1.

6)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

MS_B1 establishes a PTP call to MS_B2.

MS_B2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_B1. The MSISDN of MS_B1 is displayed
on MS_B2.

8)

MS_B2 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B1 and MS_B2 is
successfully established. The MSISDN of
MS_B2 is displayed on MS_B1. MS_B1 has
speech path to MS_B2.

9)

MS_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

10)

MS_B1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A1.

MS_A1 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_B1. The MSISDN of MS_B1 is displayed
on MS_A1.

11)

MS_A1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B1 and MS_A1 is
successfully established. The MSISDN of
MS_A1 is displayed on MS_B1. MS_B1 has
speech path to MS_A1.

12)

MS_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.
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d) Success criteria
MS_A2 and MS_B1 are successfully notified about the PTP call from MS_A1. The
MSISDN from MS_A2 and MS_B1 are displayed on MS_A1.
MS_A1 and MS_B2 are successfully notified about the PTP call from MS_B1. The
MSISDN from MS_A1 and MS_B2 are displayed on MS_B1.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.36 Supplementary Service MPTY (incl. Multivendor MPTY) (roaming
case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
2.2.17
2.2.18

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1
2.5.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify the Supplementary Service Multiparty (MPTY).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 and MS_A2 have Supplementary Service Multiparty (MPTY) and Call Hold
(HOLD) activated.
MS_B1 and MS_B3 have Supplementary Service Multiparty (MPTY) and Call Hold
(HOLD) activated.
CT_A1 is connected to Network A.
CT_B1 is connected to Network B.
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: MS_A1 starts the MPTY call in network A.
Step 2: MS_B1 starts the MPTY call in network B.
Step 3: MS_B2 starts the MPTY call in network A.
Step 4: MS_A2 starts the MPTY call in network B.
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Test configuration for step 1 to 4
Network A
Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_A1

MS_B1

MS_B2

MS_A2

CT_A1

CT_B1

c) Test procedure
Step 1: MS_A1 starts the MPTY call in network A.
Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

Expected result(s)
MS_A2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1.

2)

MS_A2 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established. MS_A1 have speech
path to MS_A2.

3)

MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to CT_A1.

MS_A2 is put on hold. CT_A1 is notified of the
incoming call from MS_A1.

4)

CT_A1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and CT_A1 is
successfully established. MS_A1 have speech
path to CT_A1.

5)

MS_A1 puts both subscribers together to
a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_A1, MS_A2
and CT_A1 is successfully established. All
subscribers have speech path and can talk to
each other.

6)

MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_B1.

MS_A2 and CT_A1 are put on hold. MS_B1 is
notified of the incoming call from MS_A1.

7)

MS_B1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_B1 is
successfully established. MS_A1 have speech
path to MS_B1.
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Step
8)

Action
MS_A1 puts the three subscribers
together to a multiparty call.

Expected result(s)
The multiparty call between MS_A1, MS_A2,
CT_A1 and MS_B1 is successfully established.
All subscribers have speech path and can talk
to each other.

9)

MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_B2.

MS_A2, CT_A1 and MS_B1 are put on hold.
MS_B2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1.

10)

MS_B2 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_B2 is
successfully established. MS_A1 have speech
path to MS_B2.

11)

MS_A1 puts the four subscribers
together to a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_A1, MS_A2,
CT_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 is successfully
established. All subscribers have speech path
and can talk to each other.

12)

MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to CT_B1.

MS_A2, CT_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are put
on hold. CT_B1 is notified of the incoming call
from MS_A1.

13)

CT_B1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and CT_B1 is
successfully established. MS_A1 have speech
path to CT_B1.

14)

MS_A1 puts the five subscribers together
to a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_A1, MS_A2,
CT_A1, MS_B1, MS_B2 and CT_B1 is
successfully established. All subscribers have
speech path and can talk to each other.

15)

MS_A1 closes the multiparty call.

Multiparty call is released. All related resources
are de-allocated.

Step 2: MS_B1 starts the MPTY call in network B.
Step
1)

Action
MS_B1 establishes a PTP call to MS_B2.

Expected result(s)
MS_B2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_B1.

2)

MS_B2 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B1 and MS_B2 is
successfully established. MS_B1 have speech
path to MS_B2.

3)

MS_B1 establishes a PTP call to CT_B1.

MS_B2 is put on hold. CT_B1 is notified of the
incoming call from MS_B1.

4)

CT_B1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B1 and CT_B1 is
successfully established. MS_B1 has speech
path to CT_B1.

5)

MS_B1 puts both subscribers together to
a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_B1, MS_B2
and CT_B1 is successfully established. All
subscribers have speech path and can talk to
each other.
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Step
6)

Action
MS_B1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A1.

Expected result(s)
MS_B2 and CT_B1 are put on hold. MS_A1 is
notified of the incoming call from MS_B1.

7)

MS_A1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B1 and MS_A1 is
successfully established. MS_B1 have speech
path to MS_A1.

8)

MS_B1 puts the three subscribers
together to a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_B1, MS_B2,
CT_B1 and MS_A1 is successfully established.
All subscribers have speech path and can talk
to each other.

9)

MS_B1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

MS_B2, CT_B1 and MS_A1 are put on hold.
MS_A2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_B1.

10)

MS_A2 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established. MS_B1 have speech
path to MS_A2.

11)

MS_B1 puts the four subscribers
together to a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_B1, MS_B2,
CT_B1, MS_A1 and MS_A2 is successfully
established. All subscribers have speech path
and can talk to each other.

12)

MS_B1 establishes a PTP call to CT_A1.

MS_B2, CT_B1, MS_A1 and MS_A2 are put
on hold. CT_A1 is notified of the incoming call
from MS_B1.

13)

CT_A1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B1 and CT_A1 is
successfully established. MS_B1 have speech
path to CT_A1.

14)

MS_B1 puts the five subscribers together
to a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_B1, MS_B2,
CT_B1, MS_A1, MS_A2 and CT_A1 is
successfully established. All subscribers have
speech path and can talk to each other.

15)

MS_B1 closes the multiparty call.

Multiparty call is released. All related resources
are de-allocated.

Step 3: MS_B2 starts the MPTY call in network A.
Step
1)

Action
MS_B2 establishes a PTP call to MS_A1.

Expected result(s)
MS_A1 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_B2.

2)

MS_A1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B2 and MS_A1 is
successfully established. MS_B2 have speech
path to MS_A1.

3)

MS_B2 establishes a PTP call to CT_A1.

MS_A1 is put on hold. CT_A1 is notified of the
incoming call from MS_B2.

4)

CT_A1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B2 and CT_A1 is
successfully established. MS_B2 have speech
path to CT_A1.
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Step
5)

Action
MS_B2 puts both subscribers together to
a multiparty call.

Expected result(s)
The multiparty call between MS_B2, MS_A1
and CT_A1 is successfully established. All
subscribers have speech path and can talk to
each other.

6)

MS_B2 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

MS_A1 and CT_A1 are put on hold. MS_A2 is
notified of the incoming call from MS_B2.

7)

MS_A2 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B2 and MS_A2 is
successfully established. MS_B2 have speech
path to MS_A2.

8)

MS_B2 puts the three subscribers
together to a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_B2, MS_A1,
CT_A1 and MS_A2 is successfully established.
All subscribers have speech path and can talk
to each other.

9)

MS_B2 establishes a PTP call to MS_B1. MS_A1, CT_A1 and MS_A2 are put on hold.
MS_B1 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_B2.

10)

MS_B1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B2 and MS_B1 is
successfully established. MS_B2 have speech
path to MS_B1.

11)

MS_B2 puts the four subscribers
together to a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_B2, MS_A1,
CT_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 is successfully
established. All subscribers have speech path
and can talk to each other.

12)

MS_B2 establishes a PTP call to CT_B1.

MS_A1, CT_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 are put
on hold. CT_B1 is notified of the incoming call
from MS_B2.

13)

CT_B1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B2 and CT_B1 is
successfully established. MS_B2 have speech
path to CT_B1.

14)

MS_B2 puts the five subscribers together
to a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_B2, MS_A1,
CT_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and CT_B1 is
successfully established. All subscribers have
speech path and can talk to each other.

15)

MS_B3 closes the multiparty call.

Multiparty call is released. All related resources
are de-allocated.

Step 4: MS_A2 starts the MPTY call in network B.
Step
1)

Action
MS_A2 establishes a PTP call to MS_B1.

Expected result(s)
MS_B1 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A2.

2)

MS_B1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A2 and MS_B1 is
successfully established. MS_A2 have speech
path to MS_B1.
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Step
3)

Action
MS_A2 establishes a PTP call to CT_B1.

Expected result(s)
MS_B1 is put on hold. CT_B1 is notified of the
incoming call from MS_A2.

4)

CT_B1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A2 and CT_B1 is
successfully established. MS_A2 have speech
path to CT_B1.

5)

MS_A2 puts both subscribers together to
a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_A2, MS_B1
and CT_B1 is successfully established. All
subscribers have speech path and can talk to
each other.

6)

MS_A2 establishes a PTP call to MS_B2. MS_B1 and CT_B1 are put on hold. MS_B2 is
notified of the incoming call from MS_A2.

7)

MS_B2 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A2 and MS_B2 is
successfully established. MS_A2 have speech
path to MS_B2.

8)

MS_A2 puts the three subscribers
together to a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_A2, MS_B1,
CT_B1 and MS_B2 is successfully established.
All subscribers have speech path and can talk
to each other.

9)

MS_A2 establishes a PTP call to MS_A1.

MS_B1, CT_B1 and MS_B2 are put on hold.
MS_A1 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A2

10)

MS_A1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A2 and MS_A1 is
successfully established. MS_A2 have speech
path to MS_A1.

11)

MS_A2 puts the four subscribers
together to a multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_A2, MS_B1,
CT_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A1 is successfully
established. All subscribers have speech path
and can talk to each other.

12)

MS_A2 establishes a PTP call to CT_A1.

MS_B1, CT_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A1 are put
on hold. CT_A1 is notified of the incoming call
from MS_A2.

13)

CT_A1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A2 and CT_A1 is
successfully established. MS_A2 have speech
path to CT_A1.

14)

MS_A2 puts the five subscribers together
to a Multiparty call.

The multiparty call between MS_A2, MS_B1,
CT_B1, MS_B2, MS_A1 and CT_A1 is
successfully established. All subscribers have
speech path and can talk to each other.

15)

MS_A3 closes the multiparty call.

Multiparty call is released. All related resources
are de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able to initialize a multiparty call with
mobile subscribers and fixed line subscribers.
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.37 Notification of Call Forwarding (roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.12

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify notification of a forwarded call.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A2 have Supplementary Service Call Forwarding Unconditional (CFU) and has
his calls forwarded to MS_A3.
MS_B2 have Supplementary Service Call Forwarding Unconditional (CFU) and has
his calls forwarded to MS_B3.
Network A
Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_A1

MS_B1

MS_A2

MS_B2

MS_B3

MS_A3
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c) Test procedure
Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

Expected result(s)
MS_A2 has forwarded his calls to MS_A3.
MS_A3 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1. The MSISDN of MS_A1 is displayed
on MS_A3. MS_A1 is notified of the call
forwarding to MS_A3.

2)

MS_A3 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A3 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A3.

3)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

4)

MS_B1 establishes a PTP call to MS_B2.

MS_B2 has forwarded his calls to MS_B3.
MS_B3 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_B1. The MSISDN of MS_B1 is displayed
on MS_B3. MS_B1 is notified of the call
forwarding to MS_B3.

5)

MS_B3 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B1 and MS_B3 is
successfully established. MS_B1 has speech
path to MS_B3.

6)

MS_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

MS_B1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2.

MS_A2 has forwarded his calls to MS_A3.
MS_A3 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_B1. The MSISDN of MS_B1 is displayed
on MS_A3. MS_B1 is notified of the call
forwarding to MS_A3.

8)

MS_A3 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_B1 and MS_A3 is
successfully established. MS_B1 has speech
path to MS_A3.

9)

MS_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

10)

MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_B2.

MS_B2 has forwarded his calls to MS_B3.
MS_B3 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1. The MSISDN of MS_A1 is displayed
on MS_B3. MS_A1 is notified of the call
forwarding to MS_B3.

11)

MS_B3 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_B3 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_B3.

12)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.
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d) Success criteria
MS_A3 was successfully notified about the forwarded PTP call. The MSISDN of the
originator was displayed on MS_A3.
MS_B3 was successfully notified about the forwarded PTP call. The MSISDN of the
originator was displayed on MS_B3.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.38 Establishment of several MTM Data calls (Bearer Services) with
different eMLPP priorities (roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.3.1
2.3.6
2.3.8
2.3.13
2.4.1
2.4.5
10.2.1
10.2.2

EIRENE SRS V15
2.3.1
10.2.1

other
3GPP TS27.007

a) Purpose
Verify the different bearer services in roaming case.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
DCE_A1 is connected to network A (Data Circuit Terminating Equipment).
DCE_B1 is connected to network B (Data Circuit Terminating Equipment).
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are terminals with subscriptions to the following
bearer services:
Service
BS 24 Asynchronous 2,4 Kbit/s T for full-rate channel
BS 25 Asynchronous 4,8 Kbit/s T for full-rate channel
BS 26 Asynchronous 9,6 Kbit/s T for full-rate channel

EIRENE SRS v15
M
M
M

Terminal application needed to send and receive test data.
To configure the bearer services and to set up a call with the terminal, refer to
chapter Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. “Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable.”.
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This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Mobile to mobile data call from MS_A1 in network A to MS_B2 in network A.
Step 2: Mobile to mobile data call from MS_A1 in network A to MS_A2 in network B.
Step 3: Mobile to mobile data call from MS_A1 in network A to MS_B1 in network B.
Step 4: Mobile to mobile data call from MS_B1 in network B to MS_A2 in network B.
Step 5: Mobile to mobile data call from MS_B1 in network B to MS_B2 in network A.
Step 6: Mobile to mobile data call from MS_B1 in network B to MS_A1 in network A.
Step 7: Data call between DCE_A1 in network A to DCE_B1 in network B.
Step 8: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_A1 in network A to DCE_A1 in
network A.
Step 9: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_B2 in network A to DCE_A1 in
network A.
Step 10: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_B1 in network B to DCE_A1 in
network A.
Step 11: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_A2 in network B to DCE_A1 in
network A.
Step 12: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_B1 in network B to DCE_B1 in
network B.
Step 13: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_A2 in network B to DCE_B1 in
network B.
Step 14: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_A1 in network A to DCE_B1 in
network B.
Step 15: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_B2 in network A to DCE_B1 in
network B.
Test configuration for step 1 to 15
Network A
Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

DCE_A1 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

DCE_B1 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A1 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_B1 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)
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MS_B2 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A2 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

c) Test procedure

Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Data service

Digital
interworking
(UDI / ISDN)
V.110
X

BS 24
2400 bps

Analogue
interworking
(3,1 kHz)
V.22bis, V.32
X (V.22bis)

X
X (V.22bis)
X

BS 25
4800 bps

X (V.32)
X
X (V.32)
X

BS 26
9600 bps

X (V.32)
X
X (V.32)

Transparent

eMLPP
Priority

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

3
1
4
2
1
3
2
4
1
2
3
4

Step 1: Mobile to mobile data call from MS_A1 in network A to MS_B2 in
network A.
Step
1)

Action
Expected result(s)
Configure MS_A1 and MS_B2 to perform MS_A1 and MS_B2 are configured with the
a data call with the settings indicated in
correct bearer service.
table above case 1. To configure the
bearer services see chapter Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable. “Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable.”

2)

MS_A1 establishes a data call to MS_B2
by dialling:
ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>

MS_B2 is notified of the incoming data call
from MS_A1. The MSISDN of MS_A1 is
displayed on MS_B2.

(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
3)

MS_B2 takes the data call.

The data call between MS_A1 and MS_B2 is
successfully established.

4)

MS_A1 sends test data to MS_B2.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

5)

MS_B2 sends test data to MS_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.
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Step
7)

Action
Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.

Expected result(s)

Step 2: Mobile to mobile data call from MS_A1 in network A to MS_A2 in
network B.
Step
1)

Action
Expected result(s)
Configure MS_A1 and MS_A2 to perform MS_A1 and MS_A2 are configured with the
a data call with the settings indicated in
correct bearer service.
table above case 1. To configure the
bearer services see chapter Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable. “Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable.”

2)

MS_A1 establishes a data call to MS_A2
by dialling:
ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>

MS_A2 is notified of the incoming data call
from MS_A1. The MSISDN of MS_A1 is
displayed on MS_A2.

(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
3)

MS_A2 takes the data call.

The data call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established.

4)

MS_A1 sends test data to MS_A2.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

5)

MS_A2 sends test data to MS_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.

Step 3: Mobile to mobile data call from MS_A1 in network A to MS_B1 in
network B.
Step
1)

Action
Expected result(s)
Configure MS_A1 and MS_B1 to perform MS_A1 and MS_B1 are configured with the
a data call with the settings indicated in
correct bearer service.
table above case 1. To configure the
bearer services see chapter Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable. “Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable.”

2)

MS_A1 establishes a data call to MS_B1
by dialling:
ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>

MS_B1 is notified of the incoming data call
from MS_A1. The MSISDN of MS_A1 is
displayed on MS_B1.

(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
3)

MS_B1 takes the data call.
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Step
4)

Action
MS_A1 sends test data to MS_B1.

Expected result(s)
The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

5)

MS_B1 sends test data to MS_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.

Step 4: Mobile to mobile data call from MS_B1 in network B to MS_A2 in
network B.
Step
1)

Action
Expected result(s)
Configure MS_B1 and MS_A2 to perform MS_B1 and MS_A2 are configured with the
a data call with the settings indicated in
correct bearer service.
table above case 1. To configure the
bearer services see chapter Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable. “Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable.”

2)

MS_B1 establishes a data call to MS_A2
by dialling:
ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>

MS_A2 is notified of the incoming data call
from MS_B1. The MSISDN of MS_B1 is
displayed on MS_A2.

(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
3)

MS_A2 takes the data call.

The data call between MS_B1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established.

4)

MS_B1 sends test data to MS_A2.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

5)

MS_A2 sends test data to MS_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

MS_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.

Step 5: Mobile to mobile data call from MS_B1 in network B to MS_B2 in
network A.
Step
1)

Action
Expected result(s)
Configure MS_B1 and MS_B2 to perform MS_B1 and MS_B2 are configured with the
a data call with the settings indicated in
correct bearer service.
table above case 1. To configure the
bearer services see chapter Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable. “Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable.”
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Step
2)

Action
MS_B1 establishes a data call to MS_B2
by dialling:
ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>

Expected result(s)
MS_B2 is notified of the incoming data call
from MS_B1. The MSISDN of MS_B1 is
displayed on MS_B2.

(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
3)

MS_B2 takes the data call.

The data call between MS_B1 and MS_B2 is
successfully established.

4)

MS_B1 sends test data to MS_B2.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

5)

MS_B2 sends test data to MS_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

MS_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.

Step 6: Mobile to mobile data call from MS_B1 in network B to MS_A1 in
network A.
Step
1)

Action
Expected result(s)
Configure MS_B1 and MS_A1 to perform MS_B1 and MS_A1 are configured with the
a data call with the settings indicated in
correct bearer service.
table above case 1. To configure the
bearer services see chapter Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable. “Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable.”

2)

MS_B1 establishes a data call to MS_A1
by dialling:
ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>

MS_A1 is notified of the incoming data call
from MS_B1. The MSISDN of MS_B1 is
displayed on MS_A1.

(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
3)

MS_A1 takes the data call.

The data call between MS_B1 and MS_A1 is
successfully established.

4)

MS_B1 sends test data to MS_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted
received.

5)

MS_A1 sends test data to MS_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

MS_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.

Step 7: Data call between DCE_A1 in network A to DCE_B1 in network B.
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Step
1)

Action
Configure DCE_A1 and DCE_B1 to
perform a data call with the settings
indicated in table above case 1. To
configure the bearer services see
chapter Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable. “Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable.”

Expected result(s)
DCE_A1 and DCE_B1 are configured with the
correct bearer service.

2)

DCE_A1 establishes a data call to
DCE_B1 by dialling:

DCE_B1 is notified of the incoming data call
from DCE_A1.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
3)

DCE_B1 takes the data call.

The data call between DCE_A1 and DCE_B1
is successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

4)

DCE_A1 sends test data to DCE_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

5)

DCE_B1 sends test data to DCE_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

DCE_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

DCE_B1 establishes a data call to
DCE_A1 by dialling:

DCE_A1 is notified of the incoming data call
from DCE_B1.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
8)

DCE_A1 takes the data call.

The data call between DCE_B1 and DCE_A1
is successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

9)

DCE_A1 sends test data to DCE_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

10)

DCE_B1 sends test data to DCE_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

11)

DCE_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

12)

Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.
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Step 8: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_A1 in network A to DCE_A1 in
network A.
Step
1)

Action
Configure MS_A1 and DCE_A1 to
perform a data call with the settings
indicated in table above case 1. To
configure the bearer services see
chapter Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable. “Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable.”

Expected result(s)
MS_A1 and DCE_A1 are configured with the
correct bearer service.

2)

MS_A1 establishes a data call to
DCE_A1 by dialling:

DCE_A1 is notified of the incoming data call
from MS_A1.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
3)

DCE_A1 takes the data call.

The data call between MS_A1 and DCE_A1 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

4)

MS_A1 sends test data to DCE_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

5)

DCE_A1 sends test data to MS_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

DCE_A1 establishes a data call to
MS_A1 by dialling:

MS_A1 is notified of the incoming data call
from DCE_A1.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
8)

MS_A1 takes the data call.

The data call between DCE_A1 and MS_A1 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

9)

MS_A1 sends test data to DCE_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

10)

DCE_A1 sends test data to MS_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

11)

DCE_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

12)

Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.
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Step 9: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_B2 in network A to DCE_A1 in
network A.
Step
1)

Action
Configure MS_B2 and DCE_A1 to
perform a data call with the settings
indicated in table above case 1. To
configure the bearer services see
chapter Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable. “Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable.”

Expected result(s)
MS_B2 and DCE_A1 are configured with the
correct bearer service.

2)

MS_B2 establishes a data call to
DCE_A1 by dialling:

DCE_A1 is notified of the incoming data call
from MS_B2.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
3)

DCE_A1 takes the data call.

The data call between MS_B2 and DCE_A1 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

4)

MS_B2 sends test data to DCE_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

5)

DCE_A1 sends test data to MS_B2.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

MS_B2 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

DCE_A1 establishes a data call to
MS_B2 by dialling:

MS_B2 is notified of the incoming data call
from DCE_A1.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
8)

MS_B2 takes the data call.

The data call between DCE_A1 and MS_B2 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

9)

MS_B2 sends test data to DCE_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

10)

DCE_A1 sends test data to MS_B2.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

11)

DCE_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

12)

Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.
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Step 10: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_B1 in network B to DCE_A1
in network A.
Step
1)

Action
Configure MS_B1 and DCE_A1 to
perform a data call with the settings
indicated in table above case 1. To
configure the bearer services see
chapter Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable. “Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable.”

Expected result(s)
MS_A1 and DCE_A1 are configured with the
correct bearer service.

2)

MS_B1 establishes a data call to
DCE_A1 by dialling:

DCE_A1 is notified of the incoming data call
from MS_B1.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
3)

DCE_A1 takes the data call.

The data call between MS_B1 and DCE_A1 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

4)

MS_B1 sends test data to DCE_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

5)

DCE_A1 sends test data to MS_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

MS_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

DCE_A1 establishes a data call to
MS_B1 by dialling:

MS_B1 is notified of the incoming data call
from DCE_A1.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
8)

MS_B1 takes the data call.

The data call between DCE_A1 and MS_B1 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

9)

MS_B1 sends test data to DCE_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

10)

DCE_A1 sends test data to MS_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

11)

DCE_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

12)

Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.
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Step 11: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_A2 in network B to DCE_A1
in network A.
Step
1)

Action
Configure MS_A2 and DCE_A1 to
perform a data call with the settings
indicated in table above case 1. To
configure the bearer services see
chapter Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable. “Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable.”

Expected result(s)
MS_A2 and DCE_A1 are configured with the
correct bearer service.

2)

MS_A2 establishes a data call to
DCE_A1 by dialling:

DCE_A1 is notified of the incoming data call
from MS_A2.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
3)

DCE_A1 takes the data call.

The data call between MS_A2 and DCE_A1 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

4)

MS_A2 sends test data to DCE_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

5)

DCE_A1 sends test data to MS_A2.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

MS_A2 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

DCE_A1 establishes a data call to
MS_A2 by dialling:

MS_A2 is notified of the incoming data call
from DCE_A1.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
8)

MS_A2 takes the data call.

The data call between DCE_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

9)

MS_A2 sends test data to DCE_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

10)

DCE_A1 sends test data to MS_A2.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

11)

DCE_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

12)

Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.
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Step 12: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_B1 in network B to DCE_B1
in network B.
Step
1)

Action
Configure MS_B1 and DCE_B1 to
perform a data call with the settings
indicated in table above case 1. To
configure the bearer services see
chapter Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable. “Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable.”

Expected result(s)
MS_B1 and DCE_B1 are configured with the
correct bearer service.

2)

MS_B1 establishes a data call to
DCE_B1 by dialling:

DCE_B1 is notified of the incoming data call
from MS_B1.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
3)

DCE_B1 takes the data call.

The data call between MS_B1 and DCE_B1 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

4)

MS_B1 sends test data to DCE_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

5)

DCE_B1 sends test data to MS_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

MS_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

DCE_B1 establishes a data call to
MS_B1 by dialling:

MS_B1 is notified of the incoming data call
from DCE_B1.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
8)

MS_B1 takes the data call.

The data call between DCE_B1 and MS_B1 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

9)

MS_B1 sends test data to DCE_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

10)

DCE_B1 sends test data to MS_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

11)

DCE_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

12)

Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.
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Step 13: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_A2 in network B to DCE_B1
in network B.
Step
1)

Action
Configure MS_A2 and DCE_B1 to
perform a data call with the settings
indicated in table above case 1. To
configure the bearer services see
chapter Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable. “Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable.”

Expected result(s)
MS_A2 and DCE_B1 are configured with the
correct bearer service.

2)

MS_A2 establishes a data call to
DCE_B1 by dialling:

DCE_B1 is notified of the incoming data call
from MS_A2.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
3)

DCE_B1 takes the data call.

The data call between MS_A2 and DCE_B1 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

4)

MS_A2 sends test data to DCE_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

5)

DCE_B1 sends test data to MS_A2.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

MS_A2 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

DCE_B1 establishes a data call to
MS_A2 by dialling:

MS_A2 is notified of the incoming data call
from DCE_B1.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
8)

MS_A2 takes the data call.

The data call between DCE_B1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

9)

MS_A2 sends test data to DCE_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

10)

DCE_B1 sends test data to MS_A2.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

11)

DCE_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

12)

Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.
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Step 14: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_A1 in network A to DCE_B1
in network B.
Step
1)

Action
Configure MS_A1 and DCE_B1 to
perform a data call with the settings
indicated in table above case 1. To
configure the bearer services see
chapter Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable. “Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable.”

Expected result(s)
MS_A1 and DCE_B1 are configured with the
correct bearer service.

2)

MS_A1 establishes a data call to
DCE_B1 by dialling:

DCE_B1 is notified of the incoming data call
from MS_A1.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
3)

DCE_B1 takes the data call.

The data call between MS_A1 and DCE_B1 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

4)

MS_A1 sends test data to DCE_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

5)

DCE_B1 sends test data to MS_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

DCE_B1 establishes a data call to
MS_A1 by dialling:

MS_A1 is notified of the incoming data call
from DCE_B1.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
8)

MS_A1 takes the data call.

The data call between DCE_B1 and MS_A1 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

9)

MS_A1 sends test data to DCE_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

10)

DCE_B1 sends test data to MS_A1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

11)

DCE_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

12)

Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.
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Step 15: Mobile to fixed network data call from MS_B2 in network A to DCE_B1
in network B.
Step
1)

Action
Configure MS_B2 and DCE_B1 to
perform a data call with the settings
indicated in table above case 1. To
configure the bearer services see
chapter Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable. “Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable.”

Expected result(s)
MS_B2 and DCE_B1 are configured with the
correct bearer service.

2)

MS_B2 establishes a data call to
DCE_B1 by dialling:

DCE_B1 is notified of the incoming data call
from MS_B2.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
3)

DCE_B1 takes the data call.

The data call between MS_B2 and DCE_B1 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

4)

MS_B2 sends test data to DCE_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

5)

DCE_B1 sends test data to MS_B2.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

6)

MS_B2 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

7)

DCE_B1 establishes a data call to
MS_B2 by dialling:

MS_B2 is notified of the incoming data call
from DCE_B1.

ATD *75<Priority>#<MSISDN>
(Reference 3GPP TS27.007)
8)

MS_B2 takes the data call.

The data call between DCE_B1 and MS_B2 is
successfully established with the correct
bearer service and line speed. Therefore check
the channel assignment messages.

9)

MS_B2 sends test data to DCE_B1.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

10)

DCE_B1 sends test data to MS_B2.

The test data is successfully transmitted and
received.

11)

DCE_B1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

12)

Repeat the test using case 2 and 12 from
table above.
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d) Success criteria
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1, MS_B2 and the Data Circuit Terminating Equipment
DCE_A1 and DCE_B1 are able to setup and receive data calls with different bearer
services and line speeds.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.39 Establishment of several PTP calls with different priorities
(roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
10.2.1
10.2.2

EIRENE SRS V15
10.2.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a PTP call is established successfully with the correct priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: MS_A1 in network A calls MS_B1 in network B.
Step 2: MS_B2 in network A calls MS_A2 in network B.
Step 3: MS_B1 in network B calls MS_A1 in network A.
Step 4: MS_A2 in network B calls MS_B2 in network A.
Network A
Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_A1

MS_B1

MS_B2

MS_A2

c) Test procedure
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Step 1: MS_A1 in network A calls MS_B1 in network B.

Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 establishes a PTP call to MS_B1
with priority 0 by dialling
*75<Priority>#<MSISDN>.

Expected result(s)
The call is established correctly, there is a
speech path between MS_A1 and MS_B1.
The priority is transmitted correctly through the
network.
The priority is seen on messages: ‘CM Service
request’, ‘Call Proceeding’ and ‘Setup’ sent to
MS_B1.

2)

MS_A1 releases the call.

3)

Repeat step 1 and 2 using priorities 1, 2,
3 and 4.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 2: MS_B2 in network A calls MS_A2 in network B.

Step
1)

Action
MS_B2 establishes a PTP call to MS_A2
with priority 0 by dialling
*75<Priority>#<MSISDN>.

Expected result(s)
The call is established correctly, there is a
speech path between MS_B2 and MS_A2.
The priority is transmitted correctly through the
network.
The priority is seen on messages: ‘CM Service
request’, ‘Call Proceeding’ and ‘Setup’ sent to
MS_A2.

2)

MS_B2 releases the call.

3)

Repeat step 1 and 2 using priorities 1, 2,
3 and 4.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 3: MS_B1 in network B calls MS_A1 in network A.

Step
1)

Action
MS_B1 establishes a PTP call to MS_A1
with priority 0 by dialling
*75<Priority>#<MSISDN>.

Expected result(s)
The call is established correctly, there is a
speech path between MS_B1 and MS_A1.
The priority is transmitted correctly through the
network.
The priority is seen on messages: ‘CM Service
request’, ‘Call Proceeding’ and ‘Setup’ sent to
MS_A1.

2)

MS_B1 releases the call.
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Step
3)

Action
Repeat step 1 and 2 using priorities 1, 2,
3 and 4.

Expected result(s)

Step 4: MS_A2 in network B calls MS_B2 in network A.

Step
1)

Action
Expected result(s)
MS_A2 establishes a PTP call to MS_B2 The call is established correctly, there is a
with
priority
0
by
dialling speech path between MS_A2 and MS_B2.
*75<Priority>#<MSISDN>.
The priority is transmitted correctly through the
network.
The priority is seen on messages: ‘CM Service
request’, ‘Call Proceeding’ and ‘Setup’ sent to
MS_B2.

2)

MS_A2 releases the call.

3)

Repeat step 1 and 2 using priorities 1, 2,
3 and 4.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
The PTP call is established successfully with the correct priority.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.40 Call to busy Mobile – CFBusy to other mobile subscriber (roaming
case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.12

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a PTP call to a busy mobile subscriber is forwarded when this subscriber
has activated Call Forwarding Busy (CFB).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 and MS_B1 have Supplementary Service Call Forwarding Busy (CFB).
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: MS_A1 in network A activates CFB to MS_B2 in network A.
Step 2: MS_A1 in network A activates CFB to MS_A3 in network B.
Step 3: MS_A1 in network A activates CFB to MS_B4 in network B.
Step 4: MS_B1 in network B activates CFB to MS_A2 in network B.
Step 5: MS_B1 in network B activates CFB to MS_B3 in network A.
Step 6: MS_B1 in network B activates CFB to MS_A4 in network A.
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Network A
Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_A1

MS_B1

MS_B2

MS_A2

MS_B3

MS_A3

MS_A4

MS_B4

c) Test procedure
Step 1: MS_A1 in network A activates CFB to MS_B2 in network A.
Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 activates Call Forwarding Busy
(CFB) to MS_B2.

Expected result(s)
If MS_A1 is busy, incoming calls will be
forwarded to MS_B2.

2)

MS_A1 calls MS_B1.

Call is correctly established. There is speech
path between MS_A1 and MS_B1.

3)

MS_A2 calls MS_A1.

The call is forwarded to MS_B2. The MSISDN
number from MS_A2 is displayed on MS_B2.
There is speech path between MS_A2 and
MS_B2.

4)

MS_A2 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

5)

MS_A1 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

6)

MS_A1 deactivates CFB to MS_B2.

CFB is deactivated.

7)

MS_A1 calls MS_B1.

Call is correctly established. There is speech
path between MS_A1 and MS_B1.

8)

MS_A2 calls MS_A1.

The call is not forwarded. MS_A2 gets the
busy ring tone and the call is released. All
related resources are de-allocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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Step 2: MS_A1 in network A activates CFB to MS_B2 in network A.
Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 activates CFB to MS_A3.

Expected result(s)
If MS_A1 is busy, incoming calls will be
forwarded to MS_A3.

2)

MS_A1 calls MS_B1.

Call is correctly established. There is speech
path between MS_A1 and MS_B1.

3)

MS_A2 calls MS_A1.

The call is forwarded to MS_A3. The MSISDN
number from MS_A2 is displayed on MS_A3.
There is speech path between MS_A2 and
MS_A3.

4)

MS_A2 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

5)

MS_A1 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

6)

MS_A1 deactivates CFB to MS_A3.

CFB is deactivated.

7)

MS_A1 calls MS_B1.

Call is correctly established. There is speech
path between MS_A1 and MS_B1.

8)

MS_A2 calls MS_A1.

The call is not forwarded. MS_A2 gets the
busy ring tone and the call is released. All
related resources are de-allocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 3: MS_A1 in network A activates CFB to MS_B4 in network B.
Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 activates CFB to MS_B4.

Expected result(s)
If MS_A1 is busy, incoming calls will be
forwarded to MS_B4.

2)

MS_A1 calls MS_B1.

Call is correctly established. There is speech
path between MS_A1 and MS_B1.

3)

MS_A2 calls MS_A1.

The call is forwarded to MS_B4. The MSISDN
number from MS_A2 is displayed on MS_B4.
There is speech path between MS_A2 and
MS_B4.

4)

MS_A2 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

5)

MS_A1 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

6)

MS_A1 deactivates CFB to MS_B4.

CFB is deactivated.

7)

MS_A1 calls MS_B1.

Call is correctly established. There is speech
path between MS_A1 and MS_B1.

8)

MS_A2 calls MS_A1.

The call is not forwarded. MS_A2 gets the
busy ring tone and the call is released. All
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)
related resources are de-allocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 4: MS_B1 in network B activates CFB to MS_A2 in network B.
Step
1)

Action
MS_B1 activates Call Forwarding Busy
(CFB) to MS_A2.

Expected result(s)
If MS_B1 is busy, incoming calls will be
forwarded to MS_A2.

2)

MS_B1 calls MS_A1.

Call is correctly established. There is speech
path between MS_B1 and MS_A1.

3)

MS_B2 calls MS_B1.

The call is forwarded to MS_A2. The MSISDN
number from MS_B2 is displayed on MS_A2.
There is speech path between MS_B2 and
MS_A2.

4)

MS_B2 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

5)

MS_B1 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

6)

MS_B1 deactivates CFB to MS_A2.

CFB is deactivated.

7)

MS_B1 calls MS_A1.

Call is correctly established. There is speech
path between MS_B1 and MS_A1.

8)

MS_B2 calls MS_B1.

The call is not forwarded. MS_B2 gets the
busy ring tone and the call is released. All
related resources are de-allocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 5: MS_B1 in network B activates CFB to MS_B3 in network A.
Step
1)

Action
MS_B1 activates CFB to MS_B3.

Expected result(s)
If MS_B1 is busy, incoming calls will be
forwarded to MS_B3.

2)

MS_B1 calls MS_A1.

Call is correctly established. There is speech
path between MS_B1 and MS_A1.

3)

MS_B2 calls MS_B1.

The call is forwarded to MS_B3. The MSISDN
number from MS_B2 is displayed on MS_B3.
There is speech path between MS_B2 and
MS_B3.

4)

MS_B2 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

5)

MS_B1 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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Step
6)

Action
MS_B1 deactivates CFB to MS_B3.

Expected result(s)
CFB is deactivated.

7)

MS_B1 calls MS_A1.

Call is correctly established. There is speech
path between MS_B1 and MS_A1.

8)

MS_B2 calls MS_B1.

The call is not forwarded. MS_B2 gets the
busy ring tone and the call is released. All
related resources are de-allocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 6: MS_B1 in network B activates CFB to MS_A4 in network A.
Step
1)

Action
MS_B1 activates CFB to MS_A4.

Expected result(s)
If MS_B1 is busy, incoming calls will be
forwarded to MS_A4.

2)

MS_B1 calls MS_A1.

Call is correctly established. There is speech
path between MS_B1 and MS_A1.

3)

MS_B2 calls MS_B1.

The call is forwarded to MS_A4. The MSISDN
number from MS_B2 is displayed on MS_A4.
There is speech path between MS_B2 and
MS_A4.

4)

MS_B2 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

5)

MS_B1 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

6)

MS_B1 deactivates CFB to MS_A4.

CFB is deactivated.

7)

MS_B1 calls MS_A1.

Call is correctly established. There is speech
path between MS_B1 and MS_A1.

8)

MS_B2 calls MS_B1.

The call is not forwarded. MS_B2 gets the
busy ring tone and the call is released. All
related resources are de-allocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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d) Success criteria
The PTP call to a busy mobile subscriber was correctly forwarded.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.41 MOC call when terminator rejects call (roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

other
EN 301515

a) Purpose
Verify that a MOC is released when the terminator rejects it.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1 is connected to network A.
CT_B1 is connected to network B.
Network A
Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_A1

MS_B1

MS_B2

MS_A2

CT_A1

CT_B1

c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 calls CT_A1.

Expected result(s)
CT_A1 is notified of the incoming call.

2)

CT_A1 rejects the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

3)

MS_B1 calls CT_B1

CT_B1 is notified of the incoming call.
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Step
4)

Action
CT_B1 rejects the call.

Expected result(s)
The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

5)

MS_A1 calls CT_B1.

CT_B1 is notified of the incoming call.

6)

CT_B1 rejects the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

7)

MS_B1 calls CT_A1.

CT_A1 is notified of the incoming call.

8)

CT_A1 rejects the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

9)

MS_B2 calls CT_A1.

CT_A1 is notified of the incoming call.

10)

CT_A1 rejects the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

11)

MS_A2 calls CT_B1.

CT_B1 is notified of the incoming call.

12)

CT_B1 rejects the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

13)

MS_A2 calls CT_A1.

CT_A1 is notified of the incoming call.

14)

CT_A1 rejects the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

15)

MS_B2 calls CT_B1.

CT_B1 is notified of the incoming call.

16)

CT_B1 rejects the call.

The call is correctly released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
The mobile originating call is released when terminating subscriber rejects the call.

e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.1.47 Call barring (roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.17

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1
9.10.2

other

a) Purpose
Verify the Supplementary Service Call barring.


Barring of outgoing international calls except those directed to the home
PLMN country (BOICEXHC)



Barring of incoming calls when roaming outside the home PLMN country
(BIC-Roam)

b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 have Supplementary Service Call barring.
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Barring of outgoing international calls except those directed to the home
PLMN country (BOICEXHC).
Step 2: Barring of incoming calls when roaming outside the home PLMN country
(BIC-Roam).
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Test configuration for step 1 and 2:
Network A
Network C

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MSC_C1

MS_B1

MS_A1

MS_C1

MS_A2

MS_B2
MS_A3

c) Test procedure
All Call Barring codes are specific to your network, so you'll have to ask the network
operator what [code] to enter below:

Feature

All

Outgoing

Incoming

Outgoing
International

Activate
Cancel
Status

**330*[code]#
##330*[code]#
*#330#

**333*[code]#
##333*[code]#
*#333#

**35*[code]#
##35*[code]#
*#35#

**331*[code]#
##331*[code]#
*#331#
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Incoming
outside
home
country
**351*[code]#
##351*[code]#
*#351#

Step 1: Barring of outgoing international calls except those directed to the
home PLMN country (BOICEXHC).
Step
1)

Action
Configure MS_A1 to further call barring
of outgoing international calls except
those directed to the home PLMN
country by dialling **332*[code]#.

Expected result(s)
Subscriber information is updated.

2)

MS_A1 establishes a PTP Call to
MS_B1.

MS_B1 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1. The MSISDN of MS_A1 is displayed
on MS_B1.

3)

MS_B1 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_B1 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_B1.

4)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

5)

MS_A1 establishes a PTP Call to
MS_B2.

MS_B2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1. The MSISDN of MS_A1 is displayed
on MS_B2.

6)

MS_B2 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_B2 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_B2.

7)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

8)

MS_A1 establishes a PTP Call to
MS_A2.

MS_A2 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1. The MSISDN of MS_A1 is displayed
on MS_A2.

9)

MS_A2 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A2.

10)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

11)

MS_A1 establishes a PTP Call to
MS_A3.

MS_A3 is notified of the incoming call from
MS_A1. The MSISDN of MS_A1 is displayed
on MS_A3.

12)

MS_A3 takes the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A3 is
successfully established. MS_A1 has speech
path to MS_A3.

13)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

14)

MS_A1 establishes a PTP Call to
MS_C1.

MS_A1 receives an audible indicator (e.g.
announcement or a tree-tone). Depending on
the network configuration.

15)

MS_A1 closes the call or awaits the
network terminates the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.
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Step
16)

Action
MS_A1 did cancel the call barring of
outgoing international calls except those
directed to the home PLMN country by
dialling ##332*[code]#.

17)

MS_A1 did check the status by dialling
*#332# for call barring of outgoing
international calls except those directed
to the home PLMN country.

Expected result(s)
Barring of outgoing international calls except
those directed to the home PLMN country is
deactivated.

Step 2: Barring of incoming calls when roaming outside the home PLMN
country (BIC-Roam).
Step
1)

Action
Configure MS_A1 to further call barring
of incoming calls when roaming outside
the home PLMN country by dialling
**351*[code]#.

Expected result(s)
Subscriber information is updated.

2)

MS_A2 establishes a PTP Call to MS_
A1.

MS_A2 receives an audible indicator (e.g.
announcement or a tree-tone). Depending on
the network configuration.

3)

MS_A2 closes the call or awaits the
network terminates the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

4)

MS_A3 establishes a PTP Call to MS_
A1.

MS_A3 receives an audible indicator (e.g.
announcement or a tree-tone). Depending on
the network configuration.

5)

MS_A3 closes the call or awaits the
network terminates the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

6)

MS_B1 establishes a PTP Call to MS_
A1.

MS_B1 receives an audible indicator (e.g.
announcement or a tree-tone). Depending on
the network configuration.

7)

MS_B1 closes the call or awaits the
network terminates the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

8)

MS_B2 establishes a PTP Call to MS_
A1.

MS_B2 receives an audible indicator (e.g.
announcement or a tree-tone). Depending on
the network configuration.

9)

MS_B2 closes the call or awaits the
network terminates the call.

Call is released. All related resources are deallocated.

10)

MS_A1 did cancel the call barring of
incoming calls when roaming outside the
home PLMN country by dialling
##351*[code]#.

Barring of incoming calls when roaming
outside the home PLMN country is
deactivated.

11)

MS_A1 did check the status by dialling
*#351# for call barring of incoming calls
when roaming outside the home PLMN
country.
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d) Success criteria
MS_A1 was able configure different call barring settings. Handling from incoming and
outgoing calls are in accordance with the barring settings.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.1 Register of a FN (non-roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

2.5.1
11.2.1.1
11.3.2.1
11.3.2.3

2.4.1
2.5.1
11.3.2
11.3.5
11.3.7

Other

a) Purpose
Verify registration of FN in different ways.
Verify the registration of 10 FN within 30 seconds.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Register of a FN in different ways
Step 2: Register of 10 FN
Test configuration for step 1 and 2
Preprovisioning of FN or Dynamic FN creation
All FN to register are unregistered.
Protocol analyzer is configured to trace A-interface to verify the transmitting USSD
string from and to the network on the MAP interface.
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Network A

MS_A1

c) Test procedure
Step 1: Register of a FN in different ways
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 registers a FN_1, CT2, FC01 by
sending an USSD string
“**214*<IC_A+FN_1>***#”.

The MAP interface contains the USSD
string as sent from MS.
The USSD outcome code “01” which
means “Follow Me activated” is displayed
on MS A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

2)

Verify the corresponding entry of FFN
database.

An entry of mapping between FN_1 and
MS_A1 exists in FFN database.

3)

MS_A1 registers a FN_9, CT2, FC01 by
using the mobile menu.

The MAP interface contains the USSD
string as sent from MS.
The USSD outcome code “01” which
means “Follow Me activated” is displayed
on MS A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

4)

Verify the corresponding entry of FFN
database.

An entry of mapping between FN_9 and
MS_A1 exists in FFN database.

Step 2: Register of 10 FN
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Define 10 FN to register.

10 FN to register are defined.
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2)

MS_A1 sends the first USSD message for
registration either by typing it manually or by
using the terminal menu.

The stop watch runs.

When sending the USSD message, start the
stop watch simultaneously.
3)

Observe the display of MS_A1.
When MS_A1 displays the confirmation of
registration (outcome code or text
message), stop the stop watch.

MS_A1 displays the confirmation of
Registration.
The stop watch stops.

4)

Repeat 2) and 3) until all 10 FN registered.

MS_A1 registered to 10 FN.

5)

Verify the recorded duration of the stop
watch.

The measured time does not exceed 30
seconds.

6)

Verify the corresponding entries of FFN
database.

All 10 entries of mapping between FN and
MS_A1 exist in FFN database.

d) Success criteria
Registration of FN works in different ways.
Registration of 10 FN within 30 seconds is possible.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.2 Register 3 functional numbers to one user (non-roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

11.2.1.4

2.4.1
2.5.1

Other

a) Purpose
Verify the registration of 3 FN to one and the same user is possible.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Preprovisioning of FN or Dynamic FN Creation.
All FN to register are unregistered.
Network A

MS_A1

c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 registers a FN_1, CT2, FC01 by
sending an USSD string
“**214*<IC_A+FN_1>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “01” which
means “FollowMe activated” is displayed
on MS A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

2)

MS_A1 registers a FN_2, CT3, FC01 by
sending an USSD string
“**214*<IC_A+FN_2>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “01” which
means “Follow Me activated” is displayed
on MS_A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

3)

MS_A1 registers a FN_3, CT4, FC01 by
sending an USSD string
“**214*<IC_A+FN_3>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “01” which
means “Follow Me activated” is displayed
on MS_A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

d) Success criteria
MS_A1 is registered to 3 different functional numbers.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.3 Register 3 functional numbers to one user (roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

11.2.1.4

2.4.1
2.5.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify the registration of 3 FN to one and the same user is possible.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Registration of 3 FN to one and the same user in roaming network B.
Step 2: Registration of 3 FN to one and the same user in roaming network A.
Test configuration for step 1 and 2
Preprovisioning of FN or Dynamic FN Creation.
All FN to register are unregistered.
Network A

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_B2

MS_A2

c) Test procedure
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Step 1: Registration of 3 FN to one and the same user in roaming network B.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A2 registers a FN_1, CT2, FC01
by sending an USSD string
“**214*<IC_B+FN_1>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “01” which means
“FollowMe activated” is displayed on MS_A2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome code in
an appropriate text message.

2)

MS_A2 registers a FN_2, CT3, FC01
by sending an USSD string
“**214*<IC_B+FN_2>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “01” which means
“Follow Me activated” is displayed on MS_A2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome code in
an appropriate text message.

3)

MS_A2 registers a FN_3, CT4, FC01
by sending an USSD string
“**214*<IC_B+FN_3>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “01” which means
“Follow Me activated” is displayed on MS_A2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome code in
an appropriate text message.

Step 2: Registration of 3 FN to one and the same user in roaming network B.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_B2 registers a FN_1, CT2, FC01
by sending an USSD string
“**214*<IC_A+FN_1>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “01” which means
“FollowMe activated” is displayed on MS_B2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome code in
an appropriate text message.

2)

MS_B2 registers a FN_2, CT3, FC01
by sending an USSD string
“**214*<IC_A+FN_2>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “01” which means
“Follow Me activated” is displayed on MS_B2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome code in
an appropriate text message.

3)

MS_B2 registers a FN_3, CT4, FC01
by sending an USSD string
“**214*<IC_A+FN_3>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “01” which means
“Follow Me activated” is displayed on MS_B2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome code in
an appropriate text message.

d) Success criteria
MS_A2 is registered to 3 different functional numbers of the network B and MS_B2 is
registered to 3 different functional numbers of the network A.
e) Test result
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Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.4 Registration of an unknown FN fails (non-roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

11.3.2.4

2.4.1
2.5.1
11.3.8
11.3.9

Other

a) Purpose
Verify the registration of a FN which is not preconfigured in the database fails.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Preprovioning of FN: the test configuration does not allow the dynamic FN creation.
FN_9 to register is not data filled in FA database.
Protocol analyzer is configured to trace A-interface to verify the transmitting USSD
string from and to the network on the MAP interface.
c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 sends an USSD string
“**214*<IC_A+FN_9>***#”.

The MAP interface contains the USSD
string as sent from MS.
The USSD outcome code “41” which
means “Unknown Remote Party” is
displayed on MS_A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

d) Success criteria
Registration of a FN which is not preconfigured in the database fails.
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e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.5 Deregistration of a FN (non-roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

2.5.1
11.3.3.1
11.3.3.3
11.3.3.5

2.4.1
2.5.1
11.3.2
11.3.5
11.3.7
11.3.10
11.3.12

Other

a) Purpose
Verify the deregistration of a FN.
Verify the deregistration of 10 FN within 30 seconds.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Deregister of a FN in different ways
Step 2: Deregister of 10 FN
Test configuration for step 1 and 2
Protocol analyzer is configured to trace A-interface to verify the transmitting USSD
string from and to the network on the MAP interface.
Step 1: MS_A1 is registered to at least 2 FN (e.g. FN_1 and FN_2).
Corresponding entries exist in FFN database.
Step 2: MS_A1 is registered to 10 FN.
Corresponding entries exist in FFN database.
Network A

MS_A1 (FN_1, FN_2)

c) Test procedure
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Step 1: Deregister of a FN in different ways
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 deregisters a FN by sending an
USSD string “##214*<IC_A+FN_1>***#”.

The MAP interface contains the USSD
string as sent from MS.
The USSD outcome code “02” which
means “Follow Me deactivated” is
displayed on MS_A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.
MS_A1 is still registered to FN_2.

2)

Verify FFN database.

The mapping between FN_1 and MS_A1
does no more exist or is labelled as
“deregistered” in FFN database.

3)

MS_A1 deregisters its still registered FN_2
by using the mobile menu.

The MAP interface contains the USSD
string as sent from MS.
The USSD outcome code “02” which
means “Follow Me deactivated” is
displayed on MS_A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

4)

Verify FFN database.

The mapping between FN_2 and MS_A1
does no more exist or is labelled as
“deregistered” in FFN database.

Step2: Deregister of 10 FN
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Define 10 FN to deregister.

10 FN to deregister are defined.

2)

MS_A1 sends the first USSD message for
deregistration either by typing it manually or
by using the terminal menu.

The stop watch runs.

When sending the USSD message, start the
stop watch simultaneously.
3)

Observe the display of MS_A1.
When MS_A1 displays the confirmation of
deregistration (outcome code or text
message), stop the stop watch.

MS_A1 displays the confirmation of
deregistration.
The stop watch stops.

4)

Repeat 2) and 3) until all 10 FN
deregistered.

MS_A1 deregistered to 10 FN.

5)

Verify the recorded duration of the stop
watch.

The measured time does not exceed 30
seconds.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

6)

Verify FFN database.

The mappings between the 10 FN and
MS_A1 no more exist or labelled as
“deregistered” in FFN database.

d) Success criteria
Deregistration of FN works in different ways.
Deregistration of 10 FN within 30 seconds is possible.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.6 Deregistration of a FN fails (non-roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

11.3.3.1

2.4.1
2.5.1
11.3.10
11.3.12

other

a) Purpose
Verify the deregistration of a FN by a non-owner fails.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 is registered to FN_1.
A corresponding entry exists in FFN database.
Network A

MS_A1 (FN_1)
MS_A2

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A2 sends an USSD string
“##214*<IC_A+FN_1>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “63” which
means “Remote Party not registered to
this MSISDN” is displayed on MS_A2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.
MS_A1 is still registered to FN_A1.

2)

Verify FFN database.

The mapping between FN_1 and MS_A1
still exists in FFN database.

d) Success criteria
Deregistration of a FN by a non-owner fails.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.7 Forced Deregistration of a FN (non-roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

11.3.3.4

2.4.1
2.5.1
11.3.7
11.3.8i

other

a) Purpose
Verify the forced deregistration of a FN.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 has HLR subscription to perform Forced Deregistration.
MS_A2 is registered to FN_1.
A corresponding entry exists in FFN database.
Network A

MS_A1
MS_A2 (FN_1)

c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 performs an interrogation of the
FN_1 to forced-deregister by sending USSD
string “*#214*<IC_A+FN_1>***#” or by
using Terminal Menu.

The USSD response for successful
interrogation is displayed. It contains the
outcome code “03” and the MSISDN
digits.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

2)

MS_A1 performs a forced deregistration of
the FN to which MS_A2 registered by
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

sending USSD string “##214*<IC_A+FN to
forced-deregister>*88*<MSISDN of
MS_A2>*#” or by using Terminal Menu.

displayed on MS_A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

3)

Verify that the FFN_A sends Forced
Deregistration Notification to MS_A2.

FFN_A logged the Forced Deregistration
Notification sent to MS_A2.

4)

Verify that MS_A2 sends an Interrogation
invoked by the implementation of MSfeature, receives a related notification and
erases the FN_1.

MS_A2 erases FN_1 forced deregistered.
Note: This is a MS-Feature, not a networkfeature.

d) Success criteria
Forced deregistration of a FN works.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.8 Forced Deregistration of a FN fails (non-roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

11.3.3.4

2.4.1
2.5.1
11.3.7
11.3.8i

other

a) Purpose
Verify the forced deregistration of a FN fails in case of missing supervisor CoR.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A1 is registered to FN_1.
A corresponding entry exists in FFN database.
MS_A2 does not have the HLR subscription to perform Forced Deregistration.
Network A

MS_A1(FN_1)
MS_A2

c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A2 performs an interrogation of the
FN_1 to forced-deregister by sending USSD
string “*#214*<IC_A+FN_1>***#” or by
using Terminal Menu.

The USSD response for successful
interrogation is displayed. It contains the
outcome code “03” and the MSISDN
digits.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

2)

MS_A2 performs a forced-deregistration by
sending USSD string “##214*<IC_A+FN to
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

forced-deregister>*88*<MSISDN of
MS_A1>*#” or by using Terminal Menu.

displayed on MS_A2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

3)

Verify that MS_A1 still registered to FN_1.

MS_A1 displays its identity, FN_1.
A corresponding entry exists in FFN
database.

d) Success criteria
Forced Deregistration of a FN fails in case of missing supervisor CoR.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.10 Registration of a FN (roaming case)
Registration of a FN (roaming case – Roaming does not affect registered FN)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

11.2.1.1
11.2.1.7
11.2.1.8
11.3.2.1
11.3.2.3
11.3.4

2.4.1
2.5.1
11.3.2
11.3.7
11.3.14
11.3.17
11.6

other

a) Purpose
Verify FN which is registered in home network is still valid in roaming network.
Verify the registration of 10 FN within 30 seconds.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Register of a FN in Home Network (A) and verify its validness after Network
change (B)
Step 2: Register of a FN in Home Network (B) and verify its validness after Network
change (A)
Step 3: Register of 10 FN in Home Network (A), take time measurement and verify
FN-validness after Network change (B)
Step 4: Register of 10 FN in Home Network (B), take time measurement and verify
FN-validness after Network change (A)
Test configuration for step 1, 2, 3 and 4
All FNs to register are defined and unregistered.
MS-Feature which performs automatic registration of train number after network
change has to be deactivated if it has been implemented.
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Network A

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_A1

MS_B1

c) Test procedure
Step 1: Register of a FN in Home Network (A) and verify its validness after
Network change (B)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 registers a FN by sending an USSD
string “**214*<IC_A+FN_1>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “01” which
means “Follow Me activated” is displayed
on MS_A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

2)

Change the serving cell of MS_A1 to
cell_B1.

Cell_B1 of Network B is now the serving
Network of MS_A1.

3)

Verify that MS_A1 still registered to FN_1.

MS_A1 still displays the identity FN_1.
An entry of mapping between FN_1 and
MS_A1 exists in FFN database of network
A.
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Step 2: Register of a FN in Home Network (B) and verify its validness after
Network change (A)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_B1 registers a FN by sending an USSD
string “**214*<IC_B+FN_8>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “01” which
means “Follow Me activated” is displayed
on MS_B1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

2)

Change the serving cell of MS_B1 to
cell_A1.

Cell_A1 of Network A is now the serving
Network of MS_B1.

3)

Verify that MS_B1 still registered to FN_8.

MS_B1 still displays the identity FN_8.
An entry of mapping between FN_8 and
MS_B1 exists in FFN database of network
B.

Step 3: Register of 10 FN in Home Network (A), take time measurement and
verify FN-validness after Network change (B)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 sends the first USSD message for
registration either by typing it manually or by
using the terminal menu.

The stop watch runs.

When sending the USSD message, start the
stop watch simultaneously.
2)

Observe the display of MS_A1.
When MS_A1 displays the confirmation of
registration (outcome code or text
message), stop the stop watch.

MS_A1 displays the confirmation of
Registration.
The stop watch stops.

3)

Repeat 1) and 2) until all 10 FN registered.

MS_A1 registered to 10 FN.

4)

Verify the recorded duration of the stop
watch.

The measured time does not exceed 30
seconds.

5)

Verify the corresponding entries of FFN
database of network A.

All 10 entries of mappings between FN
and MS_A1 exist in FFN database of
network A.

6)

Change the serving cell of MS_A1 to
cell_B1.

Cell_B1 of Network B is now the serving
Network of MS_A1.

7)

Verify that MS_A1 still registered to all 10
FN.

MS_A1 still displays its last registered
identity FN.
FFN database of network A contains the
entries of mappings between 10 FNs and
MS_A1.
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Step 4: Register of 10 FN in Home Network (B), take time measurement and
verify FN-validness after Network change (A)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_B1 sends the first USSD message for
registration either by typing it manually or by
using the terminal menu.

The stop watch runs.

When sending the USSD message, start the
stop watch simultaneously.
2)

Observe the display of MS_B1.
When MS_B1 displays the confirmation of
registration (outcome code or text
message), stop the stop watch.

MS_B1 displays the confirmation of
Registration.
The stop watch stops.

3)

Repeat 1) and 2) until all 10 FN registered.

MS_B1 registered to 10 FN.

4)

Verify the recorded duration of the stop
watch.

The measured time does not exceed 30
seconds.

5)

Verify the corresponding entries of FFN
database of network B.

All 10 entries of mappings between FN
and MS_B1 exist in FFN database of
network B.

6)

Change the serving cell of MS_B1 to
cell_A1.

Cell_A1 of Network A is now the serving
Network of MS_B1.

7)

Verify that MS_B1 still registered to all 10
FN.

MS_B1 still displays its last registered
identity FN.
FFN database of network B contains the
entries of mappings between 10 FNs and
MS_B1.

d) Success criteria
All FN which are registered in home network are still valid in roaming network.
Registration of 10 FN does not take more than 30 seconds.
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e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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Registration of a FN (roaming case – Registration of a FN after network
change)
a) Purpose
Verify the registration of a FN in a roaming network works.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Register of a FN in roaming Network B.
Step 2: Register of a FN in roaming Network A.
Test configuration for step 1 and 2
MS_A1 roams in network B.
MS_B1 roams in network A.
All FN to register are unregistered.
MS feature which performs automatic registration of train number after network
change has to be deactivated if it has been implemented.
Network A

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_B1

MS_A1

c) Test procedure
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Step 1: Register of a FN in roaming Network B.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 registers a FN by sending an USSD
string “**214*<IC_B+FN_1>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “01” which
means “Follow Me activated” is displayed
on MS_A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

2)

Verify the registration.

MS_A1 displays the identity FN_1.
An entry of mapping between FN_1 and
MS_A1 exists in FFN database of network
B.

Step 2: Register of a FN in roaming Network A.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_B1 registers a FN by sending an USSD
string “**214*<IC_A+FN_8>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “01” which
means “Follow Me activated” is displayed
on MS_B1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

2)

Verify the registration.

MS_B1 displays the identity FN_8.
An entry of mapping between FN_8 and
MS_B1 exists in FFN database of network
A.

d) Success criteria
Registration of a FN in a roaming network works.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.11 Registration of a unknown FN fails (roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

11.3.2.4

2.4.1
2.5.1
11.3.8
11.3.9

other

a) Purpose
Verify the registration of a FN which is not preconfigured in the database fails.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Registration of an unknown FN in roaming network B.
Step 2: Registration of an unknown FN in roaming network A.
Test configuration for step 1 and 2
Preprovioning of FN.
FN_9 to register is not data filled in FA database in network B.
FN_4 to register is not data filled in FA database in network A.
Protocol analyzer is configured to trace A-interface to verify the transmitting USSD
string from and to the network on the MAP interface.
Network A

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_B1

MS_A1
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c) Test procedure
Step 1: Registration of an unknown FN in roaming network B.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 sends an USSD string
“**214*<IC_B+FN_9>***#”.

The MAP interface contains the USSD
string as sent from MS.
The USSD outcome code “41” which
means “Unknown Remote Party” is
displayed on MS_A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in a text message like “FN unknown”.

Step 2: Registration of an unknown FN in roaming network A.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

2)

MS_B1 sends an USSD string
“**214*<IC_A+FN_4>***#”.

The MAP interface contains the USSD
string as sent from MS.
The USSD outcome code “41” which
means “Unknown Remote Party” is
displayed on MS_B1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in a text message like “FN unknown”.

d) Success criteria
Registration of a unknown FN fails.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.17 Registration failures --> outcome code 61 [remote party already
registered] (roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

9.2.2.2
9.2.3.2
11.2.1.5
11.2.2.1
11.3.2.5

2.4.1
2.5.1
9.2.1
11.3.8
11.3.9

other

a) Purpose
Verify a registration attempt to an already registered functional number fails.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Registration of a FN which is already registered to another user fails in roaming
network A.
Step 2: Registration of a FN which is already registered to another user fails in roaming
network B.
Test configuration for step 1 and 2
MS_A2 roams in network B.
MS_B2 roams in network A.
MS_A1 is registered to IC_A, FN_5.
MS_B1 is registered to IC_B, FN_1.
The corresponding entries exist in FFN database of network A and B.
Network A

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_A1 (IC_A, FN_5)

MS_B1 (IC_B, FN_1)

MS_B2

MS_A2
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c) Test procedure
Step 1: Registration of a FN which is already registered to another user fails in
roaming network A.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_B2 which roams in network A, sends an
USSD string “**214*<IC_A+FN_5>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “61” which
means “remote party already registered” is
displayed on MS_B2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

2)

MS_A1 is still registers to FN_5.

There is no change of the displayed
functional identity of FN_5 on MS_A1.
The corresponding entry still exists in FFN
database of network A.

Step 2: Registration of a FN which is already registered to another user fails in
roaming network A.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A2 which roams in network B, sends an
USSD string “**214*<IC_B+FN_1>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “61” which
means “remote party already registered” is
displayed on MS_A2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

2)

MS_B1 is still registers to FN_1

There is no change of the displayed
functional identity of FN_1 on MS_B1.
The corresponding entry exists in FFN
database of network B.

d) Success criteria
MS_A2 and MS_B2 cannot register to an already registered functional number.
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e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.18 Deregistration of a FN (roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

11.2.1.7
11.2.1.8
11.3.3.1
11.3.3.3
11.3.3.5

2.4.1
2.5.1
11.3.2
11.3.7
11.3.10
11.3.12
11.3.14
11.3.17
11.6

Other

a) Purpose
Verify the deregistration of FN in roaming network which is a part of re-registration.
Verify the deregistration of 10 FN within 30 seconds.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Deregistration of a FN in roaming network B.
Step 2: Deregistration of a FN in roaming network A.
Step 3: Deregistration of 10 FN in roaming network B with taking time measurement.
Step 4: Deregistration of 10 FN in roaming network A with taking time measurement.
Test configuration for step 1 and 2
MS_A1 roams in network B and is still registered to a FN in network A
MS_B1 roams in network A and is still registered to a FN in network B.
The corresponding entries exist in FFN database of network A and B respectively.
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Network A

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_B1

MS_A1

c) Test procedure
Step 1: Deregistration of a FN in roaming network B.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 deregisters its FN by sending an
USSD string “##214*<IC_A+FN_1>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “02” which
means “Follow Me deactivated” is
displayed on MS_A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

Step 2: Deregistration of a FN in roaming network A.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_B1 deregisters its FN by sending an
USSD string “##214*<IC_B+FN_1>***#”.

The USSD outcome code “02” which
means “Follow Me deactivated” is
displayed on MS_B1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.
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Test configuration for step 3 and 4
MS_A1 roams in network B and is still registered to 10 FN in network A
MS_B1 roams in network A and is still registered to 10 FN in network B.
The corresponding entries exist in FFN database of network A and B respectively.
Network A

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_B1

MS_A1

Step 3: Deregistration of 10 FN in roaming network B with taking time
measurement.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 sends the first USSD message for
deregistration either by typing it manually or
by using the terminal menu.

The stop watch runs.

When sending the USSD message, start the
stop watch simultaneously.
2)

Observe the display of MS_A1.
When MS_A1 displays the confirmation of
deregistration (outcome code or text
message), stop the stop watch.

MS_A1 displays the confirmation of
Deregistration.
The stop watch stops.

3)

Repeat 1) and 2) until all 10 FN
deregistered.

MS_A1 deregistered to 10 FN.

4)

Verify the recorded duration of the stop
watch.

The measured time does not exceed 30
seconds.

5)

Verify the deregistration.

MS_A1 does not display any of the FN
deregistered above.
All 10 above entries of mappings between
FN and MS_A1 no more exist in FFN
database of network A.
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Step 4: Deregistration of 10 FN in roaming network A with taking time
measurement.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_B1 sends the first USSD message for
deregistration either by typing it manually or
by using the terminal menu.

The stop watch runs.

When sending the USSD message, start the
stop watch simultaneously.
2)

Observe the display of MS_B1.
When MS_B1 displays the confirmation of
deregistration (outcome code or text
message), stop the stop watch.

MS_B1 displays the confirmation of
Deregistration.
The stop watch stops.

3)

Repeat 1) and 2) until all 10 FN
deregistered.

MS_B1 deregistered to 10 FN.

4)

Verify the recorded duration of the stop
watch.

The measured time does not exceed 30
seconds.

5)

Verify the deregistration.

MS_B1 does not display any of the FN
deregistered above.
All 10 above entries of mappings between
FN and MS_B1 no more exist in FFN
database of network B.

d) Success criteria
Deregistration FN in roaming network works.
Deregistration of 10 FNs in roaming network neither do nor take more than 30
seconds.
e) Test result
Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.19 Deregistration of a FN fails (roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

11.2.1.7
11.2.1.8
11.3.3.1

2.4.1
2.5.1
11.3.10
11.3.12

Other

a) Purpose
Verify deregistration of a FN to which another MS registered fails.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Deregistration of a FN to which another MS registered in roaming network B
fails.
Step 2: Deregistration of a FN to which another MS registered in roaming network A
fails.
Test configuration for step 1 and 2
MS_A1 roams in network B and is not registered to IC_A, FN_9.
MS_B2 roams in network A and is not registered to IC_B, FN_1.
MS_B1 is registered to IC_B, FN_1.
MS_A2 is registered to IC_A, FN_9.
The corresponding entries exist in FFN database of network A and B respectively.
Network A

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_A2 (IC_A, FN_9)

MS_B1 (IC_B, FN_1)

MS_B2

MS_A1
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c) Test procedure
Step 1: Deregistration of a FN to which another MS registered in roaming
network B fails.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 sends an USSD string
“##214*<IC_B+FN_1>***#” to deregister the
FN to which MS_B1 is registered.

The USSD outcome code “63” which
means “Remote party not registered to
this MSISDN” is displayed on MS_A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

2)

Verify that MS_B1 is still registered to its
FN.

MS_B1 displays its identity FN_1.
The entry of mapping between FN_1 and
MS_B1 still exists in FFN database of
network B.

Step 2: Deregistration of a FN to which another MS registered in roaming
network A fails.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_B2 sends an USSD string
“##214*<IC_A+FN_9>***#” to deregister the
FN to which MS_A2 is registered.

The USSD outcome code “63” which
means “Remote party not registered to
this MSISDN” is displayed on MS_B2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

2)

Verify that MS_A2 is still registered to its
FN.

MS_A2 displays its identity FN_9.
The entry of mapping between FN_9 and
MS_A2 still exists in FFN database of
network A.

d) Success criteria
Deregistration of a FN to which another MS registered fails, also in roaming case.
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e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.20 Forced Deregistration of a FN (roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

11.3.3.4

2.4.1
2.5.1
11.3.8i
11.3.17
11.6

other

a) Purpose
Verify the forced deregistration of a FN in a roaming case.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Forced Deregistration of a FN to which a roaming MS registered (network B).
Step 2: Forced Deregistration of a FN to which a roaming MS registered (network A).
Test configuration for step 1 and 2
MS_A2 roams in network B.
MS_B2 roams in network A.
MS_A2 is registered to IC_B, FN_1.
MS_B2 is registered to IC_A, FN_8.
The corresponding entries exist in FFN database of network A and B respectively.
Network A

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_A1

MS_B1

MS_B2 (IC_A, FN_8)

MS_A2 (IC_B, FN_1)

c) Test procedure
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Step 1: Forced Deregistration of a FN to which a roaming MS registered
(network B).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_B1 performs an interrogation of the
FN_1 to forced-deregister by sending USSD
string “*#214*<IC_B+FN_1>***#” or by
using Terminal Menu.

The USSD response for successful
interrogation is displayed. It contains the
outcome code “03” and the MSISDN digits
of MS_A2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

MS_B1 forced deregisters the FN to which
MS_A2 has registered by sending USSD
string “##214*<IC_B+FN to forcedderegister>*88*<MSISDN of MS_A2>*#” or
by using Terminal Menu.

The USSD outcome code “02” which
means “Follow Me deactivated” is
displayed on MS_B1.

3)

Verify that the FFN_B sends Forced
Deregistration Notification to MS_A2.

FFN_B logged the Forced Deregistration
Notification sent to MS_A2.

4)

Verify that MS_A2 sends an Interrogation
invoked by the implementation of MSfeature, receives a related notification and
erases the FN_1.

MS_A2 erases FN_1 forced deregistered.

2)

Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

Note: This is a MS-feature, not a networkfeature.

Step 2: Forced Deregistration of a FN to which a roaming MS registered
(network A).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 performs an interrogation of the
FN_8 to forced-deregister by sending USSD
string “*#214*<IC_A+FN_8>***#” or by
using Terminal Menu.

The USSD response for successful
interrogation is displayed. It contains the
outcome code “03” and the MSISDN digits
of MS_B2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

MS_A1 forced deregisters the FN to which
MS_B2 has registered by sending USSD
string “##214*<IC_A+FN to forcedderegister>*88*<MSISDN of MS_B2>*#” or
by using Terminal Menu.

The USSD outcome code “02” which
means “Follow Me deactivated” is
displayed on MS_A1.

3)

Verify that the FFN_A sends Forced
Deregistration Notification to MS_B2.

FFN_A logged the Forced Deregistration
Notification sent to MS_B2.

4)

Verify that MS_B2 sends an Interrogation
invoked by the implementation of MSfeature, receives a related notification and
erases the FN_8.

MS_B2 erases FN_8 forced deregistered.

2)

Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

Note: This is a MS-feature, not a networkfeature.

d) Success criteria
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Forced deregistration of a FN in a roaming case works.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.23 FFN recovery

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

11.3.2.6

11.4.1

Other

a) Purpose
Verify the FFN database can be recovered after a system failure.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: FFN Database recovery in case of geo-redundancy.
Step 2: FFN Database recovery in case of non-geo-redundancy.
Test configuration for step 1 and 2
For step 1: The (geo)redundant FFN databases are available.
For step 2: The only FFN database is available.

c) Test procedure
Step 1: FFN Database recovery in case of geo-redundancy.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Stop database replication between
(geo)redundant SCP databases.

The FFN database replication feature
between (geo)redundant SCP databases
is disabled.

2)

Perform a registration on one active SCP
database.

The registration creates or updates the
according entry in the active FFN
database.

3)

Redirect SS7 traffic to other SCP and if
necessary activate other SCP and its
database.

Newly active database does not have the
registration made in 2)

4)

Make a call to FN registered in 2).

The call is not successful.

5)

Activate database replication feature
between the (geo)redundant SCP
databases.

The FFN database replication feature
between (geo)redundant FFN databases
is enabled.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

6)

In case the FFN databases do not
synchronise automatically, perform a
manual database synchronisation.

The (geo)redundant FFN databases are
synchronised.

7)

Make a call to FN registered in 2)

The call is now successful.

Step 2: FFN Database recovery in case of non-geo-redundancy.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Make a backup of FFN database as
instructed in the system manual.

A complete copy of FFN database has
been made.

2)

Simulate the failure of FFN, e.g. by power
cut or disconnecting of SS7 interface(s) to
FFN.

FFN is not available in the network.

3)

Perform registrations.

Registrations are not possible.

4)

Undo 2).

FFN is available again.

5)

Restore the FFN database by using the
database backup in 1).

FFN database contains data from the time
point of 1).

6)

Perform registrations.

Registrations are now possible.

7)

Make a call to FN registered in 6)

The call is now successful.

d) Success criteria
FFN database can be recovered after a system failure.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.24 FA Call – Successful Call (national call)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

3.2.3
9.2.1.1
9.2.4.1
9.2.4.2
9.2.4.3
9.2.4.4
2.4.3
11.2.1.10
11.2.2.2
11.2.3.1

2.4.1
2.5.1
9.2.2
9.2.4
9.2.7
9.4.1
9.5.2
9.5.3
9.5.4
9.6.2
9.A2
9.A3
11.2.3
11.5.1
11.5.2
11.5.4
11.5.5

other

a) Purpose
Verify FA calls to different Call Types (CT).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: CT2 /FC01 calls CT2 /FC08.
Step 2: CT3 /FC01 calls CT2 /FC08.
Step3: CT2 /FC01 calls CT4 /FC01.
Step4: CT3 /FC01 calls CT6 /FC5yxx.
Step5: CT7 /FC01 calls CT2 /FC01.
Test configuration for all steps
Access Matrix which controls calls from and to FN is disabled. This can be done
either by switch-off of Access Matrix or by setting all calls to “Yes” temporarily.
Protocol analyzer is configured to trace A-interface to verify the Setup message.
For the Step 1, MS_A1 is registered to IC_A, FN_1 and MS_A2 is registered to IC_A,
FN_6.
The corresponding entries exist in FFN database of network A.
All FN to register in the following calls are unregistered.

Network A
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MS_A1 (FN_1)
MS_A2 (FN_6)

c) Test procedure
Step1: CT2 /FC01 calls CT2 /FC08
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 initiates a call to FN_6.

The outgoing call is displayed on MS_A1.

2)

Verify that the function related SA (Sub
Address) derived from the FN, using
ODD (originally dialled digits) is provided
in the Setup Message.

Protocol analyzer shows the corresponding
Setup Message including the correct SA.

3)

MS_A2 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established.

4)

Verify Presentation of FN (PFN) and
check the number displayed on both
calling- and called party.

MS_A1 displays the function of the connected
MS_A2 and MS_A2 displays the function of
MS_A1.

5)

MS_A2 closes the call.

Call is released.

6)

MS_A1 initiates a call to FN_6 by
preceding the Breakout Code (BC) 900
and IC_A.

The outgoing call is displayed on MS_A1.

7)

Repeat 3) to 6).

See above.
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Step2: CT3 /FC01 calls CT2 /FC08.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 registers to IC_A, FN_2.

The USSD outcome code “01” which means
“Follow Me activated” is displayed on MS_A1.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome code in
an appropriate text message.

2)

MS_A1 initiates a call to FN_6.

The outgoing call is displayed on MS_A1.

3)

Verify that the function related SA (Sub
Address) derived from the FN, using
ODD (originally dialled digits) is provided
in the Setup Message.

Protocol analyzer shows the corresponding
Setup Message including the correct SA.

4)

MS_A2 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established.

5)

Verify PFN and check the number
displayed on both calling- and called
party.

MS_A1 displays the function of the connected
MS_A2 and MS_A2 displays the function of
MS_A1.

6)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released.

7)

MS_A1 initiates a call to FN_6 by
preceding the Breakout Code (BC) 900
and IC_A.

The outgoing call is displayed on MS_A1.

8)

Repeat 3) to 6).

See above.

The incoming call is displayed on MS_A2.

Step3: CT2 /FC01 calls CT4 /FC01.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A2 registers to IC_A, FN_3.

The USSD outcome code “01” which means
“Follow Me activated” is displayed on MS_A2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome code in
an appropriate text message.

2)

MS_A1 initiates a call to FN_3.

The outgoing call is displayed on MS_A1

3)

Verify that the function related SA (Sub
Address) derived from the FN, using
ODD (originally dialled digits) is provided
in the Setup Message.

Protocol analyzer shows the corresponding
Setup Message including the correct SA.

4)

MS_A2 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established.

5)

Verify PFN and check the number
displayed on both calling- and called
party.

MS_A1 displays the function of the connected
MS_A2 and MS_A2 displays the function of
MS_A1.

6)

MS_A2 closes the call.

Call is released.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_A1 initiates a call to FN_3 by
preceding the Breakout Code (BC) 900
and IC_A.

The outgoing call is displayed on MS_A1.

8)

Repeat 3) to 6).

See above.

Step4: CT3 /FC01 calls CT6 /FC5yxx.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A2 registers to IC_A, FN_4.

The USSD outcome code “01” which means
“Follow Me activated” is displayed on MS_A2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome code in
an appropriate text message.

2)

MS_A1 whose last registered FN is FN_2
(CT3 /FC01) initiates a call to FN_4.

The incoming call is displayed on MS_A2.

3)

MS_A2 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established.

4)

Verify PFN and check the number
displayed on both calling- and called
party.

MS_A1 displays the function of the connected
MS_A2 and MS_A2 displays the function of
MS_A1.

5)

MS_A2 closes the call.

Call is released.

6)

MS_A1 initiates a call to FN_4 by
preceding the Breakout Code (BC) 900
and IC_A.

The outgoing call is displayed on MS_A1.

7)

Repeat 3) to 5).

See above.

Step5: CT7 /FC01 calls CT2 /FC01.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

IC_A, FN_11 is assigned to CT_A1.

CT_A1 displays its identity FN_11.

2)

CT_A1 initiates a call to FN_1.

The incoming call is displayed on MS_A1.

3)

MS_A1 accepts the call.

The PTP call between CT_A1 and MS_A1 is
successfully established.

4)

Verify PFN and check the number
displayed on both calling- and called
party.

MS_A1 displays the function of the connected
CT_A1 and CT_A1 displays the function of
MS_A1.

5)

MS_A1 closes the call.

Call is released.

6)

CT_A1 initiates a call to FN_1 by
preceding the Breakout Code (BC) 900
and IC_A.

The outgoing call is displayed on CT_A1.

7)

Repeat 3) to 5).

See above.
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d) Success criteria
All FA calls are successfully connected. The Presentation Of Functional Number
(PFN) was correct in all calls.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.2.26 FA Call – Successful Call (international call)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

9.2.1.1
2.4.3
11.2.1.10
11.2.3.1

2.4.1
2.5.1
9.4.1
9.5.2
9.6.2
9.6.3
9.6.4
9.10.1
9.10.1ii
11.5.1
11.5.2
11.5.4
11.5.5

other

a) Purpose
Verify FA calls to different Call Types (CT).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: international CT2 /FC01 to CT2 /FC01 call.
Step 2: international CT7 /FC01 to CT2 /FC01 call.
Step 3: international CT2 /FC01 to CT3 FC01 call.
Step 4: international CT7 /FC01 to CT2 /FC01 call.
Step 5: international CT7 /FC01 to CT6 /FC5yxx call.
Test configuration for all steps
Access Matrix which controls calls from and to FN is disabled in both networks A and
B. This can be done either by switch-off of Access Matrix or by setting all calls to
“Yes” temporarily.
The initial registration is given as diagram shows below. The corresponding entries
exist in FFN database of network A and B.
All FN to register in the following calls are unregistered.
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Network A

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_A1 (IC_A, FN_1)

MS_B1 (IC_B, FN_8)

MS_A2 (IC_A, FN_2)

MS_B2 (IC_B, FN_7)

CT_A1 (IC_A, FN_11)

CT_B1 (IC_B, FN_12)

c) Test procedure
Step 1: international CT2 /FC01 to CT2 /FC01 call.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 initiates a call to IC_B, FN_8 by
preceding the Breakout Code (BC) 900.

The incoming call is displayed on MS_B1.

2)

MS_B1 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and MS_B1 is
successfully established.

3)

Verify PFN and check the number
displayed on both calling- and called
party.

MS_A1 displays the function of the connected
MS_B1 and MS_B1 displays the function of
MS_A1.

4)

MS_B1 closes the call.

Call is released.

Step 2: international CT7 /FC01 to CT2 /FC01 call.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

CT_A1 initiates a call to IC_B, FN_8 by
preceding the BC 900.

The incoming call is displayed on MS_B1.

3)

MS_B1 accepts the call.

The PTP call between CT_A1 and MS_B1 is
successfully established.

4)

Verify PFN and check the number
displayed on both calling- and called
party.

CT_A1 displays the function of the connected
MS_B1 and MS_B1 displays the function of
CT_A1.

5)

CT_A1 closes the call.

Call is released.

Step 3: international CT2 /FC01 to CT3 FC01 call.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_B1 initiates a call to IC_A, FN_2 by
preceding the BC 900.

The incoming call is displayed on MS_A2.

3)

MS_A2 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A2 and MS_B1 is
successfully established.

4)

Verify PFN and check the number
displayed on both calling- and called
party.

MS_A2 displays the function of the connected
MS_B1 and MS_B1 displays the function of
MS_A2.

5)

MS_A2 closes the call.

Call is released.

Step 4: international CT7 /FC01 to CT2 /FC01 call.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

CT_B1 initiates a call to IC_A, FN_1 by
preceding the BC 900.

The incoming call is displayed on MS_A1.

3)

MS_A1 accepts the call.

The PTP call between CT_B1 and MS_A1 is
successfully established.

4)

Verify PFN and check the number
displayed on both calling- and called
party.

CT_B1 displays the function of the connected
MS_A1 and MS_A1 displays the function of
CT_B1.

5)

CT_B1 closes the call.

Call is released.

t
Step 5: international CT7 /FC01 to CT6 /FC5yxx call.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A2 registers to IC_A, FN_4.

The USSD outcome code “01” which means
“Follow Me activated” is displayed on MS_A2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome code in
an appropriate text message.

1)

CT_B1 initiates a call to IC_A, FN_4 by
preceding the BC 900.

The incoming call is displayed on MS_A2.

3)

MS_A2 accepts the call.

The PTP call between CT_B1 and MS_A2 is
successfully established.

4)

Verify PFN and check the number
displayed on both calling- and called
party.

CT_B1 displays the function of the connected
MS_A2 and MS_A2 displays the function of
CT_B1.

5)

CT_B1 closes the call.

Call is released.
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d) Success criteria
All international FA calls are successfully connected. The Presentation of Functional
Number (PFN) was correct in all calls.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.3.1 National call: AM allows call
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

10.6.1
10.6.2

11.8.1

Other

a) Purpose
Verify the Access matrix configuration works.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: CT2 / FC 01 calls CT7 /FC01.
Step 2: CT2 / FC 02 calls CT7 /FC02.
Step 3: CT2 / FC 01 calls CT2 /FC10.
Step 4: CT2 /FC10 calls CT2 /FC01.
Test configuration for all steps
Access Matrix is enabled and configured as defined in the EIRENE FRS V7 and
shown above.
The initial registration has been done as the diagram shows below. The
corresponding entries exist in FFN database of network A.
MS_A3 has the Follow Me subscription ABCD.
Network A

MS_A1 (FN_1)
MS_A2 (FN_5)
MS_A3 (FN_7)
CT_A1 (FN_11)
CT_A2 (FN_13)

c) Test procedure
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Step 1: CT2 / FC 01 calls CT7 /FC01.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 calls FN_11.

AM allows the call, the incoming call is
displayed on CT_A1.

2)

MS_A1 accepts the call.

The PTP call between CT_A1 and MS_A1
is successfully established.

3)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

CT_A1 displays the function of the
connected MS_A1 and MS_A1 displays
the function of CT_A1.

4)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

Step 2: CT2 / FC 02 calls CT7 /FC02.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A2 calls FN_13.

AM allows the call, the incoming call is
displayed on CT_A2.

2)

CT_A2 accepts the call.

The PTP call between CT_A2 and MS_A2
is successfully established.

3)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

CT_A2 displays the function of the
connected MS_A2 and MS_A2 displays
the function of CT_A2.

4)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

Step 3: CT2 / FC 01 calls CT2 /FC10.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 calls FN_7.

AM allows the call, the incoming call is
displayed on MS_A3.

2)

MS_A3 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A3 and MS_A1
is successfully established.

3)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_A3 displays the function of the
connected MS_A1 and MS_A1 displays
the function of MS_A3.

4)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

Step 4: CT2 /FC10 calls CT2 /FC01.
Step

Action
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1)

MS_A3 calls FN_1.

AM allows the call, the incoming call is
displayed on MS_A1.

2)

MS_A1 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A3 and MS_A1
is successfully established.

3)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_A3 displays the function of the
connected MS_A1 and MS_A1 displays
the function of MS_A3.

4)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

d) Success criteria
All above calls set up as the Access Matrix configuration allows.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.3.2 National call: AM denies call
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

10.6.1
10.6.2

11.8.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify the Access matrix check on call processing.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: CT7 /FC 01 calls CT2 /FC02.
Step 2: CT7 /FC02 calls CT2 /FC10.
Step 3: CT7 /FC02 calls CT2 /FC08.
Step 4: CT2 /FC10 calls CT7 /FC02.
Test configuration for all steps
Access Matrix is enabled and configured as defined in the EIRENE FRS V7 and
shown above.
The cells marked to “Open” in the Access Matrix are set up to “No”.
The initial registration has been done as the diagram shows below. The
corresponding entries exist in FFN database of network A.
MS_A3 has the Follow Me subscription ABCD.
Network A

MS_A1 (FN_1)
MS_A2 (FN_5)
MS_A3 (FN_7)
CT_A1 (FN_11)
CT_A2 (FN_13)

c) Test procedure
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Step 1: CT7 /FC 01 calls CT2 /FC02.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

CT_A1 calls FN_5.

AM does not allow the call.
Note: EIRENE-SRS V15.1 is going to
define a special call release cause
indicating a disallowed call by AM.

2)

Change the according entry of AM to allow
the call (“yes”) temporarily.

The affected call is configured to be
allowed.

3)

CT_A1 calls FN_5.

AM now allows the call, the incoming call
is displayed on MS_A2.

4)

MS_A2 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A2 and CT_A1
is successfully established.

5)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_A2 displays the function of the
connected CT_A1 and CT_A1 displays the
function of MS_A2.

6)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

7)

Undo the above temporary change.

The affected cell of AM is configured to
“No”.

Step 2: CT7 /FC02 calls CT2 /FC10.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

CT_A2 calls FN_7.

AM does not allow the call.
Note: EIRENE-SRS V15.1 is going to
define a special call release cause
indicating a disallowed call by AM.

2)

Change the according entry of AM to allow
the call (“yes”) temporarily.

The affected call is configured to be
allowed.

3)

CT_A2 calls FN_7.

AM now allows the call, the incoming call
is displayed on MS_A3.

4)

MS_A3 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A3 and CT_A2
is successfully established.

5)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_A3 displays the function of the
connected CT_A2 and CT_A2 displays the
function of MS_A3.

6)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

7)

Undo the above temporary change.

The affected cell of AM is configured to
“No”.

Step 3: CT7 /FC02 calls CT2 /FC08.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A2 registers to IC_A, FN_6.

The USSD outcome code “01” which
means “Follow Me activated” is displayed
on MS_A2.
Alternatively MS converts the outcome
code in an appropriate text message.

2)

CT_A2 calls FN_6.

AM does not allow the call.
Note: EIRENE-SRS V15.1 is going to
define a special call release cause
indicating a disallowed call by AM.

3)

Change the according entry of AM to allow
the call (“yes”) temporarily.

The affected call is configured to be
allowed.

4)

CT_A2 calls FN_6.

AM now allows the call, the incoming call
is displayed on MS_A2.

5)

MS_A2 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A2 and CT_A2
is successfully established.

6)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_A2 displays the function of the
connected CT_A2 and CT_A2 displays the
function of MS_A2.

7)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

8)

Undo the above temporary change.

The affected cell of AM is configured to
“No”.

Step 4: CT2 /FC10 calls CT7 /FC02.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A3 calls FN_13.

AM does not allow the call.
Note: EIRENE-SRS V15.1 is going to
define a special call release cause
indicating a disallowed call by AM.

2)

Change the according entry of AM to allow
the call (“yes”) temporarily.

The affected call is configured to be
allowed.

3)

MS_A3 calls FN_13.

AM now allows the call, the incoming call
is displayed on CT_A2.

4)

CT_A2 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A3 and CT_A2
is successfully established.

5)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_A3 displays the function of the
connected CT_A2 and CT_A2 displays the
function of MS_A3.

6)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

7)

Undo the above temporary change.

The affected cell of AM is configured to
“No”.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

Undo the subscription change for MS_A3.

MS_A3 has no more Follow Me
subscription.

d) Success criteria
Calls can be set up only if the Access Matrix configuration allows.
Dependent on network configuration an appropriate tone and/or an announcement
can be played to the calling party in case of not allowed call by Access Matrix.
Note: E-SRS V15.1 will specify a special call release code for such a case.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.3.3 International call: AM allows call

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

10.6.1
10.6.2

9.3.4
9.10.1
9.10.1ii
11.8.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify the Access matrix check on international call processing.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: IC_A /CT7 /FC01 calls IC_B /CT2 /FC01.
Step 2: IC_A /CT7 /FC02 calls IC_B /CT2 /FC01.
Step 3: IC_B /CT2 /FC01 calls IC_A /CT7 /FC01.
Step 4: IC_B /CT7 /FC01 calls IC_A /CT2 /FC01.
Step 5: IC_B /CT7 /FC02 calls IC_A /CT2 /FC01.
Step 6: IC_A /CT2 /FC01 calls IC_B /CT7 /FC01.
Test configuration for all steps
Access Matrix is enabled and configured as defined in the EIRENE FRS V7 and
shown above in both networks A and B.
MS_A1 and MS_A2 roam in network B.
MS_B1 and MS_B2 roam in network A.
The initial registration has been done as the diagram shows below. The
corresponding entries exist in FFN database of network A and B.
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Network A

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_B1 (IC_A, FN_1)

MS_A1 (IC_B, FN_7 )

MS_B2 (IC_A, FN_6)

MS_A2 (IC_B, FN_8)

CT_A1 ( IC_A, FN_11)

CT_B1 (IC_B, FN_15)

CT_A2 (IC_A, FN_13)

CT_B2 (IC_B, FN_16)

c) Test procedure
Step 1: IC_A /CT7 /FC01 calls IC_B /CT2 /FC01.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Make sure that the last assigned FN of
CT_A1 is IC_A, FN_11.

CT_A1 displays the functional identity of
FN_11.

2)

CT_A1 calls IC_B, FN_8 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network B allows the call, the
incoming call is displayed on MS_A2.

3)

MS_A2 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A2 and CT_A1
is successfully established.

4)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_A2 displays the function of the
connected CT_A1 and CT_A1 displays the
function of MS_A2.

5)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

Step 2: IC_A /CT7 /FC02 calls IC_B /CT2 /FC01.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Make sure that the last assigned FN of
CT_A2 is IC_A, FN_13.

CT_A2 displays the functional identity of
FN_13.

2)

CT_A2 calls IC_B, FN_8 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network B allows the call, the
incoming call is displayed on MS_A2.

3)

MS_A2 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A2 and CT_A2
is successfully established.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_A2 displays the function of the
connected CT_A2 and CT_A2 displays the
function of MS_A2.

5)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

Step 3: IC_B /CT2 /FC01 calls IC_A /CT7 /FC01.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Make sure that the last registered FN of
MS_A2 is IC_B, FN_8.

MS_A2 displays the functional identity of
FN_8.

2)

MS_A2 calls IC_A, FN_11 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network A allows the call, the
incoming call is displayed on CT_A1.

3)

CT_A1 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A2 and CT_A1
is successfully established.

4)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_A2 displays the function of the
connected CT_A1 and CT_A1 displays the
function of MS_A2.

5)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

Step 4: IC_B /CT7 /FC01 calls IC_A /CT2 /FC01.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Make sure that the last assigned FN of
CT_B1 is IC_B, FN_15.

CT_B1 displays the functional identity of
FN_15.

2)

CT_B1 calls IC_A, FN_1 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network A allows the call, the
incoming call is displayed on MS_B1.

3)

MS_B1 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_B1 and CT_B1
is successfully established.

4)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_B1 displays the function of the
connected CT_B1 and CT_B1 displays the
function of MS_B1.

5)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.
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Step 5: IC_B /CT7 /FC02 calls IC_A /CT2 /FC01.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Make sure that the last assigned FN of
CT_B2 is IC_B, FN_16.

CT_B2 displays the functional identity of
FN_16.

2)

CT_B2 calls IC_A, FN_1 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network A allows the call, the
incoming call is displayed on MS_B1.

3)

MS_B1 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_B1 and CT_B2
is successfully established.

4)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_B1 displays the function of the
connected CT_B2 and CT_B2 displays the
function of MS_B1.

5)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

Step 6: IC_A /CT2 /FC01 calls IC_B /CT7 /FC01.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Make sure that the last registered FN of
MS_B1 is IC_A, FN_1.

MS_B1 displays the functional identity of
FN_1.

2)

MS_B1 calls IC_B, FN_15 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network B allows the call, the
incoming call is displayed on CT_B1.

3)

CT_B1 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_B1 and CT_B1
is successfully established.

4)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_B1 displays the function of the
connected CT_B1 and CT_B1 displays the
function of MS_B1.

5)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

d) Success criteria
International FA-calls can be set up as the Access Matrix allows.
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e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.3.4 International call: AM denies call

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

10.6.1
10.6.2

11.8.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify the Access matrix check on international call processing.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: IC_A /CT7 /FC01 calls IC_B /CT2 /FC10.
Step 2: IC_A /CT7 /FC02 calls IC_B /CT2 /FC08.
Step 3: IC_B /CT2 /FC10 calls IC_A /CT7 /FC01.
Step 4: IC_B /CT7 /FC01 calls IC_A /CT2 /FC10.
Step 5: IC_B /CT7 /FC02 calls IC_A /CT2 /FC08.
Step 6: IC_A /CT2 /FC10 calls IC_B /CT7 /FC01.
Test configuration for all steps
Access Matrix is enabled and configured as defined in the EIRENE FRS V7 and
shown above in both networks A and B.
The cells marked to “Open” in the above Access Matrix are set up to “No”.
MS_A1 and MS_A2 roam in network B.
MS_B1 and MS_B2 roam in network A.
The initial registration has been done as the diagram shows below. The
corresponding entries exist in FFN database of network A and B.
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Network A

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_B1 (IC_A, FN_6)

MS_A1 (IC_B, FN_6)

MS_B2 (IC_A, FN_7)

MS_A2 (IC_B, FN_7)

CT_A1(IC_A, FN_11)

CT_B1 (IC_B, FN_15)

CT_A2 (IC_A, FN_13)

CT_B2 (IC_B, FN_16)

c) Test procedure
Step 1: IC_A /CT7 /FC01 calls IC_B /CT2 /FC10.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

CT_A1 calls IC_B, FN_7 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network B does not allow the call.

2)

Change the according entry of AM on
network B to allow the call (“yes”)
temporarily.

The affected call is configured to be
allowed.

3)

CT_A1 calls IC_B, FN_7 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network B now allows the call, the
incoming call is displayed on MS_A2.

4)

MS_A2 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A2 and CT_A1
is successfully established.

5)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_A2 displays the function of the
connected CT_A1 and CT_A1 displays the
function of MS_A2.

6)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

7)

Undo the above temporary change.

The affected cell of AM is configured to
“No”.

Note: EIRENE-SRS V15.1 is going to
define a special call release cause
indicating a disallowed call by AM.

Step 2: IC_A /CT7 /FC02 calls IC_B /CT2 /FC08.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

CT_A2 calls IC_B, FN_6 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network B does not allow the call.

2)

Change the according entry of AM on
network B to allow the call (“yes”)
temporarily.

The affected call is configured to be
allowed.

3)

CT_A2 calls IC_B, FN_6 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network B now allows the call, the
incoming call is displayed on MS_A1.

4)

MS_A1 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_A1 and CT_A2
is successfully established.

5)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_A1 displays the function of the
connected CT_A2 and CT_A2 displays the
function of MS_A1.

6)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

7)

Undo the above temporary change.

The affected cell of AM is configured to
“No”.

Note: EIRENE-SRS V15.1 is going to
define a special call release cause
indicating a disallowed call by AM.

Step 3: IC_B /CT2 /FC10 calls IC_A /CT7 /FC01.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A2 calls IC_A, FN_11 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network A does not allow the call.

2)

Change the according entry of AM on
network A to allow the call (“yes”)
temporarily.

The affected call is configured to be
allowed.

3)

MS_A2 calls IC_A, FN_11 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network A now allows the call, the
incoming call is displayed on CT_A1.

4)

CT_A1 accepts the call.

The PTP call between CT_A1 and MS_A2
is successfully established.

5)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

CT_A1 displays the function of the
connected MS_A2 and MS_A2 displays
the function of CT_A1.

6)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

7)

Undo the above temporary change.

The affected cell of AM is configured to
“No”.

Note: EIRENE-SRS V15.1 is going to
define a special call release cause
indicating a disallowed call by AM.

Step 4: IC_B /CT7 /FC01 calls IC_A /CT2 /FC10.
Step

Action
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1)

CT_B1 calls IC_A, FN_7 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network A does not allow the call.

2)

Change the according entry of AM on
network A to allow the call (“yes”)
temporarily.

The affected call is configured to be
allowed.

3)

CT_B1 calls IC_A, FN_7 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network A now allows the call, the
incoming call is displayed on MS_B2.

4)

MS_B2 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_B2 and CT_B1
is successfully established.

5)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_B2 displays the function of the
connected CT_B1 and CT_B1 displays the
function of MS_B2.

6)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

7)

Undo the above temporary change.

The affected cell of AM is configured to
“No”.

Note: EIRENE-SRS V15.1 is going to
define a special call release cause
indicating a disallowed call by AM.

Step 5: IC_B /CT7 /FC02 calls IC_A /CT2 /FC08.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

CT_B2 calls IC_A, FN_6 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network A does not allow the call.

2)

Change the according entry of AM on
network A to allow the call (“yes”)
temporarily.

The affected call is configured to be
allowed.

3)

CT_B2 calls IC_A, FN_6 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network A now allows the call, the
incoming call is displayed on MS_B1.

4)

MS_B1 accepts the call.

The PTP call between MS_B1 and CT_B2
is successfully established.

5)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

MS_B1 displays the function of the
connected CT_B2 and CT_B2 displays the
function of MS_B1.

6)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

7)

Undo the above temporary change.

The affected cell of AM is configured to
“No”.

Note: EIRENE-SRS V15.1 is going to
define a special call release cause
indicating a disallowed call by AM.

Step 6: IC_A /CT2 /FC10 calls IC_B /CT7 /FC01.
Step

Action
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1)

MS_B2 calls IC_B, FN_15 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network B does not allow the call.

2)

Change the according entry of AM on
network B to allow the call (“yes”)
temporarily.

The affected call is configured to be
allowed.

3)

MS_B2 calls IC_B, FN_15 by preceding the
BC 900.

AM of network B now allows the call, the
incoming call is displayed on CT_B1.

4)

CT_B1 accepts the call.

The PTP call between CT_B1 and MS_B2
is successfully established.

5)

Verify PFN and check the number displayed
on both calling- and called party.

CT_B1 displays the function of the
connected MS_B2 and MS_B2 displays
the function of CT_B1.

6)

One of the calling- and called party closes
the call.

Call is released.

7)

Undo the above temporary change.

The affected cell of AM is configured to
“No”.

Note: EIRENE-SRS V15.1 is going to
define a special call release cause
indicating a disallowed call by AM.

d) Success criteria
International FA-calls can be set up in case that Access Matrix allows.
Dependent on network configuration an appropriate tone and/or an announcement
can be played to the calling party in case of not allowed call by Access Matrix.
Note: E-SRS V15.1 will specify a special call release code for such a case.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.4.1 LDA call (non-roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

2.5.1
3.2.3
9.3.2
11.4

2.5.1
9.4.1
9.8.1
9.8.2
9.8.3
9.8.4
11.7.1
11.7.2

Other

a) Purpose
Verify the short code calls are routed to the preconfigured controller.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1, primary controller in charge of cell_A1 is assigned to IC_A, FN_11.
CT_A2, secondary controller in charge of cell_A1 is assigned to IC_A, FN_13.
CT_A3, primary controller in charge of cell_A2 is assigned to IC_A, FN_12.
CT_A4, secondary controller in charge of cell_A2 is assigned to IC_A, FN_14.
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1

MS_A2

CT_A1 (IC_A, FN_11)

CT_A3 (IC_A, FN_12)

CT_A2 (IC_A, FN_13)

CT_A4 (IC_A, FN_14)

c) Test procedure

Step

Action
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1)

MS_A1 dials short code 1200.

The call is routed to CT_A1 and if any, the
functional number of MS_A1 is displayed
on CT_A1.

2)

MS_A2 dials short code 1200.

The call is routed to CT_A3 and if any, the
functional number of MS_A2 is displayed
on CT_A3.

3)

MS_A1 dials short code 1300.

The call is routed to CT_A2 and if any, the
functional number of MS_A1 is displayed
on CT_A2.

4)

MS_A2 dials short code 1300.

The call is routed to CT_A4 and if any, the
functional number of MS_A2 is displayed
on CT_A4.

d) Success criteria
All calls are routed dependent on cell of origin. The System Log-files show the right
routing data including cell of origin, Short Code and predefined destination etc.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.4.2 LDA call fails (non-roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

2.5.1
11.4

2.5.1
11.7.1
11.7.2

Other

a) Purpose
Verify LDA calls cannot be routed in case of missing configurations.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1, primary controller in charge of cell_A1 is assigned to IC_A, FN_11.
CT_A2, secondary controller in charge of cell_A1 is assigned to IC_A, FN_13.
CT_A4, secondary controller in charge of cell_A2 is assigned to IC_A, FN_14.
Primary controller of cell_B is not defined.
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1

MS_A2

CT_A1 (IC_A, FN_11)
CT_A2 (IC_A, FN_13)

CT_A4 (IC_A, FN_14)

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 dials short code 1500.

No destination number for the short code
1500 is defined; an appropriate tone or an
announcement is played to calling party.
Note: E-SRS V15.1 will specify a special
call release code for such a case.

2)

MS_A2 dials short code 1200.

No destination number for the short code
1200 is defined; an appropriate tone or an
announcement is played to calling party.

d) Success criteria
LDA calls are released in case of missing configurations.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.4.3 LDA call (roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

2.5.1
9.3.2
11.4

2.5.1
9.4.1
9.8.1
9.8.2
9.8.3
9.8.4
11.7.1
11.7.2

other

a) Purpose
Verify the short code calls are routed to the preconfigured controller.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1, primary controller in charge of cell_A1 is assigned to IC_A, FN_11.
CT_A2, secondary controller in charge of cell_A1 is assigned to IC_A, FN_13.
CT_B1, primary controller in charge of cell_B1 is assigned to IC_B, FN_15.
CT_B2, secondary controller in charge of cell_B1 is assigned to IC_A, FN_1.
Network A

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_B1

MS_A1

CT_A1 (IC_A, FN_11)

CT_B1 (IC_B, FN_15)

CT_A2 (IC_A, FN_13)

CT_B2 (IC_B, FN_16)
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c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 dials short code 1200.

The call is routed to CT_B1 and if any, the
functional number of MS_A1 is displayed
on CT_B1.

2)

MS_A1 dials short code 1300.

The call is routed to CT_B2 and if any, the
functional number of MS_A1 is displayed
on CT_B2.

3)

MS_B1 dials short code 1200.

The call is routed to CT_A1 and if any, the
functional number of MS_B1 is displayed
on CT_A1.

4)

MS_B1 dials short code 1300.

The call is routed to CT_A2 and if any, the
functional number of MS_B1 is displayed
on CT_A2.

d) Success criteria
All calls are routed dependent on cell of origin. The System Log files show the right
routing data including cell of origin, Short Code and predefined destination etc.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.4.4 LDA call fails (roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

2.5.1
11.4

2.5.1
11.7.1
11.7.2

other

a) Purpose
Verify LDA calls cannot be routed in case of missing configurations.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1, primary controller in charge of cell_A1 is assigned to IC_A, FN_11.
CT_B1, primary controller in charge of cell_B1 is assigned to IC_B, FN_15.
CT_B2, secondary controller in charge of cell_B1 is assigned to IC_A, FN_16.
Secondary controller of cell_A1 is not defined.
Network A

Network B

MSC_A1

MSC_B1

MS_B1

MS_A1

CT_A1 (IC_A, FN_11)

CT_B1 (IC_B, FN_15)
CT_B2 (IC_B, FN_16)

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_B1 dials short code 1300.

No destination number for the short code
1300 for cell_A1 in network A is defined,
an appropriate announcement is played to
calling party.
Note: E-SRS V15.1 will specify a special
call release code for such a case.

2)

MS_A1 dials short code 1500.

No destination number for the short code
1500 for cell_B1 in network B is defined,
an appropriate announcement is played to
calling party.
Note: E-SRS V15.1 will specify a special
call release code for such a case.

d) Success criteria
LDA calls are released in case of missing configurations.
e) Test result

Specific
configuration

test

Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.5.2 PtP call pre-emption at the E-IF between two networks by an other
PtP call
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15

Other

a) Purpose
Verify that any PtP connection at E-IF can be pre-empted by any other PtP call with
higher priority from any side of it.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: PtP call pre-emption at the E-IF between two networks by another PtP call.
MSC_A is pre-empting.
Step 2: PtP call pre-emption at the E-IF between two networks by another PtP call.
MSC_B is pre-empting.
Test configuration for step 1 and 2:
Network A
Network B

MSC_A1
MS_A1

MSC_B1
2 TS’s at E-IF

MS_A2

MS_A3

MS_A4

CT_A1

CT_B1

c) Test procedures
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Step 1: PtP call pre-emption at the E-IF between two networks by another PtP
call. MSC_A is pre-empting.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1.1

MS_A1 calls MS_A2 with Prio 4

MS_A1 connected with MS_A2 with Prio 4

1.2

MS_A3 calls MS_A4 with Prio 4

MS_A3 connected with MS_A4 with Prio 4

1.3

CT_A1 calls CT_B1 with Prio 4

Call is unsuccessful

1.4

CT_A1 calls CT_B1 with Prio 3

CT_A1 connected with CT_B1 with Prio 3
MS_A1 and MS_A2 or MS_A3 and MS_A4
are disconnected.

1.5

Release the remaining calls

All participants and TS’s at E-IF are IDLE

1.6

MS_A2 calls MS_A1 with Prio 4

MS_A2 connected with MS_A1 with Prio 4

1.7

MS_A4 calls MS_A3 with Prio 3

MS_A4 connected with MS_A3 with Prio 3

1.8

CT_A1 calls CT_B1 with Prio 3

CT_A1 connected with CT_B1 with Prio 3
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are disconnected.
MS_A3 connected with MS_A4 with Prio 3

1.9

Release the remaining calls

All participants and TS’s at E are IDLE

1.10

MS_A1 calls CT_B1 with Prio 4

MS_A1 connected with CT_B1 with Prio 4

1.11

CT_A1 calls MS_A2 with Prio 3

CT_A1 connected with MS_A2 with Prio 3

1.12

MS_A3 calls MS_A4 with Prio 3

MS_A3 connected with MS_A4 with Prio 3
MS_A1 disconnected with CT_B1
CT_A1 connected with MS_A2 with Prio 3

1.13

Release the remaining calls

All participants and both TS’s at E are IDLE

Step 2: PtP call pre-emption at the E-IF between two networks by another PtP
call. MSC_B is pre-empting.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

2.1

MS_A1 calls MS_A2 with Prio 4

MS_A1 connected with MS_A2 with Prio 4

2.2

MS_A4 calls MS_A3 with Prio 4

MS_A3 connected with MS_A4 with Prio 4

2.3

CT_B1 calls CT_A1 with Prio 4

Call is unsuccessful

2.4

CT_B1 calls CT_A1 with Prio 3

CT_A1 connected with CT_B1 with Prio 3
MS_A1 and MS_A2 or MS_A3 and MS_A4
are disconnected.

2.5

Release the remaining calls

All participants and TS’s at E are IDLE

2.6

MS_A2 calls MS_A1 with Prio 4

MS_A2 connected with MS_A1 with Prio 4

2.7

MS_A3 calls MS_A4 with Prio 3

MS_A3 connected with MS_A4 with Prio 3
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

2.8

CT_B1 calls CT_A1 with Prio 3

CT_B1 connected with CT_A1 with Prio 3
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are disconnected.
MS_A3 connected with MS_A4 with Prio 3

2.9

Release the remaining calls

All participants and both TS’s at E are IDLE

2.10

MS_A2 calls CT_A1 with Prio 4

MS_A2 connected with CT_A1 with Prio 4

2.11

CT_B1 calls MS_A1 with Prio 3

CT_B1 connected with MS_A1 with Prio 3

2.12

MS_A4 calls MS_A3 with Prio 3

MS_A4 connected with MS_A3 with Prio 3
MS_A2 disconnected with CT_A1
CT_B1 connected with MS_A1 with Prio 3

2.13

Release the remaining calls

All participants and both TS’s at E are IDLE

2.14

Unblock the TS’s at E-IF

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
Any PtP connection at E-IF can be pre-empted by any other PtP call with higher
priority from any side of it.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.6.1 REC call setup by a service subscriber (non-roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.5.1
9.3.2
13.1.6
13.2.2.2
13.2.3.1
13.2.3.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.5.1
13.2.2
13.3.3

Other

13.2.4.1

a) Purpose
Verify a service subscriber can originate and close a Railway Emergency Call (REC)
with GID 299.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1 is connected to network A.

Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)
MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)
CT_A1 (GCA_A1, REC GID: 299)
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c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
MS_A2 is notified about the incoming REC
(GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 is notified about the incoming REC
(GID 299) and the Group Call Reference is
displayed on CT terminal.

2)

CT_A1 automatically accepts the REC (GID
299).

CT_A1 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).

3)

MS_A2 automatically accepts the REC
(GID 299).

MS_A2 automatically joins the REC (GID 299)
in group receive mode and is able to listen to
the announcement of CT_A1.

4)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on DCH.

CT_A1 has voice path to all mobile
subscribers. If one mobile subscriber takes the
uplink of the group call on GCCH the downlink
to the talking mobile subscriber will be muted.
The talking mobile subscriber is not able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A1.

MS_A2 and CT_A1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
5)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
the DCH is correctly released.

6)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH. MS_A2 and
CT_A1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.

7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the un-mute sequence (dialling ###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.
CT_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
uplink is correctly released.

10)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH. MS_A1 and
CT_A1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.

11)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the un-mute sequence (dialling ###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

12)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.
CT_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.

13)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
uplink is correctly released.

14)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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d) Success criteria
MS_A1 is able to originate and close a Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299.
MS_A1 is able to get the uplink on DCH and GCCH.
MS_A2 is able to receive the Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299 and is
able to get the uplink on GCCH.
CT_A1 is able to receive the Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299 and able
to un-mute / mute the downlink to the talking mobile subscriber on GCCH.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.6.2 REC call setup by a controller
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.5.1
9.3.2
13.2.3.1
13.2.3.3
13.2.4.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.5.1
9.5.4
13.2.2
13.3.1
13.3.3

Other

a) Purpose
Verify a controller can originate and close a Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID
299.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1 is connected to network A.
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)
CT_A1 (GCA_A1, REC GID: 299)
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c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

CT_A1 originates a REC (GID 299) by
dialling.

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.

50 + <GCA> + <GID>

A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_A1. Uplink still free in Cell_A1.
MS_A1 is notified about the incoming REC
(GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 has voice path to all mobile
subscribers. If one mobile subscriber takes the
uplink of the group call on GCCH the downlink
to the talking mobile subscriber will be muted.
The talking mobile subscriber is not able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A1.

2)

MS_A1 automatically accept the REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1 automatically joins the REC (GID 299)
in group receive mode.
CT_A1 has voice path and MS_A1 is able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A1.

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
CT_A1 is able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

4)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1 is able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.

5)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
CT_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

6)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
uplink is correctly released.

7)

CT_A1 releases the REC (GID 299) by
using the kill sequence (dialling ***).

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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d) Success criteria
CT_A1 is able to originate and close a Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299
and able to un-mute/mute the downlink to the talking mobile subscriber on GCCH.
MS_A1 is able to receive the Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299 and able
to get the uplink on GCCH.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.6.3 REC notification and joining (non-roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.5.1
9.3.2
13.1.6
13.2.2.2
13.2.3.1
13.2.3.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.5.1
9.5.4
13.2.2
13.3.1
13.3.3
13.4.1
13.4.2

Other

a) Purpose
Verify that mobile subscribers and controllers will be notified about incoming Railway
Emergency Calls (REC) and can join them.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1, CT_A2 and CT_A3 are connected to network A.
MS_A3 and MS_A4 are shunting mobiles in shunting mode and not registered to a
functional number (FN).
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A1.
Step 2: REC (GID 599) call setup by service subscriber MS_A3.
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Test configuration for step 1 and 2
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, REC GID: 299, 599 Prio 0

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)
MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)
MS_A3 (REC GID: 599)
MS_A4 (REC GID: 599)
MS_A5 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)
CT_A1 (GCA_A1, REC GID: 299)
CT_A2 (GCA_A1, REC GID: 599)
CT_A3 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)
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c) Test procedure
Step 1: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A1.
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
MS_A2 is notified about the incoming REC
(GID 299) on the NCH.
All other MS will not respond to the NCH
notification.
CT_A1 is notified about the incoming REC
(GID 299) and the Group Call Reference is
displayed on the CT terminal.
CT_A2 and CT_A3 did not receive the REC
(GID 299).

2)

3)

CT_A1 automatically accepts the REC
(GID 299).

CT_A1 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).

MS_A2 automatically accepts the REC
(GID 299).

MS_A2 automatically joins the REC (GID 299)
in group receive mode.

CT_A1 has voice path to all mobile
subscribers. If one mobile subscriber takes the
uplink of the group call on GCCH the downlink
to the talking mobile subscriber will be muted.
The talking mobile subscriber is not able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A1.

CT_A1 has voice path and MS_A2 is able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A1.
4)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A2 and CT_A1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

5)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
the DCH is correctly released.

6)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2 and CT_A1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.
CT_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
uplink is correctly released.

10)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH. MS_A1 and
CT_A1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.

11)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2 and MS_A1 are able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

12)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.
CT_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.

13)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
uplink is correctly released.

14)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 2: REC (GID 599) call setup by service subscriber MS_A3.
Step

Action
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Step
1)

Action
MS_A3 originates a REC (GID 599).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 599) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
MS_A4 is notified about the incoming REC
(GID 599) on the NCH.
All other MS will not respond to the NCH
notification.
CT_A2 is notified about the incoming REC
(GID 599) and the Group Call Reference is
displayed on the CT terminal.
CT_A1 and CT_A3 did not receive the REC
(GID 599).

2)

3)

CT_A2 automatically accept the REC
(GID 599).

CT_A2 automatically joins the REC (GID 599).

MS_A4 automatically accept the REC
(GID 599).

MS_A4 automatically joins the REC (GID 599)
in group receive mode.

CT_A2 has voice path to all mobile
subscribers. If one mobile subscriber takes the
uplink of the group call on GCCH the downlink
to the talking mobile subscriber will be muted.
The talking mobile subscriber is not able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A2.

CT_A2 has voice path and MS_A4 is able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A2.
4)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A4 and CT_A2 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

5)

MS_A3 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
the DCH is correctly released.

6)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A4 and CT_A2 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.
MS_A3 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A2.
MS_A4 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A2.

7)

CT_A2 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A3
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A3 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A3 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A2.
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Step
8)

Action
CT_A2 mutes the downlink to MS_A3 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A3 mutes its downlink.
MS_A3 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A2.
MS_A4 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A2.
CT_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A3.

9)

MS_A3 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
uplink is correctly released.

10)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 voice path on GCCH.
MS_A3 and CT_A2 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A2.
MS_A3 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A2.

11)

CT_A2 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A3 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A2.

12)

CT_A2 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 mutes its downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A2.
MS_A3 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A2.
CT_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A4.

13)

MS_A4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
uplink is correctly released.

14)

MS_A3 releases the REC (GID 599).

REC (GID 599) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
MS_A1 is able to establish and to close the Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID
299 and able to get the uplink on DCH and GCCH. MS_A1 did not receive the
Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 599.
MS_A2 is able to receive and join the Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299
and able to get the uplink on GCCH. MS_A2 did not receive the Railway Emergency
Call (REC) with GID 599.
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MS_A3 is able to establish and to close the Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID
599 and able to get the uplink on DCH and GCCH. MS_A3 did not receive the
Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299.
MS_A4 is able to receive and join the Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 599
and able to get the uplink on GCCH. MS_A4 did not receive the Railway Emergency
Call (REC) with GID 299.
CT_A1 is able to receive and join the Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299
and able to un-mute/mute the downlink to the talking mobile subscriber on GCCH.
CT_A1 did not receive the Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 599.
CT_A2 is able to receive and join the Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 599
and able to un-mute/mute the downlink to the talking mobile subscriber on GCCH.
CT_A2 did not receive the Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299.
MS_A5 and CT_A3 did not receive the Railway Emergency Calls (REC) with GID
299 or GID 599.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.6.4 REC acknowledgement (non-roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.5.1
13.4.5
13.4.6

EIRENE SRS V15
2.5.1
13.5.3
13.5.5
13.5.7
13.5.9
13.5.10

Other

a) Purpose
Verify the acknowledgements successfully send after Railway Emergency Call (REC)
with GID 299 is closed. The acknowledgement center must receive
acknowledgements from all mobile subscribers involved in Railway Emergency Call
(REC) with GID 299.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1 is connected to network A.
The acknowledgment center is configured and connected to MSC_A1.
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)
MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)
CT_A1 (GCA_A1, REC GID: 299)

c) Test procedure

Step

Action
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
MS_A2 is notified about the incoming REC
(GID 299) on the NCH.

2)

CT_A1 automatically accepts the REC
(GID 299).

CT_A1 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).

3)

MS_A2 automatically accepts the REC
(GID 299).

MS_A2 automatically joins the REC (GID 299)
in group receive mode.

4)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on DCH.

CT_A1 has voice path to all mobile
subscribers. If one mobile subscriber takes the
uplink of the group call on GCCH the downlink
to the talking mobile subscriber will be muted.
The talking mobile subscriber is not able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A1.

MS_A2 and CT_A1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
5)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
the DCH is correctly released.

6)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1 and CT_A1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.

7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.
CT_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.

9)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
uplink is correctly released.

10)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

11)

MS_A1 and MS_A2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center.

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker flag from all
mobile subscribers involved in REC (GID 299).

12)

Check the A-interface trace files for setup
messages to “1612” from each mobile
subscribe involved in REC (GID 299).

d) Success criteria
Acknowledgements successfully send to the acknowledgement center with the
correct data inside from MS_A1 and MS_A2.
CT_A1 is able to receive and join the Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299
and able to un-mute/mute the downlink to the talking mobile subscriber on GCCH.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.6.5 REC call setup by a service subscriber (roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.5.1
9.3.2
13.1.6
13.2.2.2
13.2.3.1
13.2.3.3
13.2.4.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.5.1
13.2.2
13.3.3

Other

a) Purpose
Verify a roaming service subscriber can originate and close a Railway Emergency Call (REC) with
GID 299.

b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1 is connected to network A.
CT_B1 is connected to network B.
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B2 in network A
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step 2: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A2 in network B
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step 3: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B2 in network A
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step 4: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A2 in network B
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
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Test configuration for step 1 and 2
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1
GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

A-MSC_A1

R-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)

CT_A1 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299)

CT_B1 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299)

c) Test procedure
Step 1: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B2 in network A
(MSC_A1 Anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_B2 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on CT terminals.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).
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MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2 automatically
joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
mode.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

3)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2, CT_A1 and
CT_B1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B2.

5)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send for REC (GID
299) in Cell_A1 and Cell_B1, the DCH in
Cell_A1 is correctly released.

6)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2, CT_A1 and
CT_B1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B2.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 mutes its downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 mutes its downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 still able to listen to
the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

11)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send for REC (GID
299) in Cell_A1 and Cell B1, the uplink is
correctly released.

12)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2, CT_A1 and
CT_B1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B2 still able to listen to
the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

17)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send for REC (GID
299) in Cell_A1 and Cell B1, the uplink is
correctly released.

18)

MS_B2 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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Step 2: REC (GID 599) call setup by service subscriber MS_A2 in network B
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A2 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on CT terminals.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 automatically
joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
mode.

3)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2, CT_A1 and
CT_B1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.

5)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send for REC (GID
299) in Cell_A1 and Cell_B1, the DCH in
Cell_B1 is correctly released.

6)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2, CT_A1 and
CT_B1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_A2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_A2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B2 still able to listen to
the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

11)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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299) in Cell_A1 and Cell B1, the uplink is
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

12)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2, CT_A1 and
CT_B1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B2.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 mutes its downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 mutes its downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A2 still able to listen to
the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

17)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send for REC (GID
299) in Cell_A1 and Cell B1, the uplink is
correctly released.

18)

MS_A2 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Test configuration for step 3 and 4
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Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1
GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

R-MSC_A1

A-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)

CT_A1 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299)

CT_B1 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299)

Test procedure
Step 3: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B2 in network A
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_B2 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on CT terminals.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

3)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2, CT_A1 and
CT_B1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B2.

5)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send for REC (GID
299) in Cell_A1 and Cell_B1, the DCH in
Cell_A1 is correctly released.

6)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2, CT_A1 and
CT_B1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B2.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 still able to listen to
the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

11)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send for REC (GID
299) in Cell_A1 and Cell B1, the uplink is
correctly released.

12)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2, CT_A1 and
CT_B1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B2 still able to listen to
the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

17)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send for REC (GID
299) in Cell_A1 and Cell B1, the uplink is
correctly released.

18)

MS_B2 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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Step 4: REC (GID 599) call setup by service subscriber MS_A2 in network B
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A2 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on CT terminals.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 automatically
joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
mode.

3)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2, CT_A1 and
CT_B1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.

5)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send for REC (GID
299) in Cell_A1 and Cell_B1, the DCH in
Cell_B1 is correctly released.

6)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2, CT_A1 and
CT_B1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_A2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_A2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

11)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send for REC (GID
299) in Cell_A1 and Cell B1, the uplink is
correctly released.

12)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2, CT_A1 and
CT_B1 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B2.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

17)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send for REC (GID
299) in Cell_A1 and Cell B1, the uplink is
correctly released.

18)

MS_A2 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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d) Success criteria
MS_A2 is able to originate and close a Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299
when roaming in network B.
MS_B2 is able to originate and close a Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299
when roaming in network A.
CT_A1 is connected to MSC_A1 and is able to originate, receive and close Railway
Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299. CT_A1 is also able to un-mute/mute the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber on GCCH.
CT_B1 is connected to MSC_B1 and is able to originate, receive and close Railway
Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299. CT_B1 is also able to un-mute/mute the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber on GCCH.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.6.6 REC notification and joining (roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.5.1
9.3.2
13.1.6
13.2.2.2
13.2.3.1
13.2.3.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.5.1
13.2.2
13.2.3
13.3.1
13.3.3
13.4.1
13.4.2

Other

a) Purpose
Verify that roaming mobile subscribers and controllers will be notified about incoming
Railway Emergency Calls (REC) and can join them.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A2, MS_A5, MS_B2 and MS_B5 are shunting mobiles in shunting mode and not
registered to a functional number (FN).
CT_A1, CT_A2 and CT_A3 are connected to network A.
CT_B1, CT_B2 and CT_B3 are connected to network B.
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A1 in network A
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step 2: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B4 in network A
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step 3: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B1 in network B
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step 4: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A4 in network B
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step 5: REC (GID 299) call setup by CT_A1 in network A (MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step 6: REC (GID 299) call setup by CT_B1 in network B (MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step 7: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A1 in network A
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step 8: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B4 in network A
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step 9: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B1 in network B
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step 10: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A4 in network B
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step 11: REC (GID 299) call setup by CT_A1 in network A (MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step 12: REC (GID 299) call setup by CT_B1 in network B (MSC_B1 Anchor).
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Test configuration for step 1 to 6
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1
GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299, 599 Prio 0

A-MSC_A1

R-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (REC GID: 599)

MS_B2 (REC GID: 599)

MS_A3 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_B3 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_B4 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A4 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B5 (REC GID: 599)

MS_A5 (REC GID: 599)

MS_B6 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A6 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

CT_A1 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299)

CT_B1 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299)

CT_A2 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 599)

CT_B2 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 599)

CT_A3 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

CT_B2 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

c) Test procedure
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Step 1: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A1 in network A
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

MS_A1 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
All other MS will not respond to the NCH
notification.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.
CT_A2, CT_A3, CT_B2 and CT_B3 did not
receive the REC (GID 299).

2)

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 automatically
joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
mode.

3)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.

5)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

11)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

12)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B4.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B4 mutes its downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B4 mutes its downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.

17)

MS_B4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

18)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

19)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

20)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

22)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

23)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

24)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A4.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

25)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

27)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

29)

MS_A4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 2: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B4 in network A
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step

Action
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Step
1)

Action
MS_B4 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
All other MS will not respond to the NCH
notification.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.
CT_A2, CT_A3, CT_B2 and CT_B3 did not
receive the REC (GID 299).

2)

MS_A1,
MS_A4
and
MS_B1 MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 automatically
automatically accepting the REC (GID joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
299).
mode.

3)

CT_A1
and
CT_B1
automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B4 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B4.

5)

MS_B4 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B4.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
7)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_B4 mutes its downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_B4 mutes its downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
11)

MS_B4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

12)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1
13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
14)

Action
Expected result(s)
CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
17)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

18)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1
19)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
20)

Action
Expected result(s)
CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

22)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
23)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

24)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A4.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
25)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
27)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
29)

MS_A4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_B4 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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Step 3: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B1 in network B
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
MS_B1 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
All other MS will not respond to the NCH
notification.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.
CT_A2, CT_A3, CT_B2 and CT_B3 did not
receive the REC (GID 299).

2)

MS_A1,
MS_A4
and
MS_B4 MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 automatically
automatically accepting the REC (GID joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
299).
mode.

3)

CT_A1
and
CT_B1
automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.

5)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
7)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
11)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

GSM-R Network Assessment Test Cases v1.0 clean

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.
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Step
12)

Action
MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1
13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
17)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

GSM-R Network Assessment Test Cases v1.0 clean

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.
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Step
18)

Action
MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_B4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B4.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1
19)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4 MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling MS_B4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
###).
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

20)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_B4 mutes its downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

22)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_B4 mutes its downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
23)

MS_B4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

GSM-R Network Assessment Test Cases v1.0 clean

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.
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Step
24)

Action
MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_A4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A4.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
25)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
27)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
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Step
29)

Action
MS_A4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 4: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A4 in network B
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
MS_A4 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
All other MS will not respond to the NCH
notification.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.
CT_A2, CT_A3, CT_B2 and CT_B3 did not
receive the REC (GID 299).

2)

MS_A1,
MS_B1
and
MS_B4 MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 automatically
automatically accepting the REC (GID joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
299).
mode.

3)

CT_A1
and
CT_B1
automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A4 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A4.

5)

MS_A4 releases the uplink on DCH.
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Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.
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Step
6)

Action
MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_A4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A4.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
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Step
11)

Action
MS_A4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

12)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1
13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
17)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.
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Step
18)

Action
MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_B4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B4.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1
19)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

20)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_B4 mutes its downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

22)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_B4 mutes its downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
23)

MS_B4 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.
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Step
24)

Action
MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
25)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
27)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step
29)

Action
MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_A4 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 5: REC (GID 299) call setup by CT_A1 in network A (MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
CT_A1 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
Group call channels (GCCH) are allocated in
Cell_A1 and Cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are
notified about the incoming REC (GID 299) on
the NCH.
All other MS will not respond to the NCH
notification.
CT_B1 is notified about the incoming REC
(GID 299) and the Group Call Reference is
displayed on the CT terminals.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.
CT_A2, CT_A3, CT_B2 and CT_B3 did not
receive the REC (GID 299).

2)

MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4
automatically accepting the REC (GID automatically joining the REC (GID 299) in
299).
group receive mode.

3)

CT_B1 automatically accepts the REC
(GID 299).
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CT_B1 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.
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Step
4)

Action
MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_A1 has two-way voice path on GCCH.
MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
5)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

6)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
7)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.
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Step
10)

Action
MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_B4 has two-way voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B4.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
11)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4 MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling MS_B4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
###).
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

12)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_B4 mutes its downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
13)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_B4 mutes its downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
15)

MS_B4 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
16)

Action
MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_B1 has two-way voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
17)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

18)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
19)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

20)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step
21)

Action
MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

22)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 has two-way voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A4.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
23)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

24)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
25)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
26)

Action
Expected result(s)
CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
27)

MS_A4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

28)

CT_A1 closes the REC (GID 299) using
kill sequence (dialling ***).

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 6: REC (GID 299) call setup by CT_B1 in network B (MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
CT_B1 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
Group call channels (GCCH) are allocated in
Cell_A1 and Cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are
notified about the incoming REC (GID 299) on
the NCH.
All other MS will not respond to the NCH
notification.
CT_A1 is notified about the incoming REC
(GID 299) and the Group Call Reference is
displayed on the CT terminals.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.
CT_A2, CT_A3, CT_B2 and CT_B3 did not
receive the REC (GID 299).

2)

MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4
automatically accepting the REC (GID automatically joining the REC (GID 299) in
299).
group receive mode.
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Step
3)

4)

Action
CT_A1 automatically accepts the REC
(GID 299).

Expected result(s)
CT_A1 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path on GCCH.

CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
5)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

6)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
7)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
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Step
9)

Action
MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

10)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B4.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
11)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4 MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling MS_B4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
###).
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

12)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_B4 mutes its downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
13)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_B4 mutes its downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
15)

MS_B4 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
16)

Action
MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_B1 has two-way voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
17)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

18)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
19)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

20)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step
21)

Action
MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

22)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 has two-way voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A4.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
23)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

24)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
25)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
26)

Action
Expected result(s)
CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
27)

MS_A4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

28)

CT_B1 closes the REC (GID 299) using
kill sequence (dialling ***).

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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Test configuration for step 7 to 12
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1
GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299, 599 Prio 0

R-MSC_A1

A-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (REC GID: 599)

MS_B2 (REC GID: 599)

MS_A3 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_B3 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_B4 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A4 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B5 (REC GID: 599)

MS_A5 (REC GID: 599)

MS_B6 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A6 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

CT_A1 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299)

CT_B1 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299)

CT_A2 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 599)

CT_B2 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 599)

CT_A3 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

CT_B2 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

Test procedure
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Step 7: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A1 in network A
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
All other MS will not respond to the NCH
notification.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.
CT_A2, CT_A3, CT_B2 and CT_B3 did not
receive the REC (GID 299).

2)

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 automatically
joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
mode.

3)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.

5)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
7)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

11)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
12)

Action
MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_B4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B4.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
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Step
17)

Action
MS_B4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

18)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

19)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

20)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

22)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

23)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
24)

Action
MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_A4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A4.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

25)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 mutes its downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

27)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 mutes its downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

29)

MS_A4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

Step 8: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B4 in network A
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
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Step
1)

Action
MS_B4 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
All other MS will not respond to the NCH
notification.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.
CT_A2, CT_A3, CT_B2 and CT_B3 did not
receive the REC (GID 299).

2)

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 automatically
joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
mode.

3)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B4 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B4.

5)

MS_B4 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B4.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
7)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.

11)

MS_B4 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
12)

Action
MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
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Step
17)

Action
MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

18)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

19)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

20)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

22)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

23)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
24)

Action
MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_A4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A4.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

25)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 mutes its downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

27)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 mutes its downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

29)

MS_A4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_B4 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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Step 9: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B1 in network B
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
MS_B1 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
All other MS will not respond to the NCH
notification.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.
CT_A2, CT_A3, CT_B2 and CT_B3 did not
receive the REC (GID 299).

2)

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 automatically
joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
mode.

3)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.

5)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
7)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

11)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

12)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1
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Step
13)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

17)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
18)

Action
MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_B4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B4.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

19)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

20)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.

21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

22)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
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Step
23)

Action
MS_B4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

24)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A4.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

25)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 mutes its downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

27)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 mutes its downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

29)

MS_A4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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Step 10: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A4 in network B
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
MS_A4 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
All other MS will not respond to the NCH
notification.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.
CT_A2, CT_A3, CT_B2 and CT_B3 did not
receive the REC (GID 299).

2)

MS_A1,
MS_B1
and
MS_B4 MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 automatically
automatically accepting the REC (GID joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
299).
mode.

3)

CT_A1
and
CT_B1
automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A4 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A4.

5)

MS_A4 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A4.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
7)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_A4 mutes its downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4 MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling MS_A4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
###).
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_A4 mutes its downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
11)

MS_A4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

12)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1
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Step
13)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
17)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

18)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B4.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1
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Step
19)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

20)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

22)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
23)

MS_B4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

24)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
25)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
27)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
sing the mute sequence (dialling #**).
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

the

MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
29)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_A4 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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Step 11: REC (GID 299) call setup by CT_A1 in network A (MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
CT_A1 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
Group call channels (GCCH) are allocated in
Cell_A1 and Cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are
notified about the incoming REC (GID 299) on
the NCH.
All other MS will not respond to the NCH
notification.
CT_B1 is notified about the incoming REC
(GID 299) and the Group Call Reference is
displayed on the CT terminals.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.
CT_A2, CT_A3, CT_B2 and CT_B3 did not
receive the REC (GID 299).

2)

MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).

MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4
automatically joining the REC (GID 299) in
group receive mode.

3)

CT_B1 automatically accepts the REC
(GID 299).

CT_B1 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path on GCCH.

4)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
5)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

6)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

7)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

10)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B4.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
11)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

12)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.

13)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.

15)

MS_B4 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
16)

Action
MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_B1 has two-way voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

17)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

18)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

19)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

20)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

21)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
22)

Action
MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_A4 has two-way voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A4.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

23)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

24)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

25)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 mutes its downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

27)

MS_A4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

28)

CT_A1 closes the REC (GID 299) using
kill sequence (dialling ***).

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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Step 12: REC (GID 299) call setup by CT_B1 in network B (MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
CT_B1 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
Group call channels (GCCH) are allocated in
Cell_A1 and Cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are
notified about the incoming REC (GID 299) on
the NCH.
All other MS will not respond to the NCH
notification.
CT_A1 is notified about the incoming REC
(GID 299) and the Group Call Reference is
displayed on the CT terminals.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.
CT_A2, CT_A3, CT_B2 and CT_B3 did not
receive the REC (GID 299).

2)

MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).

MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4
automatically joining the REC (GID 299) in
group receive mode.

3)

CT_A1 automatically accepts the REC
(GID 299).

CT_A1 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path on GCCH.

4)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
5)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

6)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

7)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

10)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B4.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
11)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

12)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.

13)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.

15)

MS_B4 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
16)

Action
MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_B1 has two-way voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

17)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

18)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

19)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

20)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A4 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

21)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
22)

Action
MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_A4 has two-way voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B4, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A4.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

23)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

24)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A4 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

25)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A4
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A4, MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A4 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A4 mutes its downlink.
MS_A4 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B4 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

27)

MS_A4 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

28)

CT_B1 closes the REC (GID 299) using
kill sequence (dialling ***).

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
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MS_A1 and MS_A4 are able to establish and to close the Railway Emergency Call
(GID 299) and able to get the uplink on DCH and GCCH.
MS_A2 and MS_A5 did not receive the Railway Emergency Call (GID 299).
MS_B1 and MS_B4 are able to establish and to close the Railway Emergency Call
(GID 299) and able to get the uplink on DCH and GCCH. MS_B1 and MS_B4 did not
receive the Railway Emergency Call (GID 599).
MS_B2 and MS_B5 did not receive the Railway Emergency Call (GID 299).
CT_A1 is able to receive and join the Railway Emergency Call (GID 299) and is able
to un-mute/mute the downlink to the talking mobile subscriber on GCCH. CT_A1 did
not receive the Railway Emergency Call (GID 599).
CT_A2 did not receive the Railway Emergency Call (GID 299).
CT_B1 is able to receive and join the Railway Emergency Call (GID 299) and able to
un-mute/mute the downlink to the talking mobile subscriber on GCCH. CT_B1 did not
receive the Railway Emergency Call (GID 599).
CT_B2 did not receive the Railway Emergency Call (GID 299).
MS_A3, MS_A6, MS_B3, MS_B6, CT_A3 and CT_B3 did not receive the Railway
Emergency Calls (GID 299, GID 599)
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.6.7 REC acknowledgement (roaming case)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.5.1
13.4.5
13.4.6

EIRENE SRS V15
2.5.1
13.5.3
13.5.5
13.5.7
13.5.9
13.5.10

Other

a) Purpose
Verify the acknowledgements successfully send after Railway Emergency Call (REC)
with GID 299 is closed. The acknowledgement center must receive
acknowledgements from all mobile subscribers involved in Railway Emergency Call
(REC) with GID 299.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1 is connected to network A.
CT_B1 is connected to network B.
The acknowledgment center of network A is configured and connected to MSC_A1.
The acknowledgment center of network B is configured and connected to MSC_B1.
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A1 in network A
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step 2: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B2 in network A
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step 3: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B1 in network B
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step 4: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A2 in network B
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step 5: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A1 in network A
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step 6: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B2 in network A
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step 7: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B1 in network B
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step 8: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A2 in network B
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
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Test configuration for Step 1 to 4
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1
GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

A-MSC_A1

R-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)

CT_A1 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299)

CT_B1 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299)

c) Test procedure
Step 1: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A1 in network A
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.

2)

MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).
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Step
3)

Action
CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A2, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.

5)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
10)

Action
CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

11)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

12)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B2.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 mutes its downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
16)

Action
CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 mutes its downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

17)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

18)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

19)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

20)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
22)

Action
CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

23)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

24)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

25)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.
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Step
27)

Action
CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

29)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

31)

MS_A1 and MS_B2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network A.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network A. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).

32)

MS_B1 and MS_A2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network B.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network B. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).

33)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network A.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).

34)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network B.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).

Step 2: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B2 in network A
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step

Action
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Step
1)

Action
MS_B2 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 automatically
joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
mode.

3)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B2.

5)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B2.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
8)

Action
CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 mutes its downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 mutes its downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

11)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

12)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
14)

Action
CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

17)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

18)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

19)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
20)

Action
CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

22)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

23)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

24)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
25)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

27)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

29)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_B2 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

31)

MS_A1 and MS_B2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network A.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network A. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).
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Step
32)

Action
MS_B1 and MS_A2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network B.

Expected result(s)
Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network B. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).

33)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network A.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).

34)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network B.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).

Step 3: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B1 in network B
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
MS_B1 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 automatically
joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
mode.

3)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.
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Step
4)

Action
MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_B1 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.

5)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
10)

Action
CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

11)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

12)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
16)

Action
CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

17)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

18)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B2.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

19)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

20)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 mutes its downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
22)

Action
CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 mutes its downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

23)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

24)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

25)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

27)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.
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Step
28)

Action
CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

29)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

31)

MS_A1 and MS_B2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network A.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network A. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).

32)

MS_B1 and MS_A2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network B.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network B. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).

33)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network A.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).

34)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network B.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).
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Step 4: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A2 in network B
(MSC_A1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
MS_A2 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 automatically
joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
mode.

3)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A2.

5)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
7)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

11)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.
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Step
12)

Action
MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

17)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
18)

Action
MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_B2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B2.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

19)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

20)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 mutes its downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

22)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 mutes its downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

23)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
24)

Action
MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

25)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

27)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_B1. MSC_B1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step
29)

Action
MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_A2 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

31)

MS_A1 and MS_B2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network A.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network A. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).

32)

MS_B1 and MS_A2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network B.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network B. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).

33)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network A.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).

34)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network B.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).
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Test configuration for step 5 to 8
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1
GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

R-MSC_A1

A-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)

CT_A1 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299)

CT_B1 (GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299)

Test procedure
Step 5: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A1 in network A
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.

2)

MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).
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Step
3)

Action
CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A2, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.

5)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
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Step
9)

Action
CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

11)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

12)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B2.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
14)

Action
CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

17)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

18)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

19)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
20)

Action
CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

22)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

23)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

24)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

25)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
26)

Action
CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

27)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

29)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

31)

MS_A1 and MS_B2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network A.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network A. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).

32)

MS_B1 and MS_A2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network B.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network B. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).

33)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network A.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).

34)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network B.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).
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Step 6: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B2 in network A
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
MS_B2 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 automatically
joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
mode.

3)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B2.

5)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B2.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
7)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

11)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
12)

Action
MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
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Step
17)

Action
MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

18)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

19)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

20)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

22)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

23)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.
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Step
24)

Action
MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

25)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

27)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

29)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_B2 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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Step
31)

Action
MS_A1 and MS_B2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network A.

Expected result(s)
Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network A. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).

32)

MS_B1 and MS_A2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network B.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network B. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).

33)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network A.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).

34)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network B.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).

Step 7: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_B1 in network B
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
MS_B1 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 automatically
joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
mode.

3)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.
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Step
4)

Action
MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

Expected result(s)
MS_B1 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.

5)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step
11)

Action
MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Expected result(s)
Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

12)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

13)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.
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Step
16)

Action
CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

17)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

18)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B2.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1

19)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

20)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.
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Step
21)

Action
CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

22)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

23)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

24)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.

25)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.
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Step
27)

Action
CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

29)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

31)

MS_A1 and MS_B2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network A.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network A. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).

32)

MS_B1 and MS_A2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network B.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network B. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).

33)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network A.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).

34)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network B.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).
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Step 8: REC (GID 299) call setup by service subscriber MS_A2 in network B
(MSC_B1 Anchor).
Step
1)

Action
MS_A2 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
Cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are notified about
the incoming REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 are notified about the
incoming REC (GID 299) and the Group Call
Reference is displayed on the CT terminals.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2
automatically accepting the REC (GID
299).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 automatically
joining the REC (GID 299) in group receive
mode.

3)

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically
accepting the REC (GID 299).

CT_A1 and CT_B1 automatically joining the
REC (GID 299).
CT_A1 and CT_B1 have voice path to all
mobile subscribers. If one mobile subscriber
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

4)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on DCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A2.

5)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The DCH in Cell_A1 is correctly
released.

6)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
7)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

8)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

9)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

10)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

11)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

12)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2, MS_B1, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1
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Step
13)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

14)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

15)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

16)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_A1 mutes its
downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

17)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

18)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B2.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1
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Step
19)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 un-mutes
its downlink to get two-way voice path on
GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

20)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

21)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

22)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends information about the downlink
attached status to MSC_A1. MSC_A1 sends
set parameter message and MS_B2 mutes its
downlink.
MS_B2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B1 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

23)

MS_B2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

24)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B2, CT_A1 and CT_B1
are able to listen to the announcement of
MS_B1.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
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Step
25)

Action
CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

Expected result(s)
MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are able
to listen to the announcement of CT_A1 and
CT_B1.

26)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

27)

CT_B1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_B1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1, MS_MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 are
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1
and CT_B1.

28)

CT_B1 mutes the downlink to MS_B1 by
sing the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_B1 sends set parameter message and
MS_B1 mutes its downlink.
MS_B1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 still able to listen
to the announcement of CT_A1 and CT_B1.
CT_A1 and CT_B1 still able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

29)

MS_B1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
Cell_B1. The uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_A2 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.

31)

MS_A1 and MS_B2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network A.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network A. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).

32)

MS_B1 and MS_A2 are sending
acknowledgements to the
acknowledgement center of network B.

Acknowledgements successfully send to the
acknowledgement center of network B. Check
the A-interface trace files for setup messages
to “1612” from each mobile subscribe involved
in REC (GID 299).
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Step
33)

Action
Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network A.

Expected result(s)
Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).

34)

Check the logs of the acknowledgement
center of Network B.

Acknowledgements successfully received with
the right data such as talker/originator
information from all mobile subscribers
involved in REC (GID 299).

d) Success criteria
Acknowledgements successfully send to the acknowledgement center of network A
with the correct data inside from MS_A1 and MS_B2.
Acknowledgements successfully send to the acknowledgement center of network B
with the correct data inside from MS_B1 and MS_A2.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.6.8 C-OTDI check
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
2.5.1
13.3.2

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1
2.5.1
13.4.6
13.4.7

Other

a) Purpose
Verify that the compressed originator to dispatcher information (C-OTDI) is send
correctly and displayed at the controller terminal (CT).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A is configured to support immediate setup 2 (Rel. 99) for Railway
Emergency Calls (REC).
MS_A1 is registered to a functional number (FN).
CT_A1 is connected to network A.
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)
MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)
CT_A1 (GCA_A1, REC GID: 299)

c) Test procedure

Step

Action
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Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 originates a REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
MS_A1 originates the REC (GID 299) using
immediate setup.
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
Check the immediate setup2 message content
if it includes the functional number (FN) as
compressed originator to dispatcher
information (C-OTDI) at the user to user
information element (UUIE) field.
MS_A2 is notified about the incoming REC
(GID 299) on the NCH.
CT_A1 is notified about the incoming REC
(GID 299) and the functional number (FN)
taken from the user to user information
element (UUIE) field is displayed on CT
terminal.

2)

MS_A2 automatically accepts the REC
(GID 299).

MS_A2 automatically joins the REC (GID 299)
in group receive mode.

3)

CT_A1 automatically accepts the REC
(GID 299).

CT_A1 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on DCH.

4)

CT_A1 has voice path to all mobile
subscribers. If one mobile subscriber takes the
uplink of the group call on GCCH the downlink
to the talking mobile subscriber will be muted.
The talking mobile subscriber is not able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A1.

MS_A2 and CT_A1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
5)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on DCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
the DCH is correctly released.

6)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2 and CT_A1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.

7)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
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Step
8)

Action
CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

Expected result(s)
MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.
CT_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
uplink is correctly released.

10)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1 and CT_A1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.

11)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A2
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

12)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A2 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A2 mutes its downlink.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.
CT_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.

13)

MS_A2 releases the uplink on GCCH.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1 and
uplink is correctly released.

14)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299)

REC (GID 299) is released. All related
resources are de-allocated.
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d) Success criteria
The immediate setup2 message of MS_A1 includes the functional number (FN) as
compressed originator to dispatcher information (C-OTDI) at the user to user
information element (UUIE) field.
The compressed originator to dispatcher information (C-OTDI) is send correctly and
displayed at the controller terminal (CT). CT_A1 is also able to un-mute/mute the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber on GCCH.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature

5.6.19 REC call is taken down due to expiry of ‘No activity’ timer.
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.5.1
13.2.4.1

EIRENE SRS V15

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a Railway Emergency Call (REC) is released after expiration of the ‘No
activity’ timer.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A
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CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)
MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)
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c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in Cell_A1.
MS_A2 receives notification of the incoming
REC (GID 299) on the NCH.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2 automatically accepts the
incoming REC (GID 299).

MS_A2 automatically join the REC (GID 299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on the group call
channel.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path, MS_A2 is only
listener.

4)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

5)

Wait until expiration of ‘No activity’ timer.

The REC (GID 299) is released after expiration
of the ‘No activity’ timer and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
The Railway Emergency Call (REC) with GID 299 is correctly released after
expiration of the ‘No activity’ timer.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.6.20 REC first talker notification (MS dedicated mode, incoming PTP
call, non roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
2.5.1
5.2.2.43

EIRENE SRS V15
5.5.19
5.5.20
5.5.21
14.3.3

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a REC (GID 299) first talker on dedicated channel get a notification about
an incoming PTP call.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_A2

GCA_A1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)
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c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A2.
MS_A2, MS_A3 receives a notification about
the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2, MS_A3 automatically accepts
the incoming REC (GID 299).

MS_A2, MS_A3 joins REC (GID 299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3 is able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

4)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A4. MS_A1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A4 optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

7)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

8)

Repeat from step 1 to 7 with priority 3 for
the PTP call.

d) Success criteria
The REC (GID 299) first talker on the dedicated channel is able to receive notification
about an incoming PTP call.
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.6.21 REC first talker notification (MS dedicated mode, incoming VGCS
call, non roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
2.5.1
5.2.2.47

EIRENE SRS V15
5.5.19
5.5.20
5.5.21

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a REC (GID 299) first talker on dedicated channel get a notification about
an incoming VGCS call.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_A2

GCA_A1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299, VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)
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c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A2.
MS_A2 receives a notification about the
incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2 automatically accepts the
incoming REC (GID 299).

MS_A2 joins REC (GID 299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

4)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200) with priority 2.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2 is
able to listen to the announcement of MS_A1.
VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A2.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1 receives an in-band notification over
the FACCH channel about the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200). MS_A1 advertise the incoming
VGCS call (GID 200) optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

6)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_A2.

7)

MS_A3 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_A2.

9)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call.
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d) Success criteria
The REC (GID 299) first talker on the dedicated channel is able to receive notification
about an incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature

5.6.23 REC first talker notification (MS dedicated mode, incoming PTP
call, roaming)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
2.5.1
5.2.2.43

EIRENE SRS V15
5.5.19
5.5.20
5.5.21
14.3.3

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a REC (GID 299) first talker on dedicated channel get a notification about
an incoming PTP call. This should be verified in different networks (roaming).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network A (REC originator) in HPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 2: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network B (REC originator) in VPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 3: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network B (REC originator) in HPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 4: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network A (REC originator) in VPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor).
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Step 5: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network A (REC originator) in HPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 6: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network B (REC originator) in VPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 7: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network B (REC originator) in HPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 8: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network A (REC originator) in VPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor).
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Test configuration for step 1 to 4
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1
GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

A-MSC_A1

R-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_B2 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_B3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

c) Test procedure
Step 1: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network A (REC originator) in
HPLMN (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
REC (GID 299).

Expected result(s)
REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).
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MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).
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Step
3)

Action

Expected result(s)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A2. MS_A1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A2 optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B4. MS_A1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B4 optically and
acoustically.

7)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B2. MS_A1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B2 optically and
acoustically.

9)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A4. MS_A1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A4 optically and
acoustically.

11)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

13)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls.
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Step 2: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network B (REC originator) in
VPLMN (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_A3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B3.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A2. MS_B3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A2 optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B3.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B4. MS_B3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B4 optically and
acoustically.

7)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B3.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B2. MS_B3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B2 optically and
acoustically.

9)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B3.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A4. MS_B3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A4 optically and
acoustically.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

11)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

13)

MS_B3 releases the REC call.

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls.

Step 3: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network B (REC originator) in
HPLMN (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A2. MS_B1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A2 optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B4. MS_B1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B4 optically and
acoustically.

7)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B2. MS_B1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B2 optically and
acoustically.

9)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A4. MS_B1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A4 optically and
acoustically.

11)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

13)

MS_B1 releases the REC call.

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls.
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Step 4: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network A (REC originator) in
VPLMN (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B3 and MS_B1 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B3 and MS_B1
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_B3 and MS_B1 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A2. MS_A3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A2 optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B4. MS_A3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B4 optically and
acoustically.

7)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B2. MS_A3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B2 optically and
acoustically.

9)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A4. MS_A3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A4 optically and
acoustically.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

11)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

13)

MS_A3 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls.
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Test configuration for step 5 to 8
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1
GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

R-MSC_A1

A-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_B2 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_B3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

Test procedure
Step 5: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network A (REC originator) in
HPLMN (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A2. MS_A1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A2 optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B4. MS_A1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B4 optically and
acoustically.

7)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B2. MS_A1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B2 optically and
acoustically.

9)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A4. MS_A1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A4 optically and
acoustically.

11)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

13)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls.

Step 6: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network B (REC originator) in
VPLMN (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_A3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B3.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A2. MS_B3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A2 optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B3.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B4. MS_B3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B4 optically and
acoustically.

7)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B3.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B2. MS_B3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B2 optically and
acoustically.

9)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B3.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A4. MS_B3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A4 optically and
acoustically.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

11)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

13)

MS_B3 releases the REC call.

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls.

Step 7: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network B (REC originator) in
HPLMN (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A2. MS_B1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A2 optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B4. MS_B1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B4 optically and
acoustically.

7)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B2. MS_B1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B2 optically and
acoustically.

9)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A4. MS_B1 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A4 optically and
acoustically.

11)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

13)

MS_B1 releases the REC call.

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls.
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Step 8: MS of network A in HPLMN call MS of network A (REC originator) in
VPLMN (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B3 and MS_B1 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B3 and MS_B1
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_B3 and MS_B1 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A2. MS_A3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A2 optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B4. MS_A3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B4 optically and
acoustically.

7)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_B2. MS_A3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_B2 optically and
acoustically.

9)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on the
FACCH channel about the incoming PTP call
from MS_A4. MS_A3 advertise the incoming
PTP call from MS_A4 optically and
acoustically.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

11)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

13)

MS_A3 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls.

d) Success criteria
The REC (GID 299) first talker on the dedicated channel is able to receive notification
about an incoming PTP call.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.6.24 REC first talker notification (MS dedicated mode, incoming VGCS
call, roaming)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
2.5.1
5.2.2.47

EIRENE SRS V15
5.5.19
5.5.20
5.5.21

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a REC (REC) first talker on dedicated channel get a notification about an
incoming VGCS CALL (GID 200) call. This should be verified in different networks
(roaming).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 2: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 3: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 4: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in VPLMN
originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 5: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 6: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 7: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 8: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in VPLMN
originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 9: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 10: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 11: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 12: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 13: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
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Step 14: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 15: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 16: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 17: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 18: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 19: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 20: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 21: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 22: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 23: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 24: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
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Test configuration for step 1 to 12
Network
Network B

A

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1

GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

A-MSC_A1

R-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299, VGCS GID:200)

MS_B1 (REC GID: 299, VGCS GID:200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID:200)

MS_B2 (VGCS GID:200)

MS_B3 (REC GID: 299, VGCS GID:200)

MS_A3 (REC GID: 299, VGCS GID:200)

MS_B4 (VGCS GID:200)

MS_A4 (VGCS GID:200)

c) Test procedure
Step 1: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_A2 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200). MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
advertise the incoming VGCS call (GID 200)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A2 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3,
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).
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Step 2: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
REC (299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

4)

MS_A2 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200). MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
advertise the incoming VGCS call (GID 200)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A2 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_B3 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).

Step 3: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_B4 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2 MS_A4 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user as
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_B4 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_B4 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).
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Step 4: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

4)

MS_B4 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_B4 releases the uplink.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_B4 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_B3 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).

Step 5: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_B2 originates a VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_
B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_B2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_B2 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).
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Step 6: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

4)

MS_B2 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_B2 releases the uplink.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_B2 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_A3 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).

Step 7: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A4 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2 MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A4 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 6 to 15 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).
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Step 8: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

4)

MS_A4 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_A4 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_A3 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).

Step 9: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A4 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_42 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200). MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
advertise the incoming VGCS call (GID 200)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A4 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3,
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).
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Step 10: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_B2 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200). MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
advertise the incoming VGCS call (GID 200)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_B2 releases the uplink.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_B2 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3,
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).

Step 11: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_B4 originates a VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_
A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS CALL
(GID 200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_B4 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_B4 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).
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Step 12: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

4)

MS_A2 originates a VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_
A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A2 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).
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Test configuration for step 13 to 24
Network
Network B

A

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1

GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

A-MSC_A1

R-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299, VGCS GID:200)

MS_B1 (REC GID: 299, VGCS GID:200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID:200)

MS_B2 (VGCS GID:200)

MS_B3 (REC GID: 299, VGCS GID:200)

MS_A3 (REC GID: 299, VGCS GID:200)

MS_B4 (VGCS GID:200)

MS_A4 (VGCS GID:200)

Test procedure
Step 13: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A2 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200). MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
advertise the incoming VGCS call (GID 200)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A2 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3,
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).
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Step 14: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
REC (299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

4)

MS_A2 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200). MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
advertise the incoming VGCS call (GID 200)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.
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The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A2 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_B3 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).

Step 15: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_B4 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2 MS_A4 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user as
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_B4 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_B4 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).
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Step 16: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

4)

MS_B4 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_B4 releases the uplink.
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The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_B4 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_B3 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).

Step 17: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_B2 originates a VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_
B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_B2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_B2 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).
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Step 18: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

4)

MS_B2 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_B2 releases the uplink.
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The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_B2 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_A3 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).

Step 19: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A4 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2 MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A4 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).
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Step 20: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

4)

MS_A4 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.
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The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_A4 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_A3 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).

Step 21: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
REC (GID 299).
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3,
MS_B1
and
MS_B3 MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
automatically accept the incoming REC 299).
(GID 299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.
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MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A4 originates a VGCS call (GID 200) VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
with priority 2.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_42 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200). MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
advertise the incoming VGCS call (GID 200)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2,
MS_B2
and
MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.

8)

MS_A4 terminates the VGCS call (GID The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
200).
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3,
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).
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The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.
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Step 22: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_B2 originates a VGCS call (GID 200)
with priority 2.

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200). MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
advertise the incoming VGCS call (GID 200)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_B2 releases the uplink.
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The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_B2 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3,
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).

Step 23: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_B4 originates a VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_
A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS CALL
(GID 200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

7)

MS_B4 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_B4 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 1 to 10 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).
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Step 24: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a VGCS (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

4)

MS_A2 originates a VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_
A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 get an inband notification over the FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 200); the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 200) is lower than the priority
of REC (GID 299).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call (GID 200)
manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A2 terminates the VGCS call (GID
200).

The VGCS call (GID 200) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

11)

Repeat from step 6 to 15 with priorities 3
and 4 for the VGCS call (GID 200).

d) Success criteria
The REC (GID 299) first talker on the dedicated channel is able to receive notification
about an incoming VGCS call (GID 200). This should succeed in different networks
(roaming).
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
5.6.26 REC first talker notification (MS dedicated mode, incoming
second REC, non roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
2.5.1
5.2.2.47
13.3.1

EIRENE SRS V15
5.5.19
5.5.20
5.5.21

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a REC (GID 299) first talker on dedicated channel get a notification about
an incoming second REC (GID 299).
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b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

CoO=Cell_A2
GCA_A2, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A4 (REC GID: 299)
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c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A2 receives a notification about the
incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2 automatically accepts the
incoming REC (GID 299).

MS_A2 joins REC (GID 299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2 is
able to listen to the announcement of MS_A1.

4)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates a
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A2.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A4 receives a notification about the
incoming REC (GID 299).
MS_A1 and MS_A2 receive an in-band
notification over the FACCH channel about the
incoming second REC (GID 299). MS_A1 and
MS_A2 advertise the incoming second REC
(GID 299) optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A4 automatically accepts the
incoming REC (GID 299).

6)

MS_A1 and MS_A2 don’t accept the
incoming second REC (GID 299).

7)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_A2.

8)

MS_A3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.
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d) Success criteria
The REC (GID 299) first talker on the dedicated channel is able to receive notification
about an incoming second REC (GID 299).
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.6.27 REC first talker notification (MS dedicated mode, incoming
second REC, roaming)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
2.5.1
5.2.2.47
13.3.1

EIRENE SRS V15
5.5.19
5.5.20
5.5.21

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a REC (REC) first talke0r on dedicated channel get a notification about an
incoming second REC (GID 299) call. This should be verified in different networks
(roaming).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step 2: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step 3: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step 4: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in VPLMN
originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step 5: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_B1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step 6: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_B1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step 7: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_B1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step 8: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in VPLMN
originates a second REC (MSC_B1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step 9: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_A1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_AB1).
Step 10: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_A1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_AB1).
Step 11: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_A1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_AB1).
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Step 12: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_A1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_AB1).
Step 13: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_AB1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_B1).
Step 14: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_AB1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_B1).
Step 15: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_AB1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_B1).
Step 16: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_AB1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_B1).
Test configuration for step 1 to 4
Network
Network B

A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

CoO=Cell_B1
GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

A-MSC_A1

R-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B4 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A4 (REC GID: 299)
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c) Test procedure
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Step 1: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A2 MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_B1 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

6)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_B1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

10)

MS_A1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

Step 2: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A1 MS_A2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

4)

MS_B1 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

6)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_B1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1.

10)

MS_B3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

Step 3: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A2 MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_A3 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

6)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1.

10)

MS_A1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

Step 4: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A1 MS_A2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A3 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

6)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1.

10)

MS_B3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.
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Test configuration for test step 5 to 8
Network
Network B

A

CoO=Cell_B1
GCA_B1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

R-MSC_A1

A-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B4 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A4 (REC GID: 299)

Test procedure
Step 5: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_B1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
MS_B2 MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_B2,
MS_A3 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

4)

MS_A1 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.
MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

6)

MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_B1.

10)

MS_B1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.
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MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).
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Step 6: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_B1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
MS_A1 MS_A2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_B1,
MS_B2 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

4)

MS_A1 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.
MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

6)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_B1.
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MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

10)

MS_A3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

Step 7: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_B1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
MS_B2 MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_B2,
MS_A3 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

4)

MS_B3 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_a1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.
MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

6)

MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.
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MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_B3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_B1.

10)

MS_B1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

Step 8: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_B1 anchor for both GCAs).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
MS_B1 MS_B2 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_B1,
MS_B2 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

4)

MS_B3 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.
MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).
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MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).
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Step

Action

6)

MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_B3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_B1.

10)

MS_A3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.
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Expected result(s)
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Test configuration for test step 9 to 12
Network
Network B

A

CoO=Cell_B1
GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

R-MSC_A1 (GCA_AB1)

A-MSC_B1 (GCA_AB1)

A-MSC_A1 (GCA_A1)
MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B4 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A4 (REC GID: 299)

Test procedure
Step 9: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_A1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_AB1).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A2 MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

2)

MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_B1 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

6)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_B1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1.

10)

MS_A1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.
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MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 join REC (GID
299).
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Step 10: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_A1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_AB1).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A1 MS_A2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

4)

MS_B1 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

6)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_B1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1.
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MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 join REC (GID
299).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

10)

MS_B3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

Step 11: MS of network A in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_A1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_AB1).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A2 MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_A3 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

6)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.
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MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A4 join REC (GID
299).

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_A3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1.

10)

MS_A1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

Step 12: MS of network B in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
VPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_A1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_AB1).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A1 MS_A2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

4)

MS_A3 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).
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MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A4 join REC (GID
299).
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Step

Action

6)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1.

10)

MS_B3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

GSM-R Network Assessment Test Cases v1.0 clean

Expected result(s)
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Test configuration for test step 13 to 16
Network
Network B

A

CoO=Cell_AB1
GCA_AB1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

CoO=Cell_B1
GCA_B1, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

A-MSC_A1 (GCA_AB1)

R-MSC_B1 (GCA_AB1)
A-MSC_B1 (GCA_B1)

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_B4 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A4 (REC GID: 299)

Test procedure
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Step 13: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_AB1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_B1).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
MS_B2 MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_B2,
MS_A3 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

4)

MS_A1 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.
MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

6)

MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_A1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_B1.
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MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

10)

MS_B1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

Step 14: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network A in
HPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_AB1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_B1).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
MS_A1 MS_A2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_B1,
MS_B2 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

4)

MS_A1 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.
MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

6)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.
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MS_A2, MS_B3 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_A1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_B1.

10)

MS_A3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

Step 15: MS of network B in HPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_AB1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_B1).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
MS_B2 MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_B2,
MS_A3 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

4)

MS_B3 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_a1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.
MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

5)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).

6)

MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_B3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_B1.

10)

MS_B1 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.
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Step 16: MS of network A in VPLMN originates a REC and MS of network B in
VPLMN originates a second REC (MSC_A1 anchor for GCA_AB1 and MSC_B1
anchor for GCA_B1).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
MS_B1 MS_B2 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_A4 join REC (GID
299).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_B1,
MS_B2 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

4)

MS_B3 originates a REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.
MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive
an in-band notification over the FACCH
channel about the incoming second REC (GID
299). MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
advertise the incoming second REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming REC
(GID 299).

6)

MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
don’t accept the incoming second REC
(GID 299).

7)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_A1 and cell_B1.

8)

MS_B3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

The REC (GID 299) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released. Uplink free
message is send in cell_B1.
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MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B4 join REC (GID
299).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

10)

MS_A3 terminates the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
The REC (GID 299) first talker on the dedicated channel is able to receive notification
about an incoming second REC (GID 299). This should succeed in different networks
(roaming).
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.2 MS in VGCS call on DCH, pre-emption on Um by higher prio PtP
call
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
3.2.3
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that the dedicated channel of a VGCS can be pre-empted on Um by a PtP call.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1
MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 204,
Cell_A1)
MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 204,
Cell_A1)

Cell_A2

Cell_A3

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 204,
Cell_A3)
MS_A4 (Cell_A1, no VGCS /
VBS subscriber)
MS_A5 (Cell_A1, no VGCS /
VBS subscriber)
CT_A1
The Capacity on the Um in Cell_A1 is reduced to two TS’s
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c) Test procedure

Step
1

Action
MS_A1 originates the 204 VGCS and keep the
dedicated link (DCH)

Expected result(s)
MS_A2 receives the 204 VGCS
MS_A3 receives the 204 VGCS
CT_A1 receives the 204 VGCS

2

MS_A4 calls MS_A5 with Prio 4

The call is unsuccessful

3

MS_A4 calls MS_A5 with Prio 3

The DCH and the group channel is pre-empted on
Um in Cell_A1
MS_A4 is connected with MS_A5
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are IDLE
MS_A3 can take the uplink and speak to CT_A1

4

CT_A1 terminates the group call

MS_A3 is IDLE

5

MS_A4 releases the PtP call

All participants are IDLE

6

Unblock/unlock the blocked/locked TS’s in
Cell_A1

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
The dedicated channel of a VGCS call can be pre-empted on Um by a PtP call with
higher priority.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.3 MS in VGCS call having the UL of the GCH, pre-emption on A IF by
higher prio PtP call
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a group channel of a VGCS can be pre-empted on A IF by a PtP call.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 204, Cell_A1)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 204, Cell_A2)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 204, Cell_A1)
MS_A4 (Cell_A1, no VGCS / VBS MS_A5 (Cell_A2, no VGCS / VBS
subscriber)
subscriber)
The Capacity on the A IF to BSC_A2 is reduced to one TS
Only the Cell_A2 belongs to the GCA in BSC_A2
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c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 originates the 204 VGCS and do
not keep the dedicated link (DCH)

MS_A2 receives the 204 VGCS

2

MS_A2 requests the uplink

MS_A2 can speak to MS_A1 and MS_A3

3

MS_A4 calls MS_A5 with Prio 4

The call is unsuccessful

4

MS_A4 calls MS_A5 with Prio 3

The group channel is pre-empted on A IF of
BSC_A2

MS_A3 receives the 204 VGCS

MS_A4 is connected with MS_A5
MS_A2 are IDLE
MS_A3 can take the uplink and speak to
MS_A1
5

MS_A1 releases the group call

All participants are IDLE

MS_A4 releases the PtP
6

MS_A1 originates the 204 VGCS and do
not keep the dedicated link (DCH)

MS_A2 receives the 204 VGCS

7

MS_A2 requests the uplink

MS_A2 can speak to MS_A1 and MS_A3

8

MS_A5 calls MS_A4 with Prio 4

The call is unsuccessful

9

MS_A5 calls MS_A4 with Prio 3

The group channel is pre-empted on A IF of
BSC_A2

MS_A3 receives the 204 VGCS

MS_A5 is connected with MS_A4
MS_A2 are IDLE
MS_A3 can take the uplink and speak to
MS_A1
10

MS_A1 releases the group call

All participants are IDLE

MS_A4 releases the PtP
11

Unblock/unlock the blocked/locked TS’s
on A IF to BSC_A2

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
The group channel of a VGCS call can be pre-empted on A IF by a PtP call with
higher priority.
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.12 MS in PtP call, pre-emption on A IF by higher prio PtP call
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

Other

a) Purpose
Verify that a PtP call can be pre-empted on A-Interface by another PtP-Call with
higher priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1

MS_A2

MS_A3

MS_A4

The Capacity on the A-IF to BSC_A2 is reduced to one TS

c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 calls MS_A2 with Prio 4

MS_A1 is connected with MS_A2

2

MS_A3 calls MS_A4 with Prio 4

Call is unsuccessful

3

MS_A3 calls MS_A4 with Prio 3

MS_A1 is disconnected from MS_A2
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are IDLE
MS_A3 is connected with MS_A4 with Prio 3
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4

MS_A2 releases the call

All participants are IDLE

5

Unblock the TS’s to BSC_A2

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
A PtP call can be pre-empted on A-Interface by another PtP-Call with higher priority.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.13 MS in PtP call, pre-emption on MS by higher prio VGCS call (REC)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
To verify pre-emption on MS based on the transmitted eMLPP priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)
MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)
MS_A3 (REC GID: 299)
MS_A4 (REC GID: 299)

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 calls MS_A2 with Prio 3

MS_1 is connected MS_A2

2

MS_A3 originates the REC

MS_A4 receives the REC
MS_A1 and MS_A2 receives the REC
All Mobiles are involved in the REC

3

MS_A3 releases the REC

All participants are IDLE

d) Success criteria
The pre-emption on MS takes place in the mobile. The pre-emption is based on the
transmitted eMLPP priority.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.16 MS in VGCS call having the UL of the GCH, pre-emption on MS by
higher prio VGCS call (REC)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15

other

a) Purpose
To verify pre-emption on MS based on the transmitted eMLPP priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200, REC GID:
299)

MS_A3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A4 (REC GID: 299)

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 originates the 200 VGCS

MS_A2 receives the 200 VGCS and take the
uplink

2

MS_A3 originates the 299 REC

MS_A4 receives the 299 REC
MS_A2 receives the 299 REC
MS_A1 can take the uplink of the 200 VGCS

3

MS_A3 releases the REC

All participants are IDLE

MS_A1 releases the 200 VGCS

d) Success criteria
Mobile keeping the uplink of a VGCS call is notified about a REC. The VGCS call
with the lower priority is pre-empted at the mobile. The pre-emption in the mobile is
based on the transmitted eMLPP priority.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.17 MS in VGCS call as listener, pre-emption on A IF by higher prio
VGCS call (REC)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.14
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a VGCS group channel call can be pre-empted on A-Interface by a VGCSCall with higher priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A4 (REC GID: 299)

The Capacity on the A-IF to BSC_A2 is reduced to one TS
Only one cell of BSC_A2 belongs to the GCA

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 originates the 200 VGCS

MS_A2 receives the 200 VGCS

and take the uplink
2

MS_A3 originates the 299 REC

MS_A4 receives the 299 REC
The group channel of the 200 VGCS is preempted
MS_A2 is disconnected from the 200 VGCS

3

MS_A3 releases the REC

All participants are IDLE

MS_A1 releases the 200 VGCS
4

Unblock the A-IF TS’s to BSC_A2

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
A VGCS group channel call can be pre-empted on A-Interface by a REC.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.18 MS in data call, pre-emption on Um by higher prio VGCS call
(REC)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a data call can be pre-empted on Um by VGCS-Call with higher priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A2 (REC GID: 299)

MS_A3 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

The Capacity on the Um of Cell_A1 is reduced to two TS’s

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A3 originates a data call with Prio 1
(transparent, 2.4, 4.8 or 9.6 kbit/s) to
MS_A4

MS_A3 is connected with MS_A4

MS_A1 originates the 299 REC

MS_A2 receives the 299 REC

2

One TS in Cell_A1 is BUSY, one TS is IDLE

MS_A3 is pre-empted in Cell_A1
MS_A3 and MS_A4 are IDLE
3

MS_A1 releases the REC

All participants are IDLE

4

Unblock the Um TS’s in Cell_A1

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
A data call can be pre-empted on Um by a REC.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.19 MS in PtP call, pre-emption on Um by higher prio data call (4.8
kbit/s, transparent)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a PtP call can be pre-empted on Um by a data call with higher priority
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1

MS_A2

MS_A3

MS_A4

The Capacity on the Um of Cell_A1 is reduced to one TS

c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 calls MS_A2 with Prio 4

MS_A1 is connected with MS_A2
All TS’s in Cell_A1 are BUSY

2

MS_A3
originates
a
data
call Call is unsuccessful
(transparent, 4.8 kbit/s) with Prio 4 to
MS_A4
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

3

MS_A3 originates a data call with Prio 1 MS_A3 is connected with MS_A4
to MS_A4 (transparent, 4.8 kbit/s)
MS_A1 is pre-empted in Cell_A1
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are IDLE

4

MS_A3 releases the data call

All participants are IDLE

5

MS_A1 calls MS_A2 with Prio 3

MS_A1 is connected with MS_A2
All TS’s in Cell_A1 are BUSY

6

MS_A4 originates a data call with Prio 1
to MS_A3 (transparent, 4.8 kbit/s)

MS_A4 is connected with MS_A3
MS_A1 is pre-empted in Cell_A1
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are IDLE

7

MS_A4 releases the data call

All participants are IDLE

8

Unblock the Um TS’s in Cell_A1

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
A PtP call can be pre-empted on Um by a data call with higher priority.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.21 MS in VGCS call on DCH, pre-emption on A IF by higher prio data
call (9.6 kbit/s, transparent)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that the DCH of a VGCS call can be pre-empted on A-Interface by a data call
with higher priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A5 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)
CT_A1 (GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200)
The Capacity on the A-IF to BSC_A1 is reduced to two TS’s

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 originates a 200 VGCS call and MS_A2 and CT_A1 receives the 200 VGCS
keep the DCH
call

2

MS_A3 originates a data call with Prio 2
to MS_A4 (transparent, 9.6 kbit/s)

Call is unsuccessful

3

MS_A3 originates a data call with Prio 1
to MS_A4 (9600 baud tr.)

MS_A3 is connected with MS_A4
The DCH or the group channel of the VGCS
call is pre-empted:
- DCH => VGCS call is continued
- Group Channel => VGCS may be terminated

4

CT_A1 terminates the VGCS call (if
existing)

All participants are IDLE

MS_A3 releases the data call
5

MS_A1 originates a 200 VGCS call and MS_A2 and CT_A1 receive the 200 VGCS call
keep the DCH

6

MS_A3 originates a data call with Prio 1
to MS_A5 (transparent, 9.6 kbit/s)

MS_A3 is connected with MS_A5
The DCH and the group channel are preempted in Cell_A1
The VGCS call may be terminated in BSC_A1
or in all BSC’s

7

CT_A1 terminates the VGCS call (if
existing)

All participants are IDLE

MS_A3 releases the data call
8

Unblock the A-IF TS’s to BSC_A1

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
The DCH of a VGCS call can be pre-empted on A-Interface by a data call with higher
priority.
e) Test result
Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.22 MS in VGCS as listener, pre-emption on Um by data call (4.8
kbit/s, transparent)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a VGCS group channel can be pre-empted on Um by a data call with
higher priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A5 (VGCS GID: 200)
The Capacity on the Um of Cell_A2 is reduced to one TS

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 originates a 200 VGCS call

MS_A2 and MS_A5 receive the 200 VGCS call

2

MS_A3 originates a data call with Prio 2
to MS_A4 (4.8 kbit/s, transparent)

Call is unsuccessful

3

MS_A3 originates a data call with Prio 1
to MS_A4 (4.8 kbit/s, transparent)

MS_A3 is connected with MS_A4
The group channel is pre-empted in Cell_A2
MS_A2 is IDLE
MS_A1 and MS_A5 are still in the VGCS call

4

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call

All participants are IDLE

MS_A3 releases the data call
5

MS_A1 originates a 200 VGCS call

MS_A2 and MS_A5 receive the 200 VGCS call

6

MS_A4 originates a data call with Prio 1
to MS_A3 (4.8 kbit/s, transparent)

MS_A4 is connected with MS_A3
The group channel is pre-empted in Cell_A2
MS_A2 is IDLE
MS_A1 and MS_A5 are still in the VGCS call

7

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call

All participants are IDLE

MS_A3 releases the data call
8

Unblock the Um TS’s in Cell_A2

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
A VGCS group channel can be pre-empted on Um by a data call with higher priority.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.26 MS in VGCS call as listener, pre-emption on Um by lower prio PtP
call does not take place
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a VGCS group channel ca not be pre-empted on Um by a PtP call with
lower priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

The Capacity on the Um in Cell_A2 is reduced to one TS!!!

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 originates a 200 VGCS call

MS_A2 receives the 200 VGCS call

2

MS_A4
originates
a
data
call Call is unsuccessful
(transparent, 2.4, 4.8 or 9.6 kbit/s) with
Prio 3 to MS_A3

3

MS_A3 originates a data call with Prio 4 Call is unsuccessful
to MS_A4

4

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call

All participants are IDLE

5

Unblock the A-IF TS’s to BSC_A1

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
A VGCS group channel can not be pre-empted on Um by a PtP call with lower
priority.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.27 MS in data call, pre-emption on A IF by lower prio PtP call does
not take place
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a data call can not be pre-empted on A-Interface by a PtP-Call with lower
priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1

MS_A2

MS_A3

MS_A4

The Capacity on the A-IF of BSC_A2 is reduced to one TS

c) Test procedure

Step

Action

1

MS_A1
originates
a
data
call MS_A1 is connected with MS_A2
((transparent, 2.4, 4.8 or 9.6 kbit/s) with
There are no IDLE TS’s to BSC_A2
Prio 1 to MS_A2

2

MS_A3 calls MS_A4 with Prio 3

Call is unsuccessful

3

MS_A4 calls MS_A3 with Prio 4

Call is unsuccessful
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4

MS_A1 releases the PtP call

All participants are IDLE

5

Unblock the TS’s to BSC_A2

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
A data call can not be pre-empted on A-Interface by a PtP-Call with lower priority.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.30 MS in VGCS call on DCH, pre-emption on A IF by lower prio VGCS
call does not take place
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a VGCS DCH can not be pre-empted on A-Interface by a VGCS call with
lower priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 201)

MS_A4 (VGCS GID: 201)

The Capacity on the A-IF to BSC_A1 is reduced to two TS’s
Only the Cell_A1 in BSC_A1 belongs to the GCA.

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 originates a 200 VGCS call and MS_A2 receives the 200 VGCS call
keeps the DCH

2

MS_A3 originates a 201 VGCS call

The VGCS call is not established.
MS_A3 get a proper release cause.
MS_A2 is still in the 200 VGCS call.

3

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call

All participants are IDLE

4

Unblock the A-IF TS’s to BSC_A1

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
A VGCS DCH can not be pre-empted on A-Interface by a VGCS call with lower
priority.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.31 MS in VGCS call having the UL on the GCH, pre-emption on Um
by lower prio VGCS all does not take place
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a VGCS group channel with uplink can not be pre-empted on Um by a
VGCS call with lower priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 201)

MS_A4 (VGCS GID: 201)

The Capacity on the Um in Cell_A2 is reduced to one TS

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 originates a 200 VGCS call

MS_A2 receives the 200 VGCS call

2

MS_A2 takes the uplink

MS_A1 is listening to MS_A2

3

MS_A3 originates a 201 VGCS call

The 201 VGCS group channel in Cell_A2 is
not established.
The 200 VGCS group channel is not preempted
The 201 VGCS call is established in Cell_A1

4

MS_A1 releases the 200 VGCS call

All participants are IDLE

MS_A3 releases the 201 VGCS call
5

Unblock the Um TS’s in Cell_A2

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
A VGCS group channel with active uplink can not be pre-empted on Um by a VGCS
call with lower priority.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.35 MS in VGCS call having the UL of the GCH, pre-emption on A IF
by lower prio data call does not take place
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a VGCS group channel can not be pre-empted on A-Interface by a data
call with lower priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

The Capacity on the A-IF to BSC_A1 is reduced to one TS
Only the Cell_A1 in BSC_A1 belongs to the GCA.

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A2 originates a 200 VGCS call

MS_A1 receives the 200 VGCS call and take
the uplink.

2

MS_A3
originates
a
data
call Call is unsuccessful
(transparent, 2.4, 4.8 or 9.6 kbit/s) to
MS_A4 with Prio 4

3

MS_A4
originates
a
data
call Call is unsuccessful
(transparent, 2.4, 4.8 or 9.6 kbit/s) to
MS_A3 with Prio 4

4

MS_A3
originates
a
data
call Call is unsuccessful
(transparent, 2.4, 4.8 or 9.6 kbit/s) to
MS_A4 with Prio 3

5

MS_A4
originates
a
data
call Call is unsuccessful
(transparent, 2.4, 4.8 or 9.6 kbit/s) to
MS_A3 with Prio 3

6

MS_A2 releases the VGCS call

All participants are IDLE

7

Unblock the A-IF TS’s to BSC_A1

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
A VGCS group channel can not be pre-empted on A-Interface by a data call with
lower priority.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.36 MS in data call, pre-emption on Um by lower prio data call does
not take place
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a data call can not be pre-empted on Um by a data call with lower priority.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1

MS_A2

MS_A3

MS_A4

The Capacity on the Um of Cell_A1 is reduced to one TS

c) Test procedure

Step

Action

1

MS_A1
originates
a
data
call MS_A1 is connected with MS_A2
(transparent, 2.4, 4.8 or 9.6 kbit/s) to
All TS’s in Cell_A1 are BUSY
MS_A2 with Prio 1

2

MS_A3
originates
a
data
call Call is unsuccessful
(transparent, 2.4, 4.8 or 9.6 kbit/s) with
Prio 4 to MS_A4
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

3

MS_A3
originates
a
data
call Call is unsuccessful
(transparent, 2.4, 4.8 or 9.6 kbit/s) with
Prio 3 to MS_A4

4

MS_A4
originates
a
data
call Call is unsuccessful
(transparent, 2.4, 4.8 or 9.6 kbit/s) with
Prio 3 to MS_A3

5

MS_A1 releases the data call

All participants are IDLE

6

Unblock the Um TS’s in Cell_A1

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
A data call can not be pre-empted on Um by a data call with lower priority.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.44 eMLPP priority is preserved during CFU (Call Forwarding
Unconditionally)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that the eMLPP priority is preserved in case of CFU.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1

MS_A2
MS_A4

MS_A3 in Cell_A1 with CFU to MS_A5

MS_A5

The Capacity on the Um in Cell_A2 is reduced to two TS’s

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A2 calls MS_A4 with prio 4

MS_A2 is connected with MS_A4
All TS’s in Cell_A2 are BUSY

2

MS_A1 calls MS_A3 with Prio 4

Call is unsuccessful

3

MS_A1 calls MS_A3 with Prio 3

MS_A1 is connected with MS_A5
MS_A2 and MS_A4 are disconnected

4

MS_A1 releases the PtP

All participants are IDLE

5

Unblock the TS’s at Um to Cell_A2

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
The eMLPP priority is preserved in case of CFU.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.45 eMLPP priority is preserved during CFB (Call Forwarding Busy)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that the eMLPP priority is preserved in case of CFB.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1

MS_A2
MS_A4

MS_A3 with CFB to MS_A5 and no CW

MS_A5

MS_A6
The Capacity on the Um in Cell_A2 is reduced to two TS’s

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A2 calls MS_A4 with prio 4

MS_A2 is connected with MS_A4
All TS’s in Cell_A2 are BUSY

2

MS_A3 calls MS_A6 with prio 4

MS_A3 is connected with MS_A6

3

MS_A1 calls MS_A3 with Prio 4

Call is unsuccessful

4

MS_A1 calls MS_A3 with Prio 3

MS_A1 is connected with MS_A5
MS_A2 and MS_A4 are disconnected

5

MS_A1 releases the PtP

All participants are IDLE

6

Unblock the TS’s at Um to Cell_A2

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
The eMLPP priority is preserved in case of CFB.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.46 Multi-Party: M6PORT: with different Prio
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
According to 3GPP TS 02.67 the eMLPP shall apply to the different call legs of a
MPTY as for other calls.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1

MS_A2
MS_A3
MS_A4
MS_A5
MS_A6

MS_A7

MS_A8

The Capacity on the Um in Cell_A1 is reduced to one TS

c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 calls MS_A2 with Prio 4

MS_A1 is connected with MS_A2
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

2

MS_A1 calls MS_A3 with Prio 3 and
connect MS_A2 and MS_A3 to a
conference

MS_A3 is a participant of the conference

3

MS_A1 calls MS_A4 to MS_A6 with MS_A1 to
different priorities and connect them to conference
the conference.

4

MS_A7 calls MS_A8 with prio 3

MS_A6

are

connected

in

a

MS_A7 is connected with MS_A8
The conference leg of MS_A1 is pre-empted
at Um of Cell_A1
The conference is released
MS_A2 to MS_A6 are IDLE

5

MS_A7 releases the call to MS_A8

MS_A7 and MS_A8 are IDLE

6

MS_A2 calls MS_A1 with Prio 4

MS_A2 is connected with MS_A1

7

MS_A2 calls MS_A3 to MS_A6 with MS_A1 to
different priorities and connect them to conference
the conference.

8

MS_A8 calls MS_A7 with Prio 3

MS_A6

are

connected

in

a

MS_A8 is connected with MS_A7
The conference leg of MS_A1 is pre-empted
at Um of Cell_A1
The conference is still running

9

MS_A8 and MS_A2 releases the calls

All participants are IDLE

10

Unblock the TS’s at Um to Cell_A1

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
The eMLPP applies to the different call legs of a MPTY as for other calls.
e) Test result
Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.47 Pre-emption on A-IF when pre-empted party has no subscription
to eMLPP (assignment of default eMLPP priority)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that pre-emption on A-Interface is possible, if the A-IF resources are occupied
by party without eMLPP subscription.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (without eMLPP subscription)

MS_A2 (without eMLPP subscription)

MS_A3 (VGCS, VBS GID: 202)

MS_A4 (VGCS, VBS GID: 202)

CT_A1 (GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 , VBS
GID: 202)
The Capacity on the A-IF to BSC_A2 is reduced to one TS
Only the one Cell_A2 in BCS_A2 belongs to the GCA.

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 calls MS_A2

MS_A1 is connected with MS_A2 with the
default priority 4
There are no IDLE TS’s to BSC_A2

2

MS_A3 calls MS_A4 with Prio 3

The connection MS_A1 to MS_A2 is preempted.
MS_A3 is connected with MS_A4

3

MS_A3 releases the call

All participants are IDLE

4

MS_A1 calls MS_A2

MS_A1 is connected with MS_A2 with the
default priority 4
There are no IDLE TS’s to BSC_A2

5

CT_A1 originates a 200 VGCS call

The connection MS_A1 to MS_A2 is preempted.
MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive the VGCS call

6

CT_A1 terminates the VGCS call

All participants are IDLE

7

MS_A1 calls MS_A2

MS_A1 is connected with MS_A2 with the
default priority 4
There are no IDLE TS’s to BSC_A2

8

CT_A1 originates a 202 VBS call

The connection MS_A1 to MS_A2 is preempted.
MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive the VBS call

9

CT_A1 terminates the VBS call

All participants are IDLE

10

Unblock the A-IF TS’s to BSC_A2

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
Pre-emption on A-Interface is possible, if the A-IF resources are occupied by party
without eMLPP subscription.
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e) Test result
Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.48 Pre-emption on Um when pre-empted party has no subscription
to eMLPP (assignment of default eMLPP priority)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
10.2.1
10.2.2
10.2.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that pre-emption on Um is possible, if the Um resources are occupied by party
without eMLPP subscription.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (without eMLPP subscription)

MS_A2 (without eMLPP subscription)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200, VBS GID: 202)

MS_A4 (VGCS GID: 200, VBS GID:
202)

CT_A1 (GCA_A1, VGCS GID 200 , VBS
GID: 202)
The Capacity on the Um to Cell_A2 is reduced to one TS
Only the one Cell_A2 in BCS_A2 belongs to the GCA.
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c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 calls MS_A2

MS_A1 is connected with MS_A2 with the
default priority 4
There are no IDLE TS’s to Cell_A2

2

MS_A3 calls MS_A4 with Prio 3

The connection MS_A1 to MS_A2 is preempted.
MS_A3 is connected with MS_A4

3

MS_A3 releases the call

All participants are IDLE

4

MS_A1 calls MS_A2

MS_A1 is connected with MS_A2 with the
default priority 4
There are no IDLE TS’s to Cell_A2

5

CT_A1 originates a 200 VGCS call

The connection MS_A1 to MS_A2 is preempted.
MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive the VGCS call

6

CT_A1 terminates the VGCS call

All participants are IDLE

7

MS_A1 calls MS_A2

MS_A1 is connected with MS_A2 with the
default priority 4
There are no IDLE TS’s to Cell_A2

8

CT_A1 originates a 202 VBS call

The connection MS_A1 to MS_A2 is preempted.
MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive the VBS call

9

CT_A1 terminates the VBS call

All participants are IDLE

10

Unblock the Um TS’s to Cell_A2

All resources are IDLE

d) Success criteria
Pre-emption on Um is possible, if the Um resources are occupied by party without
eMLPP subscription.
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e) Test result
Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.50 Check of maximum authorized eMLPP level (non-roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a subscriber can not use higher call priority than subscribed for him in
HLR
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

BSC_A1
Cell_A1
MS_A1 (max eMLPP
prio=3; default eMLPP
prio=4)
MS_A2

Cell_A2

BSC_B1
Cell_B1
MS_B1

MS_A3

c) Test procedure
Use protocol tester to verify the priorities!
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_A1 calls MS_A2 with default prio

Prio 4 is used at
BSC_A1

A- and Abis-IF of

Prio 3 is used at
BSC_A1

A- and Abis-IF of

MS_A1 releases the call
2

MS_A1 calls MS_A2 with prio 2
MS_A1 releases the call

3

MS_A1 calls MS_B1 with prio 2
MS_A1 releases the call

Prio 3 is used at E-IF to MSC_B, at A- and
Abis-IF of BSC_B1

d) Success criteria
A subscriber can not use higher call priority than subscribed for him in HLR.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.7.51 Check of maximum authorized eMLPP level (roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.4.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.4.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a subscriber can not use higher call priority than subscribed for him in
HLR
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

BSC_A1
Cell_A1
MS_B1 (max eMLPP
prio=3; default EMLPP
prio=4. MS_B1 is roamer
in MSC_A)
MS_A2

Cell_A2

BSC_B1
Cell_B1
MS_B2

MS_A3

c) Test procedure
Use protocol tester to verify the priorities!
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1

MS_B1 calls MS_A2 with default prio

Prio 4 is used at A- and Abis-IF of BSC_A1

MS_B1 releases the call
2

MS_B1 calls MS_A3 with prio 2

Prio 3 is used at A- and Abis-IF of BSC_A1

MS_B1 releases the call
3

MS_B1 calls MS_B2 with prio 2
MS_B1 releases the call

Prio 3 is used at E-IF to MSC_B, at A- and
Abis-IF of BSC_B1

d) Success criteria
A subscriber can not use higher call priority than subscribed for him in HLR.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.1 SS originates VGCS call
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
2.2.12
2.2.15
2.2.16
3.2.3
3.5.2
3.5.3
9.2.5.1
11.2.3.2

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1
9.2.10
9.2.11
9.9.3
9.9.5

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a service subscriber can originate a VGCS call.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure

Step

Action
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Expected result(s)
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Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.

Expected result(s)
VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A GCCH is allocated in cell_A2.
MS_A2 receives notification of the incoming
call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2 accepts the incoming VGCS call.

MS_A2 joins VGCS call.

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on the dedicated
channel (DCH).

MS_A1 is able to keep the uplink on the DCH.
MS_A1 has two-way voice path, MS_A2 is only
listener.

4)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

5)

MS_A2 requests the uplink on the group
call channel (GCCH).

MS_A2 can take the uplink (GCCH) and has
two-way voice path, MS_A1 is only listener.

6)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

7)

MS_A1 requests the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 can take the uplink (GCCH) and has
two-way voice path, MS_A2 is only listener.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
The service subscriber is able to originate a VGCS call.
e) Test result
Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.2 Service Subscriber originates a VGCS (priority 3) call
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a service subscriber is able to establish a VGCS call priority 3 and the
correct priority is transmitted from the BSC.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 203 Prio 3

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 203)
MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 203)

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 originates a VGCS call.

Expected result(s)
VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A2 receives notification of the incoming
call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2 accepts the incoming VGCS.

MS_A2 joins VGCS call.

3)

Check the ‘Notification Command’
message sent from the BSC.

The correct priority is transmitted from the
BSC.

4)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on the group call
channel.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path, MS_A2 is only
listener.

5)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

6)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all related resources
are de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
A service subscriber is able to establish a VGCS call priority 3 and the correct priority
is transmitted from the BSC.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.3 Controller originates a VGCS (priority 2) call
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
3.5.2
3.5.3

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1
3.7.2
9.9.2

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a controller can originate a VGCS call with priority 2 and that the correct
priority is sent on the ‘Notification’ message from the BSC.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1 is connected to network A.

Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)
MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)
CT_A1 (GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
Controller CT_A1 originates a VGCS call
by dialling 50 + < GCA > + <GID>

Expected result(s)
VGCS call is correctly established.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1. Uplink still free in cell_A1.
MS_A1 and MS_A2 receive notification of the
incoming VGCS call.
CT_A1 has voice path to all mobile
subscribers. If one mobile subscriber takes the
uplink of the group call on GCCH, the downlink
to the talking mobile subscriber will be muted.
The talking mobile subscriber is not able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A1.

2)

MS_A1 and MS_A2 accept the incoming
VGCS.

MS_A1 and MS_A2 join VGCS call.

3)

Check the ‘Notification Command’
message sent from the BSC.

The correct priority is transmitted from the
BSC.

4)

MS_A1 takes the uplink (group call
channel).

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.

CT_A1 has voice path and MS_A1 and MS_A2
are able to listen to the announcement of
CT_A1.

CT_A1 is able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 is still able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

5)

Controller CT_A1 releases the call by
using the kill sequence (dialling ***).

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
The controller can originate a VGCS call with priority 2 and the correct priority is sent
on the ‘Notification’ message from the BSC.
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.4 SS originates, leaves, rejoins and ends VGCS call
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a service subscriber can originate, leave, rejoin and end a VGCS call.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)
MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.

Expected result(s)
VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A GCCH is allocated in cell_A2.
MS_A2 and MS_A3 receive notification of the
incoming call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2 and MS_A3 accept the incoming
VGCS.

MS_A2 and MS_A3 join VGCS call.

3)

MS_A1 requests the uplink (group call
channel).

MS_A1 can take the uplink (GCCH) and has
two-way voice path, MS_A2 and MS_A3 are
only listeners.

4)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

5)

MS_A2 requests the uplink (GCCH).

MS_A2 can take the uplink (GCCH) and has
two-way voice path, MS_A1 and MS_A3 are
only listeners.

6)

MS_A1 leaves the call.

MS_A1 is able to leave the call. The VGCS call
is not released.

7)

MS_A1 rejoins the call.

MS_A1 is able to join the call. MS_A2 has still
the uplink. MS_A2 has two-way voice path,
MS_A1 and MS_A3 are only listeners.

8)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 requests the uplink (GCCH).

MS_A1 can take the uplink (GCCH) and has
two-way voice path, MS_A2 and MS_A3 are
only listeners.

10)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

11)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
The service subscriber originates, leaves, rejoins and ends a VGCS call.
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.6 Controller joins ongoing VGCS call
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a controller can join an ongoing VGCS call.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1 is connected to network A.

Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)
MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)
CT_A1 (GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.

Expected result(s)
VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
CT_A1 and MS_A2 receive notification of the
incoming call.

2)

MS_A2 and CT_A1 accept the incoming
VGCS call.

CT_A1 joins VGCS call.
CT_A1 has voice path to all mobile
subscribers. If one mobile subscriber takes the
uplink of the group call on GCCH, the downlink
to the talking mobile subscriber will be muted.
The talking mobile subscriber is not able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 joins VGCS call as listener. CT_A1 has
voice path and MS_A2 is able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink (GCCH).

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2 and CT_A1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.

4)

Controller CT_A1 hangs up.

Controller CT_A1 leaves the VGCS call. It is
not involved in the call anymore. Call is not
released.

5)

Controller CT_A1 joins the VGCS call by
dialling 50 + < GCA > + <GID>

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2 and CT_A1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.

6)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

7)

CT_A1 releases the call by using the kill
sequence (dialling ***).

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.
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d) Success criteria
The controller can join an ongoing VGCS call.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.7 Originator of VGCS call releases DCH
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that the originator of a VGCS can release the dedicated channel.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_A2
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.

VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A GCCH is allocated in cell_A2.
MS_A2 receives notification of the incoming
call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2 accepts the incoming VGCS.

MS_A2 joins VGCS call.

3)

MS_A1 keeps the uplink (dedicated
channel).

The dedicated channel is not released. MS_A1
has two-way voice path, MS_A2 is only
listener.

4)

MS_A2 requests the uplink.

MS_A2 cannot take the uplink.

5)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

6)

MS_A2 requests the uplink.

MS_A2 can take the uplink (GCCH). MS_A2
has two-way voice path, MS_A1 is only
listener.

7)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

8)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

9)

Service subscriber MS_A2 originates a
VGCS call.

VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A2.
A GCCH is allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A1 receives notification of the incoming
call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.

10)

MS_A1 accepts the incoming VGCS.

MS_A1 joins VGCS call.

11)

MS_A2 keeps the uplink (dedicated
channel).

The dedicated channel is not released. MS_A2
has two-way voice path, MS_A1 is only
listener.

12)

MS_A1 requests the uplink.

MS_A1 cannot take the uplink.

13)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

14)

MS_A1 requests the uplink.

MS_A1 can take the uplink (GCCH). MS_A1
has two-way voice path, MS_A2 is only
listener.

15)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

16)

MS_A2 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.
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d) Success criteria
The originator of a VGCS call can release the dedicated channel.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.8 Originator of VGCS call takes uplink

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that the originator of a VGCS can take the uplink on the group call channel.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_A2
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.

Expected result(s)
VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A GCCH is allocated in cell_A2.
MS_A2 receives notification of the incoming
call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two way voice path.

2)

MS_A2 accepts the incoming VGCS.

MS_A2 joins VGCS call.

3)

MS_A1 requests the uplink (group call
channel) after the dedicated channel is
released.

MS_A1 takes the uplink. MS_A1 has two-way
voice path, MS_A2 is only listener.

4)

MS_A2 requests the uplink.

MS_A2 cannot take the uplink.

5)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

6)

MS_A2 requests the uplink.

MS_A2 can take the uplink (GCCH). MS_A2
has two-way voice path, MS_A1 is only
listener.

7)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

8)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

9)

Service subscriber MS_A2 originates a
VGCS call.

VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A2.
A GCCH is allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A1 receives notification of the incoming
call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.

10)

MS_A1 accepts the incoming VGCS.

MS_A1 joins VGCS call.

11)

MS_A2 requests the uplink (group call
channel) after the dedicated channel is
released.

MS_A2 takes the uplink. MS_A2 has two-way
voice path, MS_A1 is only listener.

12)

MS_A1 requests the uplink.

MS_A1 cannot take the uplink.

13)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

14)

MS_A1 requests the uplink.

MS_A1 can take the uplink (GCCH). MS_A1
has two-way voice path, MS_A2 is only
listener.

15)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

16)

MS_A2 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.
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d) Success criteria
The originator of a VGCS call can take the uplink on the group call channel.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.9 Joiner of VGCS call takes Uplink

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that the joiner of a VGCS can take the uplink on the group call channel.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
MS_A3 and MS_A4 are off.
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_A2
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A4 (VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.

Expected result(s)
VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A GCCH is allocated in cell_A2.
MS_A2 receives notification of the incoming
call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2 accepts the incoming VGCS.

MS_A2 joins VGCS call.

3)

MS_A1 requests the uplink (group call
channel) after the dedicated channel is
released.

MS_A1 takes the uplink. MS_A1 has two-way
voice path, MS_A2 is only listener.

4)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

5)

Switch on MS_A3 in cell_A1.

MS_A3 has correct subscriber information in
the VLR_A1 and is attached to the network.
MS_A3 receives notification of the ongoing call
and joins the call.

6)

MS_A3 requests the uplink.

MS_A3 can take the uplink (GCCH). MS_A3
has two-way voice path, MS_A1 and MS_A2
are only listeners.

7)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

8)

MS_A3 leaves the call.

The call is not released.

9)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

10)

Switch off MS_A3.

11)

Service subscriber MS_A2 originates a
VGCS call.

VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A2.
A GCCH is allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A1 receives notification of the incoming
call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.

12)

MS_A1 accepts the incoming VGCS.

MS_A1 joins VGCS call.

13)

MS_A2 requests the uplink (group call
channel) after the dedicated channel is
released.

MS_A2 takes the uplink. MS_A2 has two-way
voice path, MS_A1 is only listener.

14)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.
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Step
15)

Action
Switch on MS_A4 in cell_A2.

Expected result(s)
MS_A4 has correct subscriber information in
the VLR_A1 and is attached to the network.

16)

MS_A4 requests the uplink.

MS_A4 receives notification of the ongoing call
and joins the call.
MS_A4 can take the uplink (GCCH). MS_A4
has two-way voice path, MS_A1 and MS_A2
are only listeners.

17)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

18)

MS_A4 leaves the call.

The call is not released.

19)

MS_A2 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
The joiner of a VGCS call can take the uplink on the group call channel.
e) Test result
Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.10 Un-mute and mute sequence for originating controller
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other

3.7.2
3.8.1
3.8.2
3.8.4
3.8.5

a) Purpose
Verify that an originating controller can use the un-mute and mute sequences
correctly.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1 is connected to network A.

Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)
MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)
CT_A1 (GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Controller CT_A1 originates a VGCS call
by dialling 50 + < GCA > + <GID>

VGCS call is correctly established.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1. Uplink still free in cell_A1.
MS_A1 and MS_A2 receive notification of the
incoming VGCS call.
CT_A1 has voice path to all mobile
subscribers. If one mobile subscriber takes the
uplink of the group call on GCCH, the downlink
to the talking mobile subscriber will be muted.
The talking mobile subscriber is not able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A1.

2)

3)

MS_A1 and MS_A2 accept the incoming
VGCS.

MS_A1 and MS_A2 join VGCS call.

MS_A1 takes the uplink (group call
channel).

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.

CT_A1 has voice path and MS_A1 and MS_A2
are able to listen to the announcement of
CT_A1.

CT_A1 is able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 is still able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

4)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

5)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.
CT_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

6)

Controller CT_A1 releases the call by
using the kill sequence (dialling ***).
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The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.
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d) Success criteria
The originating controller can use the un-mute and mute sequences correctly.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature

GSM-R Network Assessment Test Cases v1.0 clean
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5.8.11 Un-mute and mute sequence for joining controller
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1
3.7.2
3.8.1
3.8.2
3.8.4
3.8.5

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a joining controller can use the un-mute and mute sequences correctly.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Controller CT_A1 is connected to network A.

Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)
MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)
CT_A1 (GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.

Expected result(s)
VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
CT_A1 and MS_A2 receive notification of the
incoming call.

2)

MS_A2 and CT_A1 accept the incoming
VGCS call.

CT_A1 joins VGCS call.
CT_A1 has voice path to all mobile
subscribers. If one mobile subscriber takes the
uplink of the group call on GCCH, the downlink
to the talking mobile subscriber will be muted.
The talking mobile subscriber is not able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 joins VGCS call as listener. CT_A1 has
voice path and MS_A2 is able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink (GCCH).

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2 and CT_A1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.

4)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

5)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.
CT_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

6)

Controller CT_A1 leaves the VGCS call.
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CT_A1 is not involved in the call anymore.
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Step
7)

Action
Controller CT_A1 joins the VGCS call by
dialling 50 + < GCA > + <GID>

Expected result(s)
CT_A1 joins VGCS call.
CT_A1 has voice path to all mobile
subscribers. If one mobile subscriber takes the
uplink of the group call on GCCH, the downlink
to the talking mobile subscriber will be muted.
The talking mobile subscriber is not able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 joins VGCS call as listener. CT_A1 has
voice path and MS_A2 is able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

8)

CT_A1 un-mutes the downlink to MS_A1
by using the un-mute sequence (dialling
###).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 un-mutes its downlink to get two-way
voice path on GCCH.
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

9)

CT_A1 mutes the downlink to MS_A1 by
using the mute sequence (dialling #**).

MSC_A1 sends set parameter message and
MS_A1 mutes its downlink.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.
CT_A1 still able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

10)

Controller CT_A1 releases the call by
using the kill sequence (dialling ***).

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
The joining controller can use the un-mute and mute sequences correctly.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.12 Parallel group calls are possible in the same cell
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that it is possible to have different VGCS calls in a cell in parallel.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2,
VGCS GID: 203 Prio 3

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)
MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)
MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 203)
MS_A4 (VGCS GID: 203)

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call with GID 200.

Expected result(s)
VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A2 receives notification of the incoming
call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2 accepts the incoming VGCS.

MS_A2 joins VGCS call.

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink (dedicated
channel).

MS_A1 has two-way voice path, MS_A2 is only
listener.

4)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates a
VGCS call with GID 203.

VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A4 receives notification of the incoming
call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

5)

MS_A4 accepts the incoming VGCS.

MS_A4 joins VGCS call.

6)

MS_A3 takes the uplink (dedicated
channel).

MS_A3 has two-way voice path, MS_A4 is only
listener.

7)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

8)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 takes the uplink (group call
channel).

MS_A1 has two-way voice path, MS_A2 is only
listener.

10)

MS_A3 takes the uplink (group call
channel).

MS_A3 has two-way voice path, MS_A4 is only
listener.

11)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

12)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

13)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

14)

MS_A3 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
It is possible to have different VGCS calls in a cell in parallel.
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature

GSM-R Network Assessment Test Cases v1.0 clean
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5.8.17 Origination of VGCS call from non subscribed MS fails
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a service subscriber cannot originate a VGCS call if it is located outside
the GCA or if it has no subscription to regarding GID.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A2
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.

Expected result(s)
VGCS call is not established.

2)

Service subscriber MS_A2 originates a
VGCS call.

VGCS call is not established.

d) Success criteria
GSM-R Network Assessment Test Cases v1.0 clean
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The service subscriber cannot originate a VGCS call if it is located outside the GCA
or if it has no subscription to regarding GID.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature

GSM-R Network Assessment Test Cases v1.0 clean
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5.8.18 Origination by controller fails
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a controller cannot originate a VGCS call if it is not entitled for this.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1 is connected to network A.

CT_A1 is not entitled to originate calls on the regarding GCA.
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)
CT_A1 (GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
MS_A1 is located in cell_A1.

Expected result(s)
MS_A1 has correct subscriber information in
the VLR_A1 and is attached to the network.

2)

Controller CT_A1 originates a VGCS call
by dialling 50 + < GCA > + <GID>

VGCS call is not established.

d) Success criteria
The controller cannot originate a VGCS call if it is not entitled for this.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature

GSM-R Network Assessment Test Cases v1.0 clean
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5.8.19 Killing of VGCS call by controller fails
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a controller cannot kill a VGCS call if it is not entitled for this.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Controller CT_A1 is connected to network A.

CT_A1 is not entitled to kill calls on the regarding GCA.
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)
MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)
CT_A1 (GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.

Expected result(s)
VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
CT_A1 and MS_A2 receive notification of the
incoming call.

2)

MS_A2 and CT_A1 accept the incoming
VGCS.

CT_A1 joins VGCS call.
CT_A1 has voice path to all mobile
subscribers. If one mobile subscriber takes the
uplink of the group call on GCCH, the downlink
to the talking mobile subscriber will be muted.
The talking mobile subscriber is not able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 joins VGCS call as listener. CT_A1 has
voice path and MS_A2 is able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink (on the group
call channel).

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
MS_A2 and CT_A1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.
MS_A2 still able to listen to the announcement
of CT_A1.

4)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

5)

CT_A1 releases the call by using the kill
sequence (dialling ***).

The call is not released.

6)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
The controller cannot kill a VGCS call if it is not entitled for this.
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature

GSM-R Network Assessment Test Cases v1.0 clean
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5.8.27 Two controllers initiate VGCS with the same GID but different
GCAs
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
3.5.2
3.5.3
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other
EN301515

a) Purpose
Verify that two controller originated group calls can be established with the same GID
in different group call areas at the same time.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1 and CT_A2 are connected to network A.

Network A

GCA_A1, VBS GID: 200 Prio 2

GCA_A2, VBS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

CT_A1 (GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200)

CT_A2 (GCA_A2, VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

At the same time:

VGCS calls are correctly established.

controller CT_A1 originates a VGCS call
by dialling 50 + < GCA_A1 > + <GID>

A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1. Uplink still free in cell_A1.

and

A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A2. Uplink still free in cell_A2.

controller CT_A2 originates a VGCS call
by dialling 50 + < GCA_A2 > + <GID>

MS_A1 receives notification of one incoming
VGCS call.
MS_A2 receives notification of other incoming
VGCS call.
CT_A1 has voice path to MS_A1. If MS_A1
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH, the
downlink to the talking mobile subscriber will
be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is not
able to listen to the announcement of CT_A1.
CT_A2 has voice path to MS_A2. If MS_A2
takes the uplink of the group call on GCCH,
the downlink to the talking mobile subscriber
will be muted. The talking mobile subscriber is
not able to listen to the announcement of
CT_A2.

2)

MS_A1 and MS_A2 accept the incoming
VGCS calls.

MS_A1 joins one VGCS call as listener.
MS_A2 joins the other VGCS call as listener.
CT_A1 has voice path and MS_A1 is able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A1.
CT_A2 has voice path and MS_A2 is able to
listen to the announcement of CT_A2.

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
CT_A1 is able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A1.

4)

MS_A2 takes the uplink.

MS_A2 has voice path on GCCH.
CT_A2 is able to listen to the announcement of
MS_A2.
MS_A2 is not able to listen to the
announcement of CT_A2.

5)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

6)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

7)

CT_A1 releases the call by using the kill
sequence (dialling ***).

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

CT_A2 releases the call by using the kill
sequence (dialling ***).

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
Two controller originated group calls can be established with the same GID in
different group call areas at the same time.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature

GSM-R Network Assessment Test Cases v1.0 clean
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5.8.28 VGCS call taken down during setup by SS
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other
EN301515

a) Purpose
Verify that a service subscriber can take down a VGCS call during the call
establishment.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)
MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call and hangs up before the call
is established.

GSM-R Network Assessment Test Cases v1.0 clean

Expected result(s)
All resources are correctly de-allocated.
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d) Success criteria
A service subscriber can take down a VGCS call during the call establishment.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature

GSM-R Network Assessment Test Cases v1.0 clean
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5.8.29 VGCS call taken down during setup by controller
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other
EN301515

a) Purpose
Verify that a controller can take down a VGCS call during the call establishment.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1 is connected to network A.

Network A

GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)
CT_A1 (GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
Controller CT_A1 originates a VGCS call
by dialling 50 + < GCA > + <GID> and
hangs up before the call is established.

Expected result(s)
All resources are correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
Controller can take down a VGCS call during the call establishment.
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.30 More than one Uplink Request at the same time (same BSS and
different BSS)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.16
5.2.2.51
5.2.2.53
5.2.2.54
6.2.2.10
6.2.2.12
6.2.2.13
7.2.2.18
7.2.2.20
7.2.2.21
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other
EN301515

a) Purpose
Verify that only one service subscriber can take the uplink at a time.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200)
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c) Test procedure

Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.

Expected result(s)
VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A GCCH is allocated in cell_A2.
MS_A2 and MS_A3 receive notification of the
incoming call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2 and MS_A3 accept the incoming
VGCS.

MS_A2 and MS_A3 join VGCS call.

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink (group call
channel).

MS_A1 has two-way voice path, MS_A2 and
MS_A3 are only listener.

4)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

5)

MS_A1 and MS_A3 request the uplink at
the same time.

Only one MS can take the uplink. The other
gets uplink reject. The mobile able to take the
uplink has two-way voice path, the other one
and MS_A2 are only listener.

6)

The MS releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

7)

MS_A1 and MS_A2 request the uplink at
the same time.

Only one MS can take the uplink. The other
gets uplink reject. The mobile able to take the
uplink has two-way voice path, the other one
and MS_A3 are only listener.

8)

The MS releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
Only one service subscriber can take the uplink at a time.
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature

GSM-R Network Assessment Test Cases v1.0 clean
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5.8.31 Two SS originate VGCS call at same time (same BSS and different
BSS)
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other
EN301515

a) Purpose
Verify that when two service subscribers originate a VGCS call at the same time, only
one can establish the call and the other receives the notification of this incoming call.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_A2
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
At the same time:
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.
Service subscriber MS_A3 originates a
VGCS call.

Expected result(s)
Only one service subscriber can establish the
VGCS.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A GCCH is allocated in cell_A2.
The other MS and MS_A2 receive notification
of the incoming call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
the MS who established the VGCS call has
two-way voice path.

2)

The notified MS and MS_A2 accept the
incoming VGCS.

The notified MS and MS_A2 join VGCS call.

3)

The originating MS takes the uplink
(group call channel).

The originating MS has two-way voice path,
MS_A2 and the notified MS are only listener.

4)

The originating MS releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

5)

Originating MS releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

6)

At the same time:

Only one service subscriber can establish the
VGCS call.

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.
Service subscriber MS_A2 originates a
VGCS call.

A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in the cell where
the call was established.
A GCCH is allocated in the other cell.
The other MS and MS_A3 receive notification
of the incoming call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
the MS who established the VGCS call has
two-way voice path.

7)

The notified MS and MS_A3 accept the
incoming VGCS.

MS and MS_A3 join VGCS call.

8)

The originating MS takes the uplink
(group call channel).

The originating MS has two-way voice path,
the notified MS and MS_A3 are only listener.

9)

The originating MS releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

10)

Originating MS releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.
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d) Success criteria
When two service subscribers originate a VGCS call at the same time, only one can
establish the call and the other receives the notification of this incoming call.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.32 Two controllers originate VGCS call at the same time
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other
EN301515

a) Purpose
Verify that when two controllers originate a VGCS call at the same time (same group
call reference), only one can establish the call.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
CT_A1 and CT_A2 are connected to network A.

Network A

GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

CT_A1 (GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200)
CT_A2 (GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

At the same time:

Only one controller manages to establish a
VGCS call.

Controller CT_A1 originates a VGCS call
by dialling 50 + < GCA > + <GID>
Controller CT_A2 originates a VGCS call
by dialling 50 + < GCA > + <GID>

VGCS call is correctly established.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1 and cell_A2.
MS_A1 and MS_A2 are notified about the
incoming VGCS call.
The controller not able to establish the call is
notified about the incoming VGCS call.
Both controllers have voice path to all mobile
subscribers. If one mobile subscriber takes the
uplink of the group call on GCCH, the downlink
to the talking mobile subscriber will be muted.
The talking mobile subscriber is not able to
listen to the announcement of the controllers.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and controller not able
to establish the call accept the incoming
VGCS.

MS_A1 and MS_A2 join VGCS call in group
receive mode.
Controller not able to establish the call joins
the VGCS call.
Both controllers can hear and talk to each
other and have voice path to MS_A1 and
MS_A2. MS_A1 and MS_A2 are able to listen
to the announcement of the controllers.

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink.

MS_A1 has voice path on GCCH.
Controllers are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
MS_A1 is not able to listen to the
announcement of the controllers.
MS_A2 is still able to listen to the
announcement of the controllers.

4)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.
Both controllers can hear and talk to each
other and have voice path to MS_A1 and
MS_A2. MS_A1 and MS_A2 are able to listen
to the announcement of the controllers.

5)

The controller able to establish the call
releases it by using the kill sequence
(dialling ***).
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d) Success criteria
When two controllers originate a VGCS call at the same time, only one can establish
the call.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.33 VGCS originator leaves GCA
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other
EN301515

a) Purpose
Verify that the originator of a VGCS call can leave the group call area and the call is
not released.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)
MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)
MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.

VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A2 and MS_A3 receive notification of the
incoming call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2 and MS_A3 accept the incoming
VGCS call.

MS_A2 and MS_A3 join VGCS call.

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink (group call
channel).

MS_A1 has two-way voice path, MS_A2 and
MS_A3 are only listener.

4)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

5)

MS_A1 moves to cell_A2.

Originator leaves the group call area, call is not
released.

6)

MS_A2 requests the uplink.

MS_A2 can take the uplink (GCCH) and has
two-way voice path, MS_A3 is only listener.

7)

MS_A1 moves back to cell_A1.

MS_A1 is notified of the ongoing VGCS call.

8)

MS_A1 joins the VGCS call.

MS_A2 has two-way voice path, MS_A1 and
MS_A3 are only listener.

9)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

10)

MS_A1 requests the uplink (group call
channel).

MS_A1 can take the uplink (GCCH) and has
two-way voice path, MS_A2 and MS_A3 are
only listeners.

11)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

12)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
The originator of a VGCS call can leave the group call area and the call is not
released.
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.34 VGCS talker leaves GCA
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other
EN301515

a) Purpose
Verify that when the subsequent talker of a VGCS call leaves the group call area, the
uplink is correctly released but not the call.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)
MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)
MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.

Expected result(s)
VGCS call is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A2 and MS_A3 receive notification of the
incoming call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2 and MS_A3 accept the incoming
VGCS.

MS_A2 and MS_A3 join VGCS call.

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink (group call
channel).

MS_A1 has two-way voice path, MS_A2 and
MS_A3 are only listener.

4)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

5)

MS_A2 takes the uplink (group call
channel).

MS_A2 has two-way voice path, MS_A1 and
MS_A3 are only listener.

6)

MS_A2 moves to cell_A2.

Subsequent talker leaves the group call area.
The uplink (group call channel) is correctly
released, but not the call.

7)

MS_A1 requests the uplink.

MS_A1 can take the uplink (GCCH) and has
two-way voice path, MS_A3 is only listener.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
When the subsequent talker of a VGCS call leaves the group call area, the uplink is
correctly released but not the call.
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.38 VGCS first talker notification (MS dedicated mode, incoming
PTP call, non roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

2.2.1
5.2.2.43
9.2.5.1

2.2.1
5.5.19
5.5.20
5.5.21
14.3.3

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a VGCS first talker on the dedicated channel get a notification of an
incoming PTP call.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

Expected result(s)
VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A2.
MS_A2, MS_A3 receives notification of the
incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2, MS_A3 automatically accepts
the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A2, MS_A3 joins VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3 are only listener.

4)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A4. MS_A1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4 optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All resources are
correctly released by the network.

6)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in Cell_A1,
Cell_A2 and DCH is correctly released.

7)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

8)

Repeat step 1 to 7 with priority 3 for the
PTP call.

d) Success criteria
The VGCS call (GID 200) first talker on the dedicated channel is able to receive
notification about an incoming PTP call.
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.39 VGCS first talker notification (MS dedicated mode, incoming
VGCS call, non roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
5.2.2.47
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1
5.5.19
5.5.20
5.5.21

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a VGCS call (GID 200) first talker on dedicated channel get a notification
of an incoming VGCS call (GID 203, 204) call.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_A2

GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2, GID: 203 Prio 3, GID: 204 Prio 4

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200, 203, 204)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 203, 204)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A2.
MS_A2 receives a notification about the
incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2 automatically accepts the
incoming VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A2 joins VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2 is only
listener.

4)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates a
VGCS call (GID 203) with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A2.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1 receives an in-band notification on
FACCH channel about the incoming VGCS call
(GID 203). MS_A1 advertise the incoming
VGCS call (GID 203) optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).

6)

MS_A3 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

7)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_A2 and the DCH is correctly released.

8)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

9)

Repeat from step 1 to 8 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).

d) Success criteria
VGCS call (GID 200) first talker on the dedicated channel is able to receive
notification about an incoming VGCS call (GID 203, 204).
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.41 VGCS first talker notification (MS dedicated mode, incoming
PTP call, roaming)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
5.2.2.43
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1
5.5.19
5.5.20
5.5.21
14.3.3

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a VGCS call (GID 200) first talker on dedicated channel get a notification
about an incoming PTP call. This should be verified in different networks (roaming).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 2: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 3: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 4: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 5: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
Step 6: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
Step 7: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
Step 8: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
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Test configuration for step 1 to 4
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1
GCA_AB1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

A-MSC_A1

R-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_B1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_B2 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_B3 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_B4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

c) Test procedure
Step 1: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).
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MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A2. MS_A1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2 optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B4. MS_A1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4 optically and acoustically.

7)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B2. MS_A1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2 optically and acoustically.

9)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A4. MS_A1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4 optically and acoustically.

11)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

13)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls instead of priority 4.
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Step 2: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_A3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A2. MS_B3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2 optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B3.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B4. MS_B3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4 optically and acoustically.

7)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B3.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B2. MS_B3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2 optically and acoustically.

9)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B3.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A4. MS_B3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4 optically and acoustically.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

11)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

13)

MS_B3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls instead of priority 4.

Step 3: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A2. MS_B1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2 optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B4. MS_B1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4 optically and acoustically.

7)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B2. MS_B1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2 optically and acoustically.

9)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A4. MS_B1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4 optically and acoustically.

11)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

13)

MS_B1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls instead of priority 4.

Step 4: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B3 and MS_B1 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B3 and MS_B1
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_B3 and MS_B1 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A2. MS_A3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2 optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B4. MS_A3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4 optically and acoustically.

7)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B2. MS_A3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2 optically and acoustically.

9)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A4. MS_A3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4 optically and acoustically.

11)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

13)

MS_A3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls instead of priority 4.
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Test configuration for step 5 to 8
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1
GCA_AB1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

B-MSC_A1

A-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_B1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_B2 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_B3 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_B4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

MS_A4 (no VGCS / VBS subscriber)

Test procedure
Step 5: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A2. MS_A1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2 optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B4. MS_A1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4 optically and acoustically.

7)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B2. MS_A1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2 optically and acoustically.

9)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_A1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A4. MS_A1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4 optically and acoustically.

11)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

13)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls instead of priority 4.
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Step 6: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_A3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_A3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A1.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A2. MS_B3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2 optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B3.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B4. MS_B3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4 optically and acoustically.

7)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B3.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B2. MS_B3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2 optically and acoustically.

9)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B3.

MS_B3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A4. MS_B3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4 optically and acoustically.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

11)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

13)

MS_B3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls instead of priority 4.

Step 7: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A2. MS_B1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2 optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B4. MS_B1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4 optically and acoustically.

7)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B2. MS_B1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2 optically and acoustically.

9)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_B1.

MS_B1 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A4. MS_B1 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4 optically and acoustically.

11)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

13)

MS_B1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls instead of priority 4.

Step 8: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B3 and MS_B1 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B3 and MS_B1
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_B3 and MS_B1 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A2. MS_A3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2 optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

6)

MS_B4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B4. MS_A3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4 optically and acoustically.

7)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

8)

MS_B2 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_B2. MS_A3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2 optically and acoustically.

9)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_B2.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

10)

MS_A4 originates a PTP call with priority
4 to MS_A3.

MS_A3 receives an in-band paging on FACCH
channel about the incoming PTP call from
MS_A4. MS_A3 advertise the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4 optically and acoustically.

11)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming PTP
call from MS_A4.

After the paging timer is expired the call will be
released by the network. All related resources
are correctly de-allocated.

12)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

13)

MS_A3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

Repeat from step 1 to 13 with priority 3
for the PTP calls instead of priority 4.

d) Success criteria
The VGCS call (GID 200) first talker on the dedicated channel is able to receive
notification about an incoming PTP call.
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.42 VGCS first talker notification (MS dedicated mode, incoming
VGCS call, roaming)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
5.2.2.47
9.5.2.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1
5.5.19
5.5.20
5.5.21

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a VGCS call (GID 200) first talker on dedicated channel get a notification
about an incoming VGCS call (GID 203, 204). This should be verified in different
networks (roaming).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 2: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 3: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in VPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 4: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in VPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 5: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 6: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 7: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in VPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 8: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in VPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 9: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in VPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
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Step 10: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 11: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in VPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 12: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor).
Step 13: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
Step 14: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
Step 15: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in VPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
Step 16: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in VPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
Step 17: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
Step 18: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
Step 19: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in VPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
Step 20: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in VPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
Step 21: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in VPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
Step 22: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
Step 23: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in VPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
Step 24: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN (MSC_B1
anchor).
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Test configuration for step 1 to 12
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1

GCA_AB1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2, GID: 203 Prio 3, GID: 204 Prio 4

A-MSC_A1

B-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200, 203, 204)

MS_B1 (VGCS GID: 200, 203, 204)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 203, 204)

MS_B2 (VGCS GID: 203, 204)

MS_B3 (VGCS GID: 200, 203, 204)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200, 203, 204)

MS_B4 (VGCS GID: 203, 204)

MS_A4 (VGCS GID: 203, 204)

c) Test procedure
Step 1: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_A2 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).

7)

MS_A2 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).
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Step 2: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
VGCS (200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

4)

MS_A2 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_A2 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_B3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).

Step 3: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in VPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_B4 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2 MS_A4 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).

7)

MS_B4 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).
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Step 4: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in VPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

4)

MS_B4 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_B4 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_B3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).

Step 5: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_B2 originates a VGCS call (GID
203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).

7)

MS_B2 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).
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Step 6: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

4)

MS_B2 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_B2 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_A3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).

Step 7: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in VPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A4 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2 MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).

7)

MS_A4 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).
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Step 8: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN. Second
VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in VPLMN (MSC_A1
anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

4)

MS_A4 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_A4 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_A3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).

Step 9: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in VPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A4 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_42 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).

7)

MS_A4 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).
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Step 10: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_B2 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_B2 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).

Step 11: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in VPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_B4 originates a VGCS call (GID
203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).

7)

MS_B4 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).
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Step 12: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN
(MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
CALL (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

4)

MS_A2 originates a VGCS call (GID
203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_A2 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).

Test configuration for step 13 to 24
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1

GCA_AB1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2, GID: 203 Prio 3, GID: 204 Prio 4

R-MSC_A1

A-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200, 203, 204)

MS_B1 (VGCS GID: 200, 203, 204)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 203, 204)

MS_B2 (VGCS GID: 203, 204)

MS_B3 (VGCS GID: 200, 203, 204)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200, 203, 204)

MS_B4 (VGCS GID: 203, 204)

MS_A4 (VGCS GID: 203, 204)

Test procedure
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Step 13: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_A2 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_A2 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).

Step 14: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
VGCS (200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A2 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).

7)

MS_A2 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_B3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).
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Step 15: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in VPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_B4 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2 MS_A4 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_B4 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).

Step 16: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in VPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_B4 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_B3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).

7)

MS_B4 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_B3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).
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Step 17: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

4)

MS_B2 originates a VGCS call (GID
203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_B2 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).

Step 18: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_B2 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).

7)

MS_B2 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_A3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).
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Step 19: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in VPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

4)

MS_A4 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2 MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_A4 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).

Step 20: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in VPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A4 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_A3 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).

7)

MS_A4 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_A3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).
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Step 21: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in VPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor).
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_A4 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_42 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_A4 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).

Step 22: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_B2 originates a VGCS call (GID 203)
with priority 3.

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_A1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).

7)

MS_B2 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).
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Step 23: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network B in VPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

4)

MS_B4 originates a VGCS call (GID
203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A4 and MS_B2
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_B4 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).

Step 24: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN.
Second VGCS call originated by mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN
(MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A2 originates a VGCS call (GID
203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
203).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 203).
MS_A1, MS_B1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise
the incoming VGCS call (GID 203) optically
and acoustically.

5)

MS_A4, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 203) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 can not accept
the VGCS call (GID 203), the priority of the
VGCS call (GID 203) is lower than the priority
of VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
6)

MS_B1 don’t accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 203).

7)

MS_A2 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

8)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

10)

Repeat from step 1 to 9 with VGCS call
(GID 204) instead of VGCS call (GID
203).

d) Success criteria
The VGCS call (GID 200) first talker on the dedicated channel is able to receive
notification about an incoming VGCS call (GID 203, 204). This should succeed in
different networks (roaming).
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.44 VGCS first talker notification (MS dedicated mode, incoming
REC, non roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
5.2.2.47
9.2.5.1
13.3.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1
5.5.19
5.5.20
5.5.21

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a VGCS call (GID 200) first talker on dedicated channel get a notification
about an incoming REC (GID 299).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A2
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2,
GID: 203 Prio 3, GID: 204 Prio 4

CoO=Cell_A3
GCA_A2, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

Cell_A1
MS_A1 (REC GID: 299,
VGCS GID: 200, 203, 204)
MS_A2 (REC GID: 299,
VGCS GID: 200, 203, 204)

Cell_A2
MS_A3 (REC GID: 299,
VGCS GID: 200, 203, 204)
MS_A4 (REC GID: 299,
VGCS GID: 200, 203, 204)
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Cell_A3
MS_A5 (REC GID: 299)
MS_A6 (REC GID: 299)
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c) Test procedure

Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A2.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_A4 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

4)

Service subscriber MS_A5 originates a
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A3.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A2.
MS_A6 receives a notification about the
incoming REC (GID 299).
MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive an in-band
notification on FACCH channel about the
incoming REC (GID 299). MS_A3 and MS_A4
advertise the incoming REC (GID 299)
optically and acoustically.

5)

MS_A4 and MS_A6 automatically
accepting the incoming REC (GID 299).

MS_A4 and MS_A6 are joining the REC (GID
299).

6)

MS_A3 automatically accepts the
incoming REC call (GID 299).

MS_A3 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).
The uplink on DCH of MS_A3 for the VGCS
call (GID 200) will be released automatically.
Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_A2.

7)

MS_A5 takes the uplink on DCH.
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MS_A5 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_A4 and MS_A6 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A5.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

8)

MS_A5 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_A3 and the DCH is correctly released.

9)

MS_A5 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A5 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_A4 and MS_A6 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A5.

10)

MS_A5 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_A3 and the uplink is correctly released.

11)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2 is
able to listen to the announcement of MS_A1.

12)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_A2 and the uplink is correctly released.

13)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A4,
MS_A5 and MS_A6 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

14)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_A3 and the uplink is correctly released.

15)

MS_A5 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

16)

MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive a notification
about the ongoing VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A3 and MS_A4 rejoin the ongoing VGCS
call (GID 200).

17)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.
Talker flag at MS_A3 for VGCS call (GID 200)
will be updated.

18)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_A2 and the uplink is correctly released.

19)

MS_A3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200)

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

20)

Repeat from step 1 to 19 with VGCS call
(GID 203, 204) instead of VGCS call
(GID 200).

d) Success criteria
The VGCS call (GID 200) first talker on the dedicated channel is able to receive
notification about an incoming REC (GID 299).
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e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.45 VGCS first talker notification (MS dedicated mode, incoming
REC, roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.1
5.2.2.47
9.2.5.1
13.3.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1
5.5.19
5.5.20
5.5.21

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a VGCS CALL (GID 200) first talker on dedicated channel get a
notification about an incoming REC (GID 299). This should be verified in different
networks (roaming).
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network A in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 2: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network B in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 3: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network A in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 4: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network B in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 5: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network A in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 6: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network B in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 7: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network A in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 8: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network B in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_B1 anchor).
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Test configuration for step 1 to 4
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A2

CoO=Cell_B1

GCA_AB1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2,
GID: 203 Prio 3, GID: 204 Prio 4

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B2
GCA_AB2, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

A-MSC_A1 (GCA_AB1)

R-MSC_B1 (GCA_AB1)

A-MSC_A1 (GCA_AB2)

R-MSC_B1 (GCA_AB2)

Cell_A1
MS_A1 (REC GID: 299

MS_A2 (REC GID: 299

Cell_A2
MS_A3 (REC GID:
299,
VGCS GID: 200,
203, 204)
MS_B4 (REC GID:
299,
VGCS GID: 200,
203, 204)

Cell_B1
MS_B3 (REC GID:
299,
VGCS GID: 200, 203,
204)
MS_A4 (REC GID:
299,
VGCS GID: 200, 203,
204)

Cell_B2
MS_B1 (REC GID: 299

MS_B2 (REC GID: 299

c) Test procedure
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Step 1: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B4 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A2.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_A4 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_A4 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_A4 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
3)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_A4 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.

4)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 receiving a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming REC (GID 299). MS_A3,
MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 advertise the
incoming REC (GID 299) optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1,
MS_B2 and MS_B3 automatically
accepting the incoming REC (GID 299).

MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B3 are joining the REC (GID 299).

6)

MS_B4 automatically accepts the
incoming REC call (GID 299).

MS_B4 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).
The uplink on DCH of MS_B4 for the VGCS
call (GID 200) will be released automatically.
Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the DCH is
correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

11)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B3 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B4.

12)

MS_B4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

13)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4
receive a notification about the ongoing
VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 rejoin the
ongoing VGCS call (GID 200).

15)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_A4, and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
Talker flag at MS_B4 for VGCS call (GID 200)
will be updated.

16)

MS_B4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

17)

MS_B4 releases the VGCS call (GID
200)

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

18)

Repeat from step 1 to 17 with VGCS call
(GID 203, 204) instead of VGCS call
(GID 200).
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Step 2: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B4 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A2.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_A4 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_A4 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_A4 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
3)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_A4 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.

4)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates a
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1, cell_A2 and cell_B2.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 receiving a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming REC (GID 299). MS_A3,
MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 advertise the
incoming REC (GID 299) optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4,
MS_B2 and MS_B3 automatically
accepting the incoming REC (GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2 and
MS_B3 are joining the REC (GID 299).

6)

MS_B4 automatically accepts the
incoming REC call (GID 299).

MS_B4 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).
The uplink on DCH of MS_B4 for the VGCS
call (GID 200) will be released automatically.
Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

8)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the DCH is
correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

11)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B3 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B4.

12)

MS_B4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

13)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4
receive a notification about the ongoing
VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 rejoin the
ongoing VGCS call (GID 200).

15)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_A4, and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
Talker flag at MS_B4 for VGCS call (GID 200)
will be updated.

16)

MS_B4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

17)

MS_B4 releases the VGCS call (GID
200)

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

18)

Repeat from step 1 to 17 with VGCS call
(GID 203, 204) instead of VGCS call
(GID 200).
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Step 3: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A4 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A2.
MS_A3, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A4 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B3 and MS_B4 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
3)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

4)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 receiving a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming REC (GID 299). MS_A3,
MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 advertise the
incoming REC (GID 299) optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_B1, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 automatically
accepting the incoming REC (GID 299).

MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are joining the REC (GID 299).

6)

MS_A4 automatically accepts the
incoming REC call (GID 299).

MS_A4 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).
The uplink on DCH of MS_A4 for the VGCS
call (GID 200) will be released automatically.
Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the DCH is
correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

11)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A4.

12)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

13)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4
receive a notification about the ongoing
VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 rejoin the
ongoing VGCS call (GID 200).

15)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B3, and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
Talker flag at MS_A4 for VGCS call (GID 200)
will be updated.

16)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

17)

MS_A4 releases the VGCS call (GID
200)

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

18)

Repeat from step 1 to 17 with VGCS call
(GID 203, 204) instead of VGCS call
(GID 200).
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Step 4: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A4 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A2.
MS_A3, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A4 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B3 and MS_B4 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
3)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

4)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates a
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1, cell_A2 and cell_B2.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 receiving a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming REC (GID 299). MS_A3,
MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 advertise the
incoming REC (GID 299) optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 automatically
accepting the incoming REC (GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are joining the REC (GID 299).

6)

MS_A4 automatically accepts the
incoming REC call (GID 299).

MS_A4 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).
The uplink on DCH of MS_A4 for the VGCS
call (GID 200) will be released automatically.
Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

8)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the DCH is
correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

11)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A4.

12)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

13)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4
receive a notification about the ongoing
VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 rejoin the
ongoing VGCS call (GID 200).

15)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B3, and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
Talker flag at MS_A4 for VGCS call (GID 200)
will be updated.

16)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

17)

MS_A4 releases the VGCS call (GID
200)

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

18)

Repeat from step 1 to 17 with VGCS call
(GID 203, 204) instead of VGCS call
(GID 200).
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Test configuration for step 5 to 8
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A2

CoO=Cell_B1

GCA_AB1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2,
GID: 203 Prio 3, GID: 204 Prio 4

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B2
GCA_AB2, REC GID: 299 Prio 0

R-MSC_A1 (GCA_AB1)

A-MSC_B1 (GCA_AB1)

R-MSC_A1 (GCA_AB2)

A-MSC_B1 (GCA_AB2)

Cell_A1
MS_A1 (REC GID: 299

MS_A2 (REC GID: 299

Cell_A2
MS_A3 (REC GID:
299,
VGCS GID: 200,
203, 204)
MS_B4 (REC GID:
299,
VGCS GID: 200,
203, 204)

Cell_B1
MS_B3 (REC GID:
299,
VGCS GID: 200, 203,
204)
MS_A4 (REC GID:
299,
VGCS GID: 200, 203,
204)

Cell_B2
MS_B1 (REC GID: 299

MS_B2 (REC GID: 299

c) Test procedure
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Step 5: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B4 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A2.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_A4 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_A4 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_A4 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
3)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_A4 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.

4)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 receiving a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming REC (GID 299). MS_A3,
MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 advertise the
incoming REC (GID 299) optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1,
MS_B2 and MS_B3 automatically
accepting the incoming REC (GID 299).

MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B3 are joining the REC (GID 299).

6)

MS_B4 automatically accepts the
incoming REC call (GID 299).

MS_B4 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).
The uplink on DCH of MS_B4 for the VGCS
call (GID 200) will be released automatically.
Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the DCH is
correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

11)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B3 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B4.

12)

MS_B4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

13)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4
receive a notification about the ongoing
VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 rejoin the
ongoing VGCS call (GID 200).

15)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_A4, and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
Talker flag at MS_B4 for VGCS call (GID 200)
will be updated.

16)

MS_B4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

17)

MS_B4 releases the VGCS call (GID
200)

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

18)

Repeat from step 1 to 17 with VGCS call
(GID 203, 204) instead of VGCS call
(GID 200).
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Step 6: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B4 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A2.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_A4 and MS_B3 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B4 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_A4 and MS_B3
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_A4 and MS_B3 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
3)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_A4 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.

4)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates a
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1, cell_A2 and cell_B2.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 receiving a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming REC (GID 299). MS_A3,
MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 advertise the
incoming REC (GID 299) optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4,
MS_B2 and MS_B3 automatically
accepting the incoming REC (GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2 and
MS_B3 are joining the REC (GID 299).

6)

MS_B4 automatically accepts the
incoming REC call (GID 299).

MS_B4 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).
The uplink on DCH of MS_B4 for the VGCS
call (GID 200) will be released automatically.
Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

8)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the DCH is
correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

11)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B3 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B4.

12)

MS_B4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

13)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4
receive a notification about the ongoing
VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 rejoin the
ongoing VGCS call (GID 200).

15)

MS_B4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_A4, and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B4.
Talker flag at MS_B4 for VGCS call (GID 200)
will be updated.

16)

MS_B4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

17)

MS_B4 releases the VGCS call (GID
200)

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

18)

Repeat from step 1 to 17 with VGCS call
(GID 203, 204) instead of VGCS call
(GID 200).
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Step 7: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A4 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A2.
MS_A3, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A4 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B3 and MS_B4 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
3)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

4)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2.
MS_A2, MS_B1 and MS_B2 receiving a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming REC (GID 299). MS_A3,
MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 advertise the
incoming REC (GID 299) optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_B1, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 automatically
accepting the incoming REC (GID 299).

MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are joining the REC (GID 299).

6)

MS_A4 automatically accepts the
incoming REC call (GID 299).

MS_A4 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).
The uplink on DCH of MS_A4 for the VGCS
call (GID 200) will be released automatically.
Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the DCH is
correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

11)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A4.

12)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

13)

MS_A1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4
receive a notification about the ongoing
VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 rejoin the
ongoing VGCS call (GID 200).

15)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B3, and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
Talker flag at MS_A4 for VGCS call (GID 200)
will be updated.

16)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

17)

MS_A4 releases the VGCS call (GID
200)

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

18)

Repeat from step 1 to 17 with VGCS call
(GID 203, 204) instead of VGCS call
(GID 200).
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Step 8: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN originates a REC (MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A4 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A2.
MS_A3, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A4 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A3, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200), if the priority of the VGCS
call (GID 200) is higher or equal than 3.

MS_A3, MS_B3 and MS_B4 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

If the priority is lower than 3, the user has
to accept the VGCS call manually.
3)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.

4)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates a
REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1, cell_A2 and cell_B2.
MS_A1, MS_A2 and MS_B2 receiving a
notification about the incoming REC (GID 299).
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive
an in-band notification on FACCH channel
about the incoming REC (GID 299). MS_A3,
MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 advertise the
incoming REC (GID 299) optically and
acoustically.

5)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 automatically
accepting the incoming REC (GID 299).

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are joining the REC (GID 299).

6)

MS_A4 automatically accepts the
incoming REC call (GID 299).

MS_A4 automatically joins the REC (GID 299).
The uplink on DCH of MS_A4 for the VGCS
call (GID 200) will be released automatically.
Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

7)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

8)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the DCH is
correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

11)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A4.

12)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1,
cell_A2, cell_B1 and cell_B2 and the uplink is
correctly released.

13)

MS_B1 releases the REC (GID 299).

REC (GID 299) is released successfully and all
resources are correctly de-allocated.

14)

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4
receive a notification about the ongoing
VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B3 and MS_B4 rejoin the
ongoing VGCS call (GID 200).

15)

MS_A4 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A4 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B3, and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A4.
Talker flag at MS_A4 for VGCS call (GID 200)
will be updated.

16)

MS_A4 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A2 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

17)

MS_A4 releases the VGCS call (GID
200)

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

18)

Repeat from step 1 to 17 with VGCS call
(GID 203, 204) instead of VGCS call
(GID 200).
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d) Success criteria
The VGCS (GID 299) first talker on the dedicated channel is able to receive
notification about an incoming REC (GID 299).
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.46 Multiple VGCS membership (non roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.14
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a service subscriber can be a member of several VGCS calls at the same
time.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2,
203 Prio 3

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200, 203)
MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200, 203)
MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200, 203)
MS_A4 (VGCS GID: 200, 203)

c) Test procedure
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive a
notification about the incoming VGCS call (GID
200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A2, MS_A3 and MS_A4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A2, MS_A3 and MS_A4 are joining the
VGCS call (GID 200).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

4)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
DCH is correctly released.

5)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

6)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

7)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

8)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

9)

MS_A2 leaves the ongoing VGCS call
(GID 200).

MS_A2 is able to leave VGCS call (GID 200).

10)

Service subscriber MS_A2 originates a
VGCS call (GID 203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_A4 receive an inband notification on FACCH channel about the
incoming VGCS call (GID 203). MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_A4 advertise the incoming
VGCS call (GID 203) optically and acoustically.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A2 has two-way voice path.

11)

MS_A3 joins the VGCS (GID 203).

MS_A3 is able to join the VGCS (GID 203).

12)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A2 has two-way voice path. MS_A3 is
able to listen to the announcement of MS_A2.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

13)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A4 is
able to listen to the announcement of MS_A1.

14)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
DCH is correctly released.

15)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has two-way voice path. MS_A3 is
able to listen to the announcement of MS_A2.

16)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

17)

MS_A2 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

18)

MS_A2 and MS_A3 rejoin the VGCS call
(GID 200).

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2. MS_A3
and MS_A4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

19)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

20)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2 and MS_A4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

21)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

22)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
A service subscriber can be a member of several VGCS calls at the same time.
e) Test result
Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.47 Multiple VGCS membership (roaming case)

Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7
2.2.14
9.2.5.1

EIRENE SRS V15
2.2.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a service subscriber can be a member of several VGCS calls at the same
time.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
This test case has been divided into the following steps:
Step 1: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network B in VPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates second
VGCS call (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 2: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network A in HPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates second
VGCS call (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 3: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network A in VPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates second
VGCS call (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 4: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network B in HPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates second
VGCS call (MSC_A1 anchor).
Step 5: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network B in VPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates second
VGCS call (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 6: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network A in HPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates second
VGCS call (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 7: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network A in VPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates second
VGCS call (MSC_B1 anchor).
Step 8: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN and mobile
subscriber of network B in HPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates second
VGCS call (MSC_B1 anchor).
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Test configuration for step 1 to 4
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1

GCA_AB1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2, GID: 203 Prio 3

A-MSC_A1

R-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200, 203)

MS_B1 (VGCS GID: 200, 203)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_B2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_B3 (VGCS GID: 200, 203)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200, 203)

MS_B4 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A4 (VGCS GID: 200)

Test procedure
Step 1: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network B in VPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates
second VGCS call (MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a notification
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

2)

MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1,
MS_B2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 are joining the VGCS call
(GID 200).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

4)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

5)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

6)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

7)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B3.

8)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

11)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A3.

12)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

13)

MS_B3 leaves the ongoing VGCS call
(GID 200).

MS_B3 is able to leave VGCS call (GID 200).
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Action
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14)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates a
VGCS call (GID 203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 receive an inband notification on FACCH channel about the
incoming VGCS call (GID 203). MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 advertise the incoming
VGCS call (GID 203) optically and acoustically.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

15)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 are joining
the VGCS (GID 203).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to join
the VGCS (GID 203).

16)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

17)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has two-way voice path. MS_A4,
MS_B2 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

18)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

19)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

20)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

21)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

22)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

23)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

24)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

25)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

26)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.
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27)

MS_B3 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

28)

MS_A1, MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
rejoin the VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A2 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.

29)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

31)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

32)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

Step 2: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates
second VGCS call (MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1,
MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a notification
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4,
MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1,
MS_B2 and MS_B4 are joining the VGCS call
(GID 200).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B3.

4)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.
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Expected result(s)

5)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B3.

6)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

7)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

11)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A3.

12)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

13)

MS_A1 leaves the ongoing VGCS call
(GID 200).

MS_A1 is able to leave VGCS call (GID 200).

14)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call (GID 203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive an inband notification on FACCH channel about the
incoming VGCS call (GID 203). MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 advertise the incoming
VGCS call (GID 203) optically and acoustically.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

15)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining
the VGCS (GID 203).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to join
the VGCS (GID 203).

16)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
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Action

Expected result(s)

17)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has two-way voice path. MS_A4,
MS_B2 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

18)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

19)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

20)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

21)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

22)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

23)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

24)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

25)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

26)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

27)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

28)

MS_A1, MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
rejoin the VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A2 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.

29)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B3.

31)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

32)

MS_B3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.
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Step 3: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network A in VPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates
second VGCS call (MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a notification
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4,
MS_B2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 are joining the VGCS call
(GID 200).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

4)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

5)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

6)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

7)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B3.

8)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

11)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A3.
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Action

Expected result(s)

12)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

13)

MS_A3 leaves the ongoing VGCS call
(GID 200).

MS_A3 is able to leave VGCS call (GID 200).

14)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates a
VGCS call (GID 203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive an inband notification on FACCH channel about the
incoming VGCS call (GID 203). MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 advertise the incoming
VGCS call (GID 203) optically and acoustically.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

15)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining
the VGCS (GID 203).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to join
the VGCS (GID 203).

16)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

17)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A4 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

18)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

19)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

20)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

21)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

22)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

23)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

24)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

25)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.
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Action

Expected result(s)

26)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

27)

MS_A3 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

28)

MS_A1, MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
rejoin the VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_B2 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B2.

29)

MS_B2 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

31)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

32)

MS_B1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

Step 4: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates
second VGCS call (MSC_A1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a notification
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1,
MS_B2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 are joining the VGCS call
(GID 200).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A3.
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Action

Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

5)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A3.

6)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

7)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B3.

8)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

11)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

12)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

13)

MS_B1 leaves the ongoing VGCS call
(GID 200).

MS_B1 is able to leave VGCS call (GID 200).

14)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates a
VGCS call (GID 203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive an inband notification on FACCH channel about the
incoming VGCS call (GID 203). MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise the incoming
VGCS call (GID 203) optically and acoustically.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

15)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 are joining
the VGCS (GID 203).
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

16)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

17)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A4 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

18)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

19)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

20)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

21)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

22)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

23)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

24)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

25)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

26)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

27)

MS_B1 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

28)

MS_A1, MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
rejoin the VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_B2 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B2.

29)

MS_B2 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A3.

31)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.
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32)

MS_A3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.
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Test configuration for step 5 to 8
Network A
Network B

CoO=Cell_A1

CoO=Cell_B1

GCA_AB1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2, GID: 203 Prio 3

R-MSC_A1

A-MSC_B1

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200, 203)

MS_B1 (VGCS GID: 200, 203)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_B2 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_B3 (VGCS GID: 200, 203)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200, 203)

MS_B4 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A4 (VGCS GID: 200)

Test procedure
Step 5: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in HPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network B in VPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates
second VGCS call (MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a notification
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

2)

MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1,
MS_B2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 are joining the VGCS call
(GID 200).

3)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

4)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

5)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

6)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

7)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B3.

8)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

11)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A3.

12)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

13)

MS_B3 leaves the ongoing VGCS call
(GID 200).

MS_B3 is able to leave VGCS call (GID 200).
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Action

Expected result(s)

14)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates a
VGCS call (GID 203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 receive an inband notification on FACCH channel about the
incoming VGCS call (GID 203). MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 advertise the incoming
VGCS call (GID 203) optically and acoustically.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

15)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 are joining
the VGCS (GID 203).

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to join
the VGCS (GID 203).

16)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

17)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has two-way voice path. MS_A4,
MS_B2 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

18)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

19)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

20)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

21)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

22)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

23)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

24)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

25)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

26)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.
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Step

Action

Expected result(s)

27)

MS_B3 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

28)

MS_A1, MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
rejoin the VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A2 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.

29)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

31)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

32)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

Step 6: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in VPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network A in HPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates
second VGCS call (MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B3 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1,
MS_B2 and MS_B4 receive a notification
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4,
MS_B1, MS_B2 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1,
MS_B2 and MS_B4 are joining the VGCS call
(GID 200).

3)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B3.

4)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.
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Action

Expected result(s)

5)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B3.

6)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

7)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

8)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

9)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

10)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

11)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A3.

12)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

13)

MS_A1 leaves the ongoing VGCS call
(GID 200).

MS_A1 is able to leave VGCS call (GID 200).

14)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call (GID 203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_B1.
MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive an inband notification on FACCH channel about the
incoming VGCS call (GID 203). MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 advertise the incoming
VGCS call (GID 203) optically and acoustically.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.

15)

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining
the VGCS (GID 203).

MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to join
the VGCS (GID 203).

16)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.
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Action

Expected result(s)

17)

MS_A2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A2 has two-way voice path. MS_A4,
MS_B2 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A2.

18)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

19)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

20)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

21)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

22)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

23)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

24)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

25)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

26)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

27)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

28)

MS_A1, MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
rejoin the VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_A2 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A2.

29)

MS_A2 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B3.

31)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

32)

MS_B3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.
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Step 7: Mobile subscriber of network B originates VGCS call in HPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network A in VPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates
second VGCS call (MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a notification
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4,
MS_B2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 are joining the VGCS call
(GID 200).

3)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

4)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

5)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

6)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

7)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B3.

8)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

11)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A3.
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12)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

13)

MS_A3 leaves the ongoing VGCS call
(GID 200).

MS_A3 is able to leave VGCS call (GID 200).

14)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates a
VGCS call (GID 203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 receive an inband notification on FACCH channel about the
incoming VGCS call (GID 203). MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 advertise the incoming
VGCS call (GID 203) optically and acoustically.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

15)

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are joining
the VGCS (GID 203).

MS_A1, MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to join
the VGCS (GID 203).

16)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

17)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A4 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

18)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

19)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

20)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

21)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

22)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

23)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

24)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

25)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.
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Action

Expected result(s)

26)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

27)

MS_A3 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

28)

MS_A1, MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
rejoin the VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_B2 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B2.

29)

MS_B2 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

31)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

32)

MS_B1 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

Step 8: Mobile subscriber of network A originates VGCS call in VPLMN and
mobile subscriber of network B in HPLMN leaves ongoing VGCS and originates
second VGCS call (MSC_B1 anchor)
Step

Action

Expected result(s)

1)

Service subscriber MS_A3 originates a
VGCS call (GID 200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 receive a notification
about the incoming VGCS call (GID 200).
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A3 has two-way voice path.

2)

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1,
MS_B2, MS_B3 and MS_B4
automatically accept the incoming VGCS
call (GID 200).

MS_A1, MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2,
MS_B3 and MS_B4 are joining the VGCS call
(GID 200).

3)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A3.
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Expected result(s)

4)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

5)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A3.

6)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

7)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B3.

8)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

9)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A1.

10)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

11)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B1.

12)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

13)

MS_B1 leaves the ongoing VGCS call
(GID 200).

MS_B1 is able to leave VGCS call (GID 200).

14)

Service subscriber MS_B1 originates a
VGCS call (GID 203).

VGCS call (GID 203) is correctly established.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_B1.
A group call channel (GCCH) is allocated in
cell_A1.
MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 receive an inband notification on FACCH channel about the
incoming VGCS call (GID 203). MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 advertise the incoming
VGCS call (GID 203) optically and acoustically.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_B1 has two-way voice path.

15)

MS_A1, MS_A3 and MS_B3 are joining
the VGCS (GID 203).
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16)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on DCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

17)

MS_B2 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B2 has two-way voice path. MS_A2,
MS_A4 and MS_B4 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B2.

18)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the DCH is correctly released.

19)

MS_B1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B1 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B1.

20)

MS_B1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

21)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A3.

22)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

23)

MS_A1 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A1 has two-way voice path. MS_A3,
MS_B1 and MS_B3 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_A1.

24)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and the
uplink is correctly released.

25)

MS_B3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_B3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A3 and MS_B1 are able to listen to the
announcement of MS_B3.

26)

MS_B3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

27)

MS_B1 releases the VGCS call (GID
203).

The VGCS call (GID 203) is released
successfully and all resources are correctly deallocated.

28)

MS_A1, MS_A3, MS_B1 and MS_B3
rejoin the VGCS call (GID 200).

MS_B2 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A3, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_B2.

29)

MS_B2 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.

30)

MS_A3 takes the uplink on GCCH.

MS_A3 has two-way voice path. MS_A1,
MS_A2, MS_A4, MS_B1, MS_B2, MS_B3 and
MS_B4 are able to listen to the announcement
of MS_A3.

31)

MS_A3 releases the uplink.

Uplink free message is send in cell_A1 and
cell_B1 and the uplink is correctly released.
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32)

MS_A3 releases the VGCS call (GID
200).

VGCS call (GID 200) is released successfully
and all resources are correctly de-allocated.

d) Success criteria
A service subscriber can join multiple VGCS calls (GID 200, GID 203) in different
networks.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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5.8.48 VGCS call established in CoO when non CoO is locked
Reference to

EIRENE FRS V7

EIRENE SRS V15

9.2.5.1

2.2.1

other

a) Purpose
Verify that a VGCS call can be established in the cell of origin, even if the non cell of
origin is locked.
b) Test configuration / initial conditions
Network A

CoO=Cell_A1
GCA_A1, VGCS GID: 200 Prio 2

Cell_A1

Cell_A2

MS_A1 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A3 (VGCS GID: 200)

MS_A2 (VGCS GID: 200)

c) Test procedure
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Step
1)

Action
Lock cell_A2.

Expected result(s)
Cell_A2 is locked.

2)

Service subscriber MS_A1 originates a
VGCS call.

VGCS call is correctly established in cell_A1.
A dedicated channel (DCH) and a group call
channel (GCCH) are allocated in cell_A1.
MS_A2 receives notification of the incoming
call.
So long the dedicated channel is not released,
MS_A1 has two-way voice path.
Cell_A2 is locked. No GCCH can be allocated
in this cell.
‘VGCS/VBS Assignment Failure’ is sent from
the BSC to the MSC with cause ‘No radio
resource available’.

3)

MS_A2 accepts the incoming VGCS.

MS_A2 joins VGCS call.

4)

MS_A1 takes the uplink (group call
channel).

MS_A1 has two-way voice path, MS_A2 is only
listener.

5)

MS_A1 releases the uplink.

The uplink is correctly released.

6)

MS_A1 releases the VGCS call.

The call is released and all resources are
correctly de-allocated.

7)

Unlock cell_A2.

Cell_A2 is unlocked.

d) Success criteria
The VGCS call can be established in the cell of origin, even if the non cell of origin is
locked.
e) Test result

Specific test
configuration
Specific test conditions
Remarks
Attachments
(log / trace file)
Test result

Passed / failed / test not performed

Signature
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